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PREFACE TO REVISED EDITION

THIS revise has been postponed in order to in-

clude the lively events of 1980 and enable us to
look back, in the Epilogue, over a century of
Education. Although fresh details emerge, the
outline plan and "

system
"

abide as here set

out twenty years ago ; it is gratifying to find

that The School continues to be accepted by a

large portion of the reading public, and by school

teachers, as fulfilling a serviceable function in

the Library.
The heart of this book is to be found in Chapter

V. If the reader once accepts the standpoint
there taken, the succeeding chapters fall into

shape in systematic order, while Chapters I to

IV are found to be in place as foundations for

the whole plan.
The author's endeavour has been to present a

variety of topics welded together in one scheme
of thought. The reader will scarcely expect to

find every burning question in Education debated
within the limits of these covers, but some refer-

ence at least is made to most of the themes
which are of general interest at the present time.
If on many of these the discussion seems curtailed

it will be borne in mind that for students the
volume is offered as an introduction, while for

the general reader it is important that the pages
should be readable.

J. J. F.

December, 1981
6



THE SCHOOL

CHAPTER I

ORIGINS

1. THERE is a curious contradiction in the

attitude that we adopt towards education.

No subject bores us more when we are in the

mood for being bored; every one can talk

about it, for children, like the poor, are always
with us ; but how seldom is anything new
discovered, or even anything old propounded
in a novel way.
But in other moods the theme is of en-

grossing interest and of supreme importance.
The philosophers, who differ in everything
else, agree in maintaining that the progress of

mankind depends upon education ; and the

fond mother, looking at her baby's features

in the cradle, agrees with the philosopher.

For, defined in the broadest terms, educa-

tion is no more and no less than the pro*
vision that mankind has to make for the

progress of the species to which he belongs,
7



THE SCHOOL

i.e. civilized man. There are many more

lofty conceptions of education, but they are

liable to error if they neglect this lowly

starting-point and fail to treat our species

according to its rank with other animal

species. The conditions under which the

human breed has survived and made pro-

gress are, in fact, more patently in evidence

with us than with other animals, for man
finds himself able to adapt himself to new
situations with extraordinary facility. He
will take on a new habit, acquire fresh qual-

ities, flit to a foreign climate, anticipate peril,

discover wants, adapt himself to a novel

environment, or rather, as we shall see,

compel environment to adapt itself to his

demands, and thus prove himself fit to meet,
and to master, the pitiless circumstances

under which creation lives and breeds and
dies.

Now all the plans which man devises for

these ends are, in the nature of things, de-

vised for the young ; it is they who are the

species, who enable it to go on. The funda-

mental instinct in all organic beings is that

of caring for succession, and the fundamental

laws of life are those concerned with trans-

mission to offspring. The brute, by instinct,

trains his young to seize the prey, to flee from

danger, to hunt for food ; and the young of
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bird and beast, by instinct, will imitate,

practise, and, if successful, survive* Thus the

first, common-sense if you like, the brutal

account of schooling explains it as a neces-

sary effort to equip the child for the duties!

which lie before him. He must keep the ball

rolling : adaptation and progress are part of

the inevitable scheme. True enough, man
has become so clever that he sometimes asks,

in pessimistic mood,
"
Is life worth living ?

"

but the answer comes sharply enough from
the biologist :

"
Yes, it is worth living to

those who are fit for survival !

" Mankind as

a whole cherishes the race ; its love for its

young far exceeds that of other animals : the

mother endures with fortitude the labour of

bearing them, and the father shares with her

the daily sacrifice involved in their upbring-

ing ; schooling must start, and does start in

the simply truthful mind of the common

people, as the latest example of the primary**
instincts which we share with wolves and
bears. It is needed now by every English
child in a way that it was not needed a hun-

dred years ago, for the race has developed
new needs, and the girl or boy who cannot

read or write will starve not, perhaps, liter-

ally go without food, but in the larger sense,

man and his breed will not "
survive," if they

neglect schooling. It may be true that slum
9
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families multiply faster than suburban fam-

ilies, but the law of the survival of the fittest

goes beyond a mere counting of heads : if

need arose the strong stocks would kill off

the weaker somehow.
The present writer once met a young navvy

who was attending a night school ; the man
had a wife and two children, and found that

he wanted higher wages. He said that no
labourer in his gang was able to write more
than his name ; if he could learn to read

and write decently he would at once take a

higher position, as a foreman. He was asked

whether he had not been to the elementary
school ; yes, he had attended up to the age of

ten ; by that time he had learned his cate-

chism and he was then sent to frighten crows

from the farmer's crops.
This is not to say that, as a matter of course,

our epoch is nobler or better than the world

of earlier days : the fact that you and I have
been to school or college does not make us

finer folk than our grandmothers : it means

that, as things now stand, schooling is a new
want that, within limits, has to be supplied.
A similar situation is presented in the animal

world : we have made the cat a domestic

creature, and hence if we turn a kitten loose

in the fields it cannot survive. There are

many districts abroad, and a few in England,
10



ORIGINS

where a cat can go into the woods and live

on birds, rabbits, and mice, until it is shot

by the gamekeeper ; but, on the whole, this

artificial civilized environment having been

created, the young of the species must share

the environment or disappear.
2. We see, then, that while man is depend-

ent upon schooling, most animals are

dependent upon instinctive reactions for

their adjustment to environment. " Such
animals are not able to apply experience to

the improvement of adjustment, and are

consequently not amenable to the influences

of education." Thus, what we have called
"
education

"
is not so much an extra benefit

conferred on man as a fundamental character-

istic of the race : the animal remains animal,
remains the species lobster, worm or ape,
because he cannot be educated.

Sometimes one finds the control to which

man subjects some of the higher animals

described as
" education "

: but this is a loose

mode of speech. Man can "
train

"
many

animals to respond to stimuli, to answer his

commands ; and by artificial selection and
elimination he can improve a breed. Indeed,
some anxious observers of human develop-
ment would like to see similar plans of control

adopted by man for the human breed itself ;

but, whatever value is thought to attach to
ll
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such methods, they are clearly apart from the

modes of progress indicated by the term
"
education."

Man is, indeed, so powerfully impressed by
his superiority over the brute as to be only
too inclined to forget the pit whence he was

digged. Until recently the psychologists were

willing to leave folk in ignorance, comforting
us with the fond delusion that we are gods
endowed with reason, in contrast to the brutes

* who live by instinct. Now we know that

we are both : that we have more instincts

than they : that we, as they, accept readily
the dominion of habit ; and with them fall

under the paramount law we, too, appear
as an organism adapted to its environment.

But the environment is infinitely complex,
and the organism, in most baffling and in-

tricate fashion, is adapted not only to meet its

environment, but to study it, to get behind

it, to conquer it. The human creature, with

his self-consciousness, his speech, his ideals,

is at once the most splendid illustration and
the most dazzling contradiction in modern
science.

Compare him with his dog. The dog, too,

has an ideal : selected by his masters, he

finds his highest end for life in affectionate

loyalty ; apart from this, all he is concerned

with is the satisfaction of the primitive sensual
12
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instincts of hunger, sleep, sex and hunting.
No doubt satisfaction comes also from novelty
in perceptual experience, but this leads to

nothing, and the dog abides on his lower level

of mental activity.

Thus man has risen, it would appear, to

his higher levels by two stages : first of all, he
is found able to profit by past experience ;

secondly, he has immensely advanced in means ,

of communicating experience, utilizing the

experience of the best for the common good.
Above all, this tool of speech has served the

purposes of education, for it is by communicat-

ing to offspring that man contrives to secure

the advance of his race. Here, again, there

are faint analogies in the animal world. All

beings are equally concerned with man in

helping their young to survive, and certainly
the higher types find means to transmit

experience. The Jungle Book portrays bear,

python, wolf, behaving like comrades, each

handing to the other the forest lore. We do

not, however, read Kipling for scientific pur-

poses ; the training that the wolf gives to the

baby wolf is instinctive and is transmitted

from generation to generation on a model that

varies little, if at all ; it is only in the human

species that we find such a memory and a
mode of communication as enables experience
to supplement instinct with any effect.

18
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It is of importance to observe that this

supplementing of an instinct often involves

its suppression. We have already noted that

man is a creature of instinct,
l but he makes " a

man of himself "
by thwarting their power,

by controlling their sway, by letting many of

them atrophy for want of use. When man
was a tree-dweller he cultivated the instinct

of clinging with his toes he had derived it

from his progenitor the ape : our children still

possess the instinct, although it is weakened
but we let it become atrophied there are

no branches to cling to ; or we inhibit it with

socks and shoes.

Now these variations in the human breed

are all concerned with tendencies and powers
which spring from our general gift of record-

ing and communicating experience. When
we study the variations in a breed of animals,
we commonly think ofphysical characteristics ;

the size of cattle or poultry, the strength or

wind of a horse. But the striking fact

about man is that he seems only to be con-

cerned, as a race, with mental progress ;

in body there has been little change, and
this chiefly concerns the size of the brain

1 These comparisons between man and animals

must only be taken in general terms. For more pre-
cise statements comparative psychologists such as

Lloyd Morgan should be consulted.

14
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as organ of mind. This is not to say that

in the care of the young we can afford to

neglect the body ; when we find education

treating the body with contempt we witness

a most extraordinary example of perversion.
With man the body is essential because it is

the partner with the mind, and renders in-

dispensable service. A complete definition of
'

education gives a due place to this considera-

tion, which will claim our attention again in

Chapter IV.

Nor can the human being be properly
described apart from his equipment of in-

telligence, of emotions, of desires, of ideals

as well as of positive knowledge, or concrete

experience. We are often inclined to discuss
44

progress
"

in terms of great discoveries and
, inventions Americas and steam-engines ; but

: these things are not progress : it is in the mind
of man that they are found, and by man they
are utilized. If he were deprived of them he

could recover them. The educative process,

contemplated in the large sense, is the road

by which all these experiences and powers

get transmitted and transmuted as one

generation succeeds the other. From Tree-

Dweller to Air-Man the story is the same :

races have struggled, triumphed, multiplied,

decayed, and all along have so acted because

they have been able or finally unable to
15
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communicate experience and adapt it to new
situations.

8. It will be noticed that we have by im-

plication admitted one feature of human
struggle and progress shared by man with

most animals but displayed by him to a sur-

passing extent. Man is a social being, i.e. he

lives with his fellows in packs or herds, or,

hives ; he not only transmits experience to

his own young, but he recognizes kinship
with his fellows : his progress is theirs : their

achievement is shared by him. True, there is

struggle within the breed, but there is also

mutual aid ; hence, among the young, a

large part of education consists of social con-

tacts : the child learns by interchange with

his kind, and more especially by contact with

those of his own age and range of experience.
This point needs all the more to be em-

phasized because it is so often ignored both in

theories of education and in school practice.
Whatever may be said in abstract treatises as

to the formation of character or the unfolding
of mental powers, all such results are con-

ditioned by an ebb and flow of those social

relationships which make so large a part of

daily experience and claim so often the focus

of attention. Man cannot conceive of him-

self apart from his kind, and the teacher or

parent who studies the child as a separate
16
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unit makes little progress in the art of educa-

tion. We therefore devote the concluding

chapter of this volume to a discussion of school

in its corporate aspect.
4. We have sought thus far to explain

education by the aid of biology, but it has

already become clear that there is much in

the situation for which our parallels with

animal life will not account.
"
Progress

"
is

a useful term in debate, but it may disguise
confusion of thought. The story of the past,
in general terms, is clear : but what of the

future ? Whither are we tending ?

The great mass of the human race, now as

ever, are dominated by the imperative in-

stincts of the body : the child, like other

animals, begins to share in the battle for

existence as soon as its frame acquires suffi-

cient strength. Among all the lowest types,
whether penned in city slums or roaming in

savage wilds, this struggle precludes atten-

tion to higher wants : animal impulses assert

under such conditions their fullest sway.
But even at these low levels man finds that

there is a life beyond mere living : among the

most degraded tribes we hear of the domestic

rites of religion, ceremonies that surround the

central crises of life and death : there is crude

music and dancing : the heroic deeds of by*

gone days are told once and again. Some-
17
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how, after countless ages of evolution, man
found himself : in some mysterious crisis he

took that step towards the light which cut

him adrift from the brute and made him

man, a being conscious not only of a re-

membered past, but of an idealized future,

conscious not only of new wants, but of

duties. Man becomes man when he frames

the question, What am I ?

It is at this point that the conception of

formal education emerges, as an abiding
element in human progress. Among savage
tribes little distinctive provision is made to

enable the young to share the experience of

the elders ; they share in the common life, and
are present, it may be, when the rites of the

tribe are performed, greedy with eyes and
ears to watch and imitate : but it needs a
further step before men undertake the act

which is specifically called Education. Some
father has a clearer vision than his fellows :

in the face of his growing boy he sees the man
who shall take his place and office : so with

pains he imparts the scantv tradition, hands

on the expiring flame. In the rare moments
of relief from toil he summons his children

and "
teaches diligently

" the statutes, the

judgments, the story and the song. In its

* best and truest sense education has always
been concerned with ideals ; for life is "more ,

18
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than
^
meat. Comparative biology cannot de-

fine the province of the teacher simply because

human aspiration, faith and fear stand apart
from the physical life. This aspect of our

subject, which brings ethics into relation

with education, will require our attention

below when we consider the function of the

School (Chapter IV).

19



CHAPTER II

THE YOUNG OF MAN

1. IT will be noticed that we have made a
distinction between the scope of the terms
" education " and "

schooling." By
"
school-

ing
" we mean the educational provision made

for the young, for the rising generation, which
is unable by its own efforts to survive and pro-

gress. "Education," unfortunately, is used

in a double sense. We speak vaguely of being
44 educated "

by books, by society, by travel,

at all periods of life, whereas in legislation
and politics the term is confined to the definite

requirements of non-adults. Both animals

and mankind are influenced throughout life

by environment, but this lies apart from the

specific effort made to enable the adult and
mature society to foster the immature and

helpless. Many adults, it is true, seek oppor-
tunities for self-culture, for the enlargement of

experience, for the satisfaction of the in-

tellectual life, but these efforts, though
commonly described as

"
educative," and

20
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though playing a great part in human pro-

gress, are of a different order from deliberate

plans by which the young are afforded similar

opportunities and experience. If, therefore,

we employ the term " education "
at all in

these chapters, it will be only in the restricted

sense as equivalent to schooling.
It must be borne in mind that we cannot

draw any hard and fast line as to the stage
in the development of any individual at

which he can be properly regarded as able

to
"
stand on his own feet." Physical changes

certainly offer preliminary conditions ; the

stage of childhood is marked off from that of

adolescence, and one difference between the

child, as contrasted with the boy or girl, is

that the former feels his helplessness, while

healthy boys and girls are distinguished by
a craving far independence. But the latter,

in the eyes of adult wisdom, are still helpless,

needing both direction and control.

2. Our analogies with the animal world will

here be of service again ; for progress of a

species in one direction is accompanied by an

appearance of loss in another. The animal,

relying on his instincts and profiting by
experience, quickly learns to help himself, but

the young of man is artificially protected and

guided, so that he is comparatively "help-
less

"
for a longer period. The biologist

21
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points out the law working in the ascending
scale of animal life : the higher the type,
the longer is the period of dependence upon
parents. The chick begins to peck as soon

as he is on his feet, but the young of mammals
cannot find release so soon. Now the sociol-

ogist observes a similar law in the progress of

the human species : every advance in civiliza-

tion, whether in a nation or in a single family,
carries with it

" an extension of the period of

infancy," i.e. of the time during which the

offspring is regarded, either by the nation

or by the parents, as unfit to forage for him-

self.
" The meaning of that period of help-

lessness or infancy, as I see it, lies at the

bottom of any scientific or philosophic under-

standing of the part played by education in

human life." * By elaborating the machinery
of modern life we make the process of adjust-
ment to environment more complex with

every generation ; and not only is the length
of

"
infancy

"
extended, but the helplessness

of the infant during that period is increased

on a similar scale. Servants, nurses, govern-
esses, all have the effect of keeping the young
from domestic experience, with the idea that

helplessness, as regards primitive economic

needs, may give scope for grater ultimate

efficiency, in adjustment to a society where
1 N. M. Butler : The Meaning of Education.
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knowledge and social experience play their

part. In an earlier day, when practical ex-

perience was regarded as of greater moment,
both the page at the court and the apprentice,
in the workshop were trained to be of im-

mediate service to their elders.

Perhaps, however, the most evident ex-

ample of the working of this law of the

extension of the period of infancy is shown in

the elaboration of professional training. In

every university we notice the contrasted

attitude of the older generation and the new ;

the older men look with regret on the days
when a student could begin to earn his living
in medicine, or engineering, or the Church, at

twenty-two ; the younger men insist that a

lad is not given a fair chance if you expect
him to reap the fruits of study before twenty-
five. Indeed, President Butler lays it down
as an accepted dictum "that the length of

time that it takes for the human child in this

generation to adapt himself to his surround-

ings so as to be able to succeed in them, to

conquer them, and to .make them his own,
is almost, if not quite, thirty years." We are

bound to admit that for the best minds in

all the higher walks of life the extension to

thirty years is justified ; but surely it is very
wide of the mark to generalize as to "the
human child

"
of every type. For while it

28
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is true that the environment to which we need

to become adjusted grows more complex with

every decade, it is not true that every
individual is equally plastic and adjustable*
The best engineers and physicians will no
doubt benefit themselves, and mankind, if

they are encouraged to study and accumulate

knowledge at the expense of their elders right

up to the age of thirty ; if thereafter they
serve their profession for thirty years, they
will render a hundredfold all that they have

cost. But it is only the few that can answer
the measure of this rule. The great majority,
if kept in economic idleness till thirty, or even

twenty, would remain so for ever : in them
the instincts which lead the young to active

exercise, to production, to be doing for them-

selves, far outweigh any acquired and in-

herited tastes for study and research ; if

these primary instincts are thwarted by
tempting the young to remain out of touch

with the strain and purposes of adult life, too

often the result is a disappointment. Here
we come upon a difficult controversy which
is handled in a later chapter (pp. 210-22).

8. There is a second and still more modern

problem offered to our notice when we seek

a line of demarcation between the helpless

young and the helping adult. Among the

young of all animals are some who fail to
24
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reach the stage of independence they sicken

or are maimed. How do the strong treat the

weak ? On the whole, nature is pitiless : it

is true that here and there exceptions occur

among animals, but mutual aid seldom ex-

tends to those who will never be fit to make

repayment. And it is only by slow degrees
that man has come to a different way of

thinking (or rather of feeling) and has taken

under his protection not only the children but
?

all who are really helpless the blind, the

halt, the insane and let us add, in still more
recent times, the criminal. By adding these

to his charge, he steps into regions where the

biologist will no longer serve to answer his

riddles, for he appears to find satisfaction in

protecting and educating those who will make
the race no return for his efforts. When an
Education Board at the present day estab-

lishes a school for cripples or for the blind, it

no doubt hopes that a few of these sufferers

may reach economic independence, but rate-

payers and taxpayers are scarcely deceived

by such pious hopes ; we work and pay for

such unfortunates because they belong to us,

and we admit the social obligation that will

lead us to care for them and, if need be, to

protect them, all their lives. Yet, be it well

remembered, this care for the unfortunate

among the young, whether a product of self-
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regarding virtues or of philanthropy, is con-

ditioned by an economic situation. It may
seem a harsh doctrine, but one reason why
society now cares for idiots and cripples is

that it can afford to do so.

In fact, the chief reason why governments

support education is because the investment

is sound. These are luxuries, i.e. they are

evidence of economic security and it is a

commonplace of social science that although
the love of money is the root of all evil, a

? cash balance is a necessity of progress. As
a family becomes well-to-do it keeps boy and

girl longer at school, and when the State

finds the budget swelling it will spend some-

thing extra on education : in both cases the

motive is mixed. The result, too, does not

always answer to the design : our word
"
school

" does indeed answer to the situation

implied in its derivation (<y#oAi), leisure) ;

both scholar and teacher at school are, in

this sense, of the leisured class; but it by
no means follows that the issue of these

leisurely pursuits will be for the benefit of

the race.

4. Let us; however, consider further those

aspects of modern education which are con-

cerned with the interplay of the two factors

the release from economic pressure, and
the extended helplessness of the young.
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Helplessness, like every other tendency, may
become fixed as a habit : when the time comes
for the child

" to put away childish things," to

share with his elders in the struggle for exist-

ence, there is often a sharp conflict before the

habits of youth are broken. The young must

ultimately share our responsibilities and bear

our burdens, or the race is lost ; how long can

we risk leaving them without such experience ?

It will be readily observed that the increasing

surplus of wealth, together with the immensely
increased security in its possession, has made
this a crucial question in modern civilization.

Classes in society are formed whose effort is

directed not only to provide economic freedom,
with schooling, for their offspring during in-

fancy, but to extend this security right

through life. The old dictum was,
"

If a

man will not work, neither shall he eat "
;

the new doctrine often runs,
" Our children

will not need to work, if we elders can work
for them and provide much goods, laid up foi

many years." Thus it has become possible
more and more since the dawn of history,
for many individuals to live right through
life without having to provide clothing and
shelter at all : they belong to the leisured

class, or to professional classes, set apart and

supported in order to care for ideal needs of
our -complex humanity needs which have
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no relation to any view of life on which

biology can throw light.

But even here the struggle for existence goes

on, and with a fiercer zest. The "
top dog

"

among mankind seeks to maintain his own
order with at least as much energy as the

soldier-ant. It is not surprising, therefore,

that education has become a battle-ground
for class struggles. As soon as a member of

any group discovers that schooling, of this or

that type, is of benefit to the young of his
"
class," he will fight to secure it, just as he

has fought to secure goodly pastures, and he

will fight for that sort of schooling which will

maintain his class, as a class, with its social

outlook, its class bias, its solidarity. At this

moment in England we witness an excellent

example of the play of these forces. Up to

about 1900 popular sentiment in our large

cities cared little for
"
high school

" educa-

tion : the common opinion among manu-
facturers and tradesmen was that a boy had
better finish with his schooling as soon as

possible and "
get to work "

: fourteen was

"quite old enough for a lad to be put to

doing something." But opinion has changed :

men have come to see that a secondary
education counts heavily in favour of those

who have secured it ; and now the democracy
are insisting that these novel benefits shall
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not be confined to the classes who can pay
for them. On every hand cheap secondary
schools have been established, and boys and

girls, with little discrimination as to talents or

character, flock to them, thus extending to

seventeen or eighteen their
"
period of in-

fancy." But the "
leisure

" and freedom of

secondary education is not good for all, only
for those, whether rich or poor, whose char-

acter is fitted for it. In an epilogue to this

revised edition we show how such consider-

ations have affected the problem of raising
the age for compulsory attendance (Education
Bill, 1980).

5. It will be readily seen what grave
anxieties are here presented as to the kind of

schooling which is offered to the rising genera-
tion. The normal animal instinct would lead

a child, as he enlarges his economic experience,
to forage for himself, to provide for his own
wants and those of his kin ; but instincts may
be partly suppressed or atrophied, and a false

type of schoolingmay come into vogue, which

extends not only the period of helplessness,
but the inner attitude of helplessness and

dependence. Thus a type of being is created

that refuses to forage, a parasite preying on
his fellows, a drone, whose body will defile

the hive unless it be expelled. Such a type
of schooling may become perilous to the wel*
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fare of an entire people ; and the questions
it raises invite us into regions of political

controversy beyond the ambition of this book.

A survey of the types of schooling offered in

English-speaking countries would show that

most children are still being trained to take

a share both in the economic and civic

responsibilities of the coming age ; but others

are indulged with fatal habits of dependence,
while a third class learn the habits of the

soldier-ant, who maintains his economic in-

dependence by
"
governing

"
his servants.

Such a man cannot forage, but he has learnt

the arts of control, and thus can induce

others, black and white, to forage for him.

With the varied resources and the varied

responsibilities of the British Empire it would

appear that there is room for all three classes

for many years to come.
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CHAPTER III

THE RISE OF EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

1. IN this preliminary inquiry as to the

origin of the School we have used the phrase
" the adult community

"
as standing apart

from " the young." But this requires further

analysis. How does " the adult community
"

go about to fulfil its function ? The work has

indeed been of slow growth. We have already
taken a glance at those far-off days when
man first found himself able not only to
"
struggle for existence

" but to struggle with

himself, rising to higher things. We saw that

the earliest
"
provision

"
of education, liberal

in the best sense of the word, was made at

the domestic hearthstone.

And technical education finds its origin in

ages equally remote. What an animal learns

from his parents is an affair of blind imitation,

and so to a large extent it has been and

always will be with mankind ; but human
elders have always been ready to explain, to

show the how and why of tool and con-
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trivance. Now just at the point where such

explanation took shape as a deliberate design,
there we must admit the dawning not only of

apprenticeship but of an art of education in

its technical aspect.
Thus began schooling : as an indispensable

duty of the family; and to the family the

adult community assigned the task. The

tribe, for other purposes, combined and re-

grouped itself in various ways, but, in prim-
itive times, the advancement of the young, as

regards both skill and knowledge, rested with

the parents, and could not be regarded apart
from the problem of family sustenance and

family progress. In spite of the varied

experiments made in ancient and in modern
states to relieve the family of this burden, it

would still appear that the soundness of the

body politic greatly depends upon the proper

discharge of this function. The neglect of

it in any household leads to degeneracy.
Both in the squalid shelters (not to be called
" homes ") of the lowliest poor and at the

opposite pole of society, where some of the

wealthy leave their offspring to the sole care

of nurses and tutors, the same disastrous

phenomenon is seen.

2. Education, then, took its rise in the

Family, and can never be safely severed from
it. But with the growth of civilized com-
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munities something more has been demanded :

life becomes more complex, ideals seek a
wider range ; families combine into tribes,

tribes into nations. Culture, which burned

with feeble flame on the family altar, becomes

organized on a wider scale ; the need is ex-

perienced for a separate caste, a tribe of Levi,

a band of Druids who shall tend the sacred

fire, and fostei the traditions, the passions
which make a People and a Race. Many
tribes, indeed, felt so deeply this demand
for spiritual guidance that they took shape as

a theocracy, with a national polity controlled

by the chiefs of their religion, readily sub-

mitting their destiny on earth to those

privileged ones who enjoyed communion
with heaven. Hence education, at its earliest ,

appearance as an organized scheme, is the

concern of priests and clergy ; even in com-
munities where civil and religious authority
stood apart, the latter retained control of the

organized processes of culture. Whatever
share might be retained by the Family, all

the more public and permanent attributes of

culture were absorbed by a caste whose power
increased with every advance in human know-

ledge. Here is the origin of the school, as an ?

institution, i.e. a collection of scholars from
various households ; with a teacher, the agent

placed in charge of the institution.
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It should be observed that the first type
of school to be evolved is a professional one ;

the teacher's first concern is to reproduce his

own type, to care for succession within the

caste. In the darkest days of Israel,
" when

the Lamp of God had almost gone out," the

child Samuel is called to minister before Eli.

In such periods there can be no distinction

between secular and religious education : law,

medicine, fine art, science, all arose from the

same sacred fountain and poured their

treasures into the same sanctuary ; all these

materials of progress and culture were

jealously preserved by the guardians of the

spiritual mysteries. Confining this superficial

survey to Christian Europe, we may say
that, up to the epoch of the Renaissance,
no other conception of the control of education

was possible.
8. And yet, without any conscious recog-

nition of severance, two or three movements
were at work in which the layman operated

apart from his spiritual adviser. The leisured

classes (if one may speak of leisure in days
when idleness was unknown) developed a
form of education adapted to the needs of

the court. The page submitted to a long
course of schooling before he was at last sent

forth a belted knight. The profession of

arms had become a highly organized career,
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sharply in contrast to the clerical calling.

True, our Odo of Bayeux could wield a
mace as easily as his crozier, but he had few
successors ; succeeding times demanded a
finer specialization of employment. Thus
the princes of this world, restive then as now
under the clerical yoke, took a hint from
the methods of the Church and turned school-

master ; the elaborate example of the mon-

astery was countered by the equally elaborate

equipment of the castle, where, to use the

modern phrase,
"
the governing and directing

classes
" were taught to fight and rule.

" To
rule

"
as well as to fight, for Law was the

earliest of the professions to strive against
Church supremacy ; canon law was met by
common law ; and to the training of the clerk

in the monastery, and of the page in the

castle, there had already been added, before

the days of Chaucer, that of the lawyer in

the secular court.

At a lowlier level the growth of city life

laid the foundation of an apprenticeship

system. Trade guilds were as highly organ-
ized as were the grander corporations of

Church and of nobility. Wealth, here as

elsewhere, gave leisure for citizens to school

the young in the arts of the counting-house
and workshop : the problems of commercial

and technical instruction were being handled
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in many a European city ; the grammar
school and song school were left to the clergy,
but the humbler task of fitting the lad for

his secular calling was not neglected either

by merchant or by craftsman.

During the present century, in America,
"
vocational

" education has been handled as

if some novel principle were at issue, but the

story is an old one ; ever since the dawn of

schooling the claims of Vocation have con-

tended for supremacy with the Family and
the Church, and they now seek to influence

the State, which, as we shall see, takes a

masterful direction of the whole machinery.
4. Now, while these types of school train-

ing for knighthood, for law, for trade like

the monastic school, prepared for a definite

career, they differed therefrom in being con-

ducted without the aid of professional teachers.

In more primitive times the father had
trained his sons both to fight, to barter and
to manufacture ; this duty is shared by others,

but it is not as yet devolved upon persons set

apart for the task : such instruction is merely
a supplement to the daily toil. The Church,
which at earlier epochs had created and
fostered the school, was the first to evolve

the professional teacher, with his special

school-craft, with his grammar, his Trivium
and Quadrivium a liberal education, valu-
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able in itself apart from its relation to other

departments of the clerical life. True, the

teacher remained for long attached to the

ecclesiastical order; just as lawyers and

physicians up to the seventeenth century were

largely clerical, so up to our own epoch, the

teacher retained his alliance with this order,

which made of teaching a distinctive function*

It was in the universities that the separation
first began : long before the defiance of Rome
by Luther these resorts of learning had
rebelled against the traditional rights of

bishop and pope ; and although sympathies
between the scholar and the priest will always
exist, they have tended more and more since

those days to reach their goal by different

routes. But, apart from universities, school-

ing in medieval times remained as an affair

of religion. The grammar school, in its

origin a professional school for the clergy,
had long ago opened its doors more widely ;

among the boys who flocked to school in the

Middle Ages there were many who sought
liberal culture apart from clerical aims, and
the Church welcomed them and taught them

freely. She had her reward at a later day :

when the storm of Reformation broke over

Europe, when the voice of pastor and priest
lost much of its power over men's affections,

they were still permitted to keep their hold
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over the young, controlling the schools which

they had founded and fostered for the benefit

of mankind.

Throughout Europe the same rule pre-
vailed. Like the Catholic priest the Protest-

ant pastor retained the oversight of schools

within his sphere ; among Englishmen the

Puritans, alike in old England and new,
rivalled the ancient Church in zeal for teach-

ing : when Acts of Uniformity drove a dis-

senting clergyman from his parish he found

occupation, if not solace, in the instruction

of youth. Nor did the tie weaken in later

days. When, at the close of the seventeenth

century, the Charity School was set on foot,

it was the clergyman who fathered it, and
the aim of the teacher was still directed

rather to piety than learning. In the succeed-

ing century, when the demand for universal

schooling arose in every European country,
the churches found a new field for the exercise

of their influence, more extensive, although
less exalted, than their sphere in medieval

ages. In earlier days the Catholic Church
had shared with universities and grammar
schools the ideal of liberal culture ; now, in

an altered world, the Churches, no longer one

but many, have taken their share in handing
on the torch to the humble and the poor.

It is not surprising, therefore, that the
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teacher is still in many quarters regarded'
as a lay ministrant to the clergy. In some
social and religious circles he is still closely
identified with the clerical

"
order

"
; no

wonder that the Churches, especially those of

ancient fame, continue a claim upon their

offspring.
The resistance to these claims is also a

matter of history as well as of present politics ;

it might well be sketched as one act in the

great tragedy wherein State and Church
have been protagonists since the days of

Constantine. For it is the State which

emerges, in one shape or another aristocratic

or democratic, local or central as a fourth

corporation, rivalling the Family, the Voca-

tion and the Church in the control of school

and teacher. Luther looked to the princes of

Germany to help little children to spell out

the word of God : the modern Socialist l
says

boldly, "the State is the Over-Parent, the

Outer-Parent." While the Family cares with

instinctive jealousy for the welfare of the

individual child, and the Church, with lofty

ideals, claims him for the service of the

Eternal, the State is envious of both, and';

insists that the care of the young is a prime J

duty of government.

Long years ago the Churches discovered
1 H. G. Wells : Socialism and the Family, p. 57.
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that the School was the true recruiting-ground
for adherents ; at last her rivals have copied
her example : every new movement, in com-

merce, in art, in politics, seeks to
"
capture

"

the teacher and the schools, until the problem
of the children, instead of being the dullest

of political issues, threatens to prove not only
the most perplexing, but the most absorbing

topic which can engage the attention of

public men.
An analysis of these claims, and an attempt

to reconcile them under the conditions of our

time, is undertaken below (pp. 101-118).
5. Thus, by taking a hasty survey of more

primitive conditions, we find the ground

prepared for considering the function of the

school. Education, as we here discuss it,

is concerned with the young, the immature ;

it is something specific and deliberate, added
to the vague influences of environment and
circumstance which attend the growth of

experience ; and, in its origin at least, con-

cerned with the higher, the spiritual needs of

i man. If man had been content to
"
live by

bread alone," the young of man might have
continued to seek physical survival by process
of imitation : but the school is the product
of human aspiration.
The school is not a building, but an in-

stitution, with two factors the scholars and
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their teacher : the latter, after the lapse of

ages, finds for himself a separate career, a

part to play in the complex drama of a modern
nation. Within his school he is a master,
cut off from his fellows by the distinctive

marks of his profession ; but they in turn as

parents, as clergy, as officers of State, are

his masters and contend for his obedience.

But before attempting to reconcile this con-

flict we must turn back ; we shall be better

able to consider who shall control the school

if we first of all discuss its purpose.
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CHAPTER IV

THE FUNCTION OF THE SCHOOL

1. IN the above chapters we have already
noted the first common-sense reason for

maintaining schools. We may express this

by the formula enlargement of experience.
The child needs, for example, the three R's,

practice in using his hands, knowledge of

history and geography, command of tools ;

some of these experiences he can, perhaps,
more effectively gain at home, but, on the

whole, he is found to be better adapted to his

environment if he goes to school, especially
as he there meets with his fellows, learning
from them as much as from his teachers.

But this naive account of the situation merely

disguises the difficulties of the theme before us,

for when we endeavour to realize proper aims
for the school and the limits to be assigned to

these, we are confronted with the most per-

plexing chapter of educational science.

For, first, this simple formula assumes that

enlargement of experience is a process analo-
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gous to feeding : we, the adults, are to impart,
while the young are to receive with open
mouths. Too often is teaching thus crudely
conceived as a mechanical process wherein

the subject, vaguely called "the child,"

receives with docility the superior, ready-
made learning of his seniors. But "

the

child
" who attends an educational institu-

tion, at any age from three to twenty-three,
is a rapidly changing being who, as we shall

see in the next chapter, undergoes strange

transformations, passing through stages or

periods in each of which his reaction to

experience assumes a different shape.

Secondly, in spite of helplessness, this sturdy
"
infant," so far from taking all we offer him

for granted, is on the road to conquest over

his elders ! The relation between old and

young should not be conceived as something
fixed and static ; the one meekly accepting
what the other authoritatively distributes.

While to all appearance the child is being
moulded and formed to suit the plans of

those set over him, he is unconsciously a

rebel, preparing in silence to undermine the

walls which have sheltered him ; he begins in

childhood a life-long struggle between con*

vention and freedom, and one function of

the school is to give fair scope for this spirit
of independence :

" where the spirit of the
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Lord is, there is liberty," is a doctrine which
serves us in pedagogy as much as in religion

or in politics.

Thirdly, this desire for freedom is not merely
self-assertion, but it springs from the same
source as that " divine discontent

" which was

suggested in an earlier chapter ; it is the

supreme function of the school to foster

ideals, or, to speak in more technical terms,
to help the young to evaulate experience,

establishing their own standards for appre-

ciation, in every department of conduct and
life. Just as, in matters of sense-experience,
the scholar replaces his vague perceptions of

distance and size by standards of measure-

ment which become year by year more

accurate, until the man of science fully armed
can approximate to the truth with astonishing

minuteness, so in matters of behaviour man
is on the search for standards by which to

measure up the worth of whatever is offered

him.

Now any adequate review of the purposes
which a school has to fulfil mufct take account

of each of these features of the situation, and
I shall hope after examining them more

closely (commencing with the third), to arrive

at a statement of these purposes which will

be found to accord with the inner meaning
of the movements by which, both in Britain
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and abroad, the face of school education is

being slowly readjusted to a new social order.

2. Standards of satisfaction. As the varied

world of experience opens before the child, he

begins to form his tastes, places a high value

on this while despising that : unsatisfied

always, but gradually, as the years pass, find*

ing limits to the hopes and fears that can

possess him. Now the school, under favour-

able conditions, can play a dominant part in

this process, for it seizes on the leisure time

of life ; it prevents the child from "
sinking

back into the beast," by calling his attention

to things that are
"
lovely and of good

report
"

: thus he is helped in creating his

system of values, which form the basis of his

character.
" The hart panteth after the

water-brooks " and therewith his measure
is taken, his limits are reached ; man also

manifests desire, but his standards reach

higher ; he needs water from the brook, but

he has discovered also a longing for God.

This, I repeat, will always be the chief end
of schooling : men's standards will change,

systems of theology and morals, of knowledge
and art, will come and go, but the worth of a

man, to himself and to his generation, will

always depend supremely upon his taste,

upon his choice of satisfactions out of the

numberless avenues of experience to which
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modern life invites him. No doubt these

avenues are wider for the children of the

leisured class, but the great things of life, even
its finest possibilities, are no longer confined

to the wealthy : the child of poverty can be

poet, preacher, man of science, if he chooses

such a path. And now, as in earlier days,
however much the facts may be forgotten or

disguised, schools are maintained because men
want children to set their affections on what
is worthiest.

Our contentions for mastery over the

schools wax so fierce simply because we differ

so fundamentally in our conception of what
is worthy of esteem. But quarrel as we
adults may among ourselves in our declara-

tions of faith, we are compelled to unite in

recognizing that the young will pursue the

same restless quest which has stirred the

human spirit in all the ages. And, while

the manner of this contention is often a
humiliation to Christian men, it at any
rate proves the earnestness with which, now
as at the dawn of education, men are deter-

mined to keep open for the young the roads

that point to the stars. Fight as they may
among themselves, secularist and orthodox

contend for control of the children just because

the issue at stake touches man at the centre

of his being.
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8. Tradition v. Progress. Amid all these

arguments, we can distinguish two opposing
forces, due, perhaps, to temperament as

much as environment, which contend for the

scholar's allegiance in every type of school :

one relies upon the past, upon reverence for

tradition, obedience to law, appreciation of

the great things handed down by wise and
famous men of old ;

the other bids youth
forget the things that are behind, and find

satisfaction in discharging his duty to the

world about him ; it shows him a vista of

undiscovered values in science and art, and
bids him seek new revelation there, letting
u the dead bury their dead." Conservatism

and Progress appear thus as contradictory
claimants for the allegiance of the school,

and we shall trace their influence again when
we consider how the aims of the school govern
our choice of

"
pursuits." Both seem to

justify their right to engage the attention of

youth ; however anxious a modern world may
be lest youth should be ignorant of physiology,
it is equally solicitous to preserve the memo-
rials of our race, for it is only through these

that idealism takes concrete shape. Much
of the past may doubtless be "

scrapped
" as

lumber, but at least a few cathedrals, a few

stories such as that of the Prodigal Son, one
or two Greek heroes, a few choice tracts of
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glorious scenery, a Chippendale chair, and
even the rude tools of primitive man all these

help youth to shape his conception of life's

meaning, viewing himself as heir of all the ages.
But with equal eagerness the progressive

spirit in the modern world attempts to

capture the school on behalf of new know-

ledge, and these efforts take shape as move-
ments for technical or vocational education.

The child must be so instructed as to be able

to earn his bread, and at the present day when

science, transportation, politics have trans-

formed the adult world of manufacture and

commerce, the schools are summoned to
" wake up." In spite of the teacher's affec-

tion for culture, he is hustled into the market-

place and challenged to prove the value of his

wares in terms of salary and dividend.

It would, however, be a caricature, even

when writing for a "
nation of shopkeepers,"

to represent the advocates of Progress as

merely concerned with the struggle for exist-

ence in commerce and industry. On the con-

trary, the sentiment here at work is universal

in its range ; and it affects the school, because

the elder generation, conscious of imperfection
and failure, hopes, through schooling, to

"
call

in a new world to redress the balance of the

old." "My school days," says the father,
" were passed idly and unprofitably enough ;
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my children at least shall not suffer that mis-*

fortune," So, where he learnt only some

scraps of Latin, they shall add French and

German; formerly an outline of natural

history, with "the use of the globes," was
all that science offered to the young; now
every decade presses a new discovery upon
his wearied brain the chemist, the physicist,
the electrician, the botanist, the geographer,
all claim that the progress their studies have
made should be represented in the school

curriculum : and we must refrain from

attempting even to catalogue the list of social

sciences which, under various rubrics, are

pressed on the attention of the young.
4. Convention v. Freedom. This rivalry

between old standards and new does not,

however, complete the picture. Values are

abstract, ideals are in the clouds ; they are

brought down to earth by means of symbols,

ceremonies, customs ; men hold together and
retain their kinship only by the agency of

settled machinery which represents and re-

covers through the sign, the living reality

thereby signified. Value which intrinsically

belongs to the original is thus transferred to

the image ; and degeneration in man, as

man, has always been recognized when he

learns to worship idols, and finds his satis-

faction in obeying the tyranny of custom;
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conformity, submission, compromise there

must be, but in his striving for a higher life,

aesthetic, intellectual or moral, man ever

reasserts his freedom and escapes once more
the bondage of forms and conventions. Now
the school has always been seized upon as a

ready means for preserving the continuity of

settled forms.
" Train up a child in the way

he should go, and when he is old he will not

depart from it." As conceived in earlier

times this institution was an exclusive society,

expressly designed to reinforce the efforts of

family and clan to conserve the distinctive

qualities of the stock. This is the proper
definition of

"
culture," imparting the mys-

teries of the cult language, arts, manners,
rites to shape the correct form in which

youth is to be bi;ed.

And let no one suppose that the process as

witnessed to-day is merely a survival of by-

gone practices : on the contrary, it is a per-
manent characteristic of all community life.

Conventions and symbols are necessary ; they
are only mischievous when they usurp the

place of reality. The young are ready

enough to imitate the habits of their elders :

practical though they are in many senses, they
are also sociable, and intuitively accept the

style of the life about them. And yet the

rising generation, as we have seen, cannot
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accept without change the standards and
values of its forbears ; for all who, putting

away childish things, become men in any
real sense, the transformation from infancy
to manhood is essentially an advance from
a life controlled by custom to a life of inner

freedom ; as children, we see through the

glass darkly ; as men, we face experience with

open eyes. Hence the new wine, the gospel
revealed unto babes, cannot be confined in

the old bottles of convention ; it was surely
in some such sense that Jesus of Nazareth

spoke when, smiling at the little ones, He
averred that of such is the kingdom of heaven.

It can readily be understood how effectively

scholastic methods have aided in the main-

tenance of established modes of culture. The

school-masters, agents in this process, are

themselves the phief upholders of discipline
and custom. They themselves have been
"
schooled

"
to discharge their office by de-

votion to the accredited symbols of culture,

and too often, shut as they are within the

cloister of their profession, they make a fetish

of these disciplines and neglect the eternal

values, the realities of experience from which
their culture took its rise.

The study of Greek among Western nations

at the present day offers a striking illustration.

Gifted boys and girls, especially when aided
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by teachers who appreciate the imperishable

things of Hellas such scholars carry their

study frohi the letter to the spirit and marvel-

lously expand their view of life. But when
teachers and scholars with scantier equip-
ment pursue the Greek language, they are

worshipping a fetish : their pursuit of ancient

forms of speech renders little service beyond
attaching them closer to the rank and class

which they attempt to adorn. Nor must
we assume that the traditional studies, of

which Greek and Latin are typical, are alone

subject to the process by which the realities

of experience may sink to the level of meaning-
less custom. On the contrary, the inevitable

tendency amongst those who force new pur-
suits into the school curriculum under the

plea of practical necessity for life's vocations,

is to mould these studies into a cultural

system which, to the young, appears no less

mysterious and meaningless than much of the

scholastic lore which has been handed down
the centuries. The process is always the

same, and in the interest alike of children's

welfare and of the advancement of know-

ledge I invite the reader's careful attention

to it. We may take as an example the

efforts at reform made by Herbert Spencer,
exerted through those four famous essays on
Education. Spencer voiced the progressive
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opinion of his time on behalf of science : the

children are being deprived, he declared, of

knowledge about all that lies in most direct

relation to their needs ; they possess bodies

and are ignorant of physiology ; even the

mothers and daughters know nothing of the

laws of nature which underlie the vital con-

cerns of our domestic life. He succeeded in

moving public opinion : those who controlled

the schools became genuinely in earnest to

arouse in the young a desire to learn about

these things, and South Kensington examined
millions of children in physiology and the

laws of health. The result certainly has not

met the hopes of those who started this

scientific movement in schools. Without any
doubt they succeeded in establishing the

prestige of science : it is placed side by side

with the more venerable pursuits of the

academy, and all the machinery of learning
is available on its behalf ; it takes rank, with

its logic, its text-books, its examinations, as

part of the cultural system ; the scientific

man claims equal rank with those who profess
more venerable cults. But, while thus elabor-

ated and organized to suit the tastes of adult

thinkers, the pursuit of science loses the very

qualities which make it of service to the

young. Chemical atoms have no advantage
over Greek particles unless the advantage
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becomes part and parcel of values realized

'and appreciated by the schoolboy; physi-

ology may be immensely important for the

welfare of mankind, but all the exhortations

of anxious reformers will not compel the young
to care about it unless it can be brought into

relation with their crude and unorganized

experience.
5. We are here brought squarely face to

face with that conflict of purposes which is

at present acutely dividing the teaching body
all over the world, and is the source of differ-

ence oftentimes between parties neither of

whom recognizes the origin of their dispute.
We have seen that the school is adopted

by the adult community as a vehicle for

controlling values and ideals, presenting to

the scholar the best that adult life affords,

whether from the tradition of the race or from

its stores discovered anew in art or science ;

and it uses the school as a means for re-

inforcing by authority all that has grown to

be accepted by society with the routine and

symbol and style that both express their

meaning and stamp them as approved. Thus
the rising generation are trained to accept
values for life on the model of their elders ;

and are expected to find satisfaction, both

for behaviour and for thought, in docile

acceptance of what they are
"
taught." But
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when we actually examine the facts, that is,

when we observe the phenomena of child

nature ; even when we merely diagnose the

method by which the rising generation brushes

aside the tradition of the elders, we have to

admit that only half of the story has yet been

told. The situation, indeed, is not without its

pathos, as every father and mother can bear

witness, when the youngsters take flight from
the nest. For hitherto we have treated the

relation between young and old as a static

one, whereas both are on a moving plane, and
the youngster moves fastest, with stronger

impulse and with surer footing. True enough,
as we saw above, the young are helpless, and
are ready to receive all that they can secure

in gift from their elders ; but they reconvert

to their own purposes the treasures of learning
that are poured upon them. It is their

province to rediscover, to discard and reject

all that does not serve their purpose. Since

the tragic years 1914-19, all Europe has had
to acknowledge that Youth, in all fields of

behaviour, will take its own course : this

applies even to the most intimate concerns,

in religion and in sex. With due docility

our young people obey the conventions which
we enjoin, learn with diligence the grammar
and mathematics, the cricket or the drill

which we impose, but all the while their
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inner nature is preparing to break with con-

vention and roam afield in search of alien

ideals. While we fondly rule our offspring
as though we were gods, training them after

our own image, they are unconscious rebels,

feeling somehow that revolution is necessary
for the salvation of mankind.

We can, perhaps, from this standpoint best

explain the immense influence of Rousseau

and of Pestalozzi. When we set a student

of education to read fimile or Leonhard und
Gertrud he often becomes impatient ; while

acknowledging the strength of their senti-

ments, and their devotion to the young, he

feels that many of their chapters are trivial

and banal, sometimes even grotesque ; and
he cannot conceive how their contemporaries
can have been so stirred by these romances ;

he demurs when we insist that that age and
those men saw the dawn of a new epoch in

schooling. The explanation is easy when we
remember that western Europe was opening

up the era of democracy, of political freedom :

and the same sentiment that made Burns
declare

" a man's a man for a9

that," startled

the world to the possibility that children also

might be "
free

"
! True, neither Pestalozzi

nor Rousseau put the situation in these terms :

with them it was a plea for Return to Nature

(with a capital N, which stood for much
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nonsense also) ; but they were in reality

voicing the revolt of the rising generation

against those tyrannies ofViistom which, by
its schooling, had oppressed the child in

education more heavily than his parents had
been oppressed in the world of politics or

economics. Thus we see emerging an aim
for the school, which has gathered force

from a hundred contributing streams since

the days of Pestalozzi : it opposes at every
turn the rigour of accepted convention, and
claims initiative, independence, freedom for

the child. Helpless as he is, ready to wander
and be lost as he may be, he must yet be
"
free," and we, on his behalf, should cherish

his freedom and allow him, as a set principle,
to do much for himself and to imagine that he

is doing even more than he actually achieves.

If to some readers this explanation appears
unbalanced, I am convinced that others will

recognize it as a true interpretation of pheno-
mena which can be observed not only or

chiefly in school, but in every house where

there are children. Time out of mind the old

folk have lamented that the young axe less

disciplined, more "independent," than they
themselves were in like case ; but this com-

plaint has never been so widespread or so

well founded as during the last fifty years.
In other words, the spirit of democracy, of
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equality call it what you please has inevit-

ably affected men's attitude towards the

family and the child, and it is at last slowly

penetrating our views as to the purpose and
method of the school. Anyone who takes up
the pedagogic literature which is especially
characteristic of our epoch (John Dewey,
Percy Nunn, and Margaret Macmillan occur

to one as among the best known), will find

this same keynote running through it all,

viz. the desire to let the child live his own life

and settle his own system of values. So far

from resenting his self-possession and in-

dependence, we should recognize that such

an attitude (if natural and not merely a pose)
is essential to orderly growth towards man-
hood and womanhood.

6. We must dwell a moment longer on this

topic, for we meet here with one of the critical

problems of contemporary education. Free-

dom is a fine word to juggle with, but we hope
that we are making clear precisely what it is

from which the child may seek to be freed :

it is freedom from convention, from symbol
when to him the symbol is merely a sign, from
custom when the custom can plead only usage
and not use in its defence. In the best of

schools the machinery of formal lessons can-

not but be artificial : the standing reproach

against teachers is non vitas sed scholce
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discunt, they teach for school and not for life.

The more this machinery has been elaborated

in modern days, the more it tends to defeat

its end : codes and rules, time-tables and

programmes, all, if pushed to excess, serve

as a hindrance to personal development.
Character is a make-up of many qualities,

but some of these at least are due to the spirit

of independence. After all is said, character

can only be my character : if it has not been

formed by me, if I am not allowed choice, at

least in details, if I cannot say Yes or No, then

the virtues are merely borrowed : and the

outcome is not a character but an understudy.
The child in all periods of history has mani-

fested the same desire to try his wings, and
his efforts begin to be recognized in this epoch

simply because the spirit of freedom, if not of

licence, is everywhere in the air and challenges
convention at every turn. That its presence
in the schoolroom is often unwelcome, that

its advent is so long delayed is not surprising.
The School is always a day behind the fair :

the stir of philosophy, of science, of politics,

only penetrates slowly within its walls : and
in an issue where so much is at stake, where
the antagonists are so fairly matched, one can

scarcely be surprised if the anxious teacher

hesitates to embark his restless youngsters on
the adventure to which educational reformers
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would entice him. True, the teacher seeks

freedom for himself but that is a different

matter : as we shall see below, all who take

a hand in controlling the schools are united

in demanding elbow-room. In England many
authorities are concerned in school organiza-
tion ; we have so many inspectors, secretaries

of boards, principals of schools, each entitled

to his freedom from superior authority, that

little independence or initiative can be left

to the scholar: and from what one hears

abroad even ultra-democratic communities,
such as the United States or our own colonies,

seldom realize how thoroughly the spirit of

democracy is invading the classroom.

So we witness the rival forces of discipline
and freedom encountering at every turn. In

all relations of life, if a man is to play his part
and render service he must accept convention,
learn habits of submission, restraining the
" unchartered freedom "

in which youth

delights ; but if the inner spirit is depressed,
if the instinct for liberty in the larger and

deeper issues of life is quelled by authority,
then the school has stopped the springs ofc

being at its source.

7. We have so far described the function of

the school as concerned, in the realm of values,

with compromise between the claims of

tradition and progress ; and, in the relations
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of children to the adult society, with com*

promise between convention and independ-
ence. But, it may be asked, why not be more

precise ? Why not lay down the law at once

and indicate on behalf of children what
standards of taste are to be accepted ; why
not formulate an ideal and give substance to

these eternal values after which the child

should aspire ? and, as regards freedom, why
not define the limits where convention must
be rejected or accepted ? It is at this point
that a sharp difference in method reveals

itself between the new pedagogy and the old.

We are attempting in these chapters to exhibit

the trend of thought among contemporary
thinkers and expositors, searching out a surer

footing for the study of Education, both as

a science and an art. Now, the first obliga-
tion imposed upon any profession which seeks

to systematize its practice in theoretic terms

is to recognize the limits to its range, and if

we can to-day, in any sense, speak of a science

of Education, it is because we see more clearly
than the pioneers were able to do the bound-
aries of our field. The text-books of education

are strewn with abortive efforts to cover the

whole range of philosophy ; assuming the

right, even the duty, of the school teacher to

determine issues which lie beyond his author-

ity. But it is not for him to decide between
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the waning camps of ethics and of religion,

or to settle the balance between humanities

and science. In earlier days men like Locke
in England, Herbart in Germany, or Laurie

in Scotland, did attempt these bolder flights :

endowed with great philosophic insight, and

experienced also as instructors of youth, they

expounded a complete system ; setting out

with a noble ideal for humanity, they deduced
from this a complete scheme for the work of

the schoolmaster which, if steadily pursued
would educate youth to perfect man. These
were great achievements, and as examples for

study are beyond praise : it derogates nothing
from these famous thinkers to say that the

practical value of their systems has depreci-
ated with the passage of time.

The example of these great thinkers is

scarcely likely to be imitated, for, with the

increasing specialization of function which
characterizes the modern world, we shall not

again find a philosopher to compare with these

great minds of the past, who framed a system
of ethics and philosophy which could be re-

duced to the terms of an educational manual.

The teacher, like workers in other professions
and callings, has to accept his place, and

although to some it may be regarded as a

derogation of his office, he appears to me to be

transgressing his function when he claims to
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impose his own ideals, his personal philosophy
of life upon the school. These young folk are

not his own to handle as he pleases : they

belong to a Family, to the State, oftentimes

alsd to a Church : and the teacher is the

servant of the community, not its master.

Nay, more, the child, as we have seen, means
to be his own master some day, and he will

not be grateful to his teachers if they have
endeavoured to cramp his experience by a

philosophic system conceived by a teacher in

the study.
Other considerations reinforce this view.

We distinguished at the outset between school-

ing and education because the large field of

education includes every means by which the

race, both adult and young, seeks the higher

purposes of existence ; but the school is

limited to immature beings, who are only

feeling their way in matters of conduct:

ideals, like every other form of experience,
are in process of growth ; the youth's ethic

is simple, his view of morals primitive ; in

days not far distant he will no doubt take

flight, and may range beyond the boldest

aspirations of his teacher, but for the present
he is content with the simplest fare. For
the teacher also this is the wisest course.

Like every professional man, he is an actor,

playing a professional part. When alone, or
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with other adults, he can find scope for adult

modes of experience ; can see the world with

larger vision, can drop the schoolmaster and
find relief in the thoughts and feelings of his

contemporaries. There is no hypocrisy here,

although there is restraint ; there is sub-

mission to convention ; for the obligations of

his post require that a man who lives among
children shall be a child while in their com-

pany, but shall, for their sakes as well as his

own, maintain his personal freedom among
the men and women of his own age.

Is there not, after all, a smack of insincerity
in the more popular view which lays upon the

school and the teacher excessive and exclusive

obligations as regards morals and the training
of character ? The school is not the only

place where right conduct is to be imposed.
If righteousness is in demand, is it more

necessary in the city school than in the City
Council ? Is it for the good of the community
that an Education Board should be more moral
and religious than a Board of Health ? The
school and its teachers are the creation of the

community : the teachers spring from " the

people," and the people control the schooling ;

hence the ethics of the school, its standards

and ideals, are such as its creators fashion.

As Professor Dewey has warned us :

" There

cannot be two sets of ethical principles, or two
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forms of ethical theory, one for life in the

school and the other for life outside of the

school."

It has been the dream of theorists that our

places of education, by some magical influence,

should regenerate the nation and create a new

type of man ; the literature of the Victorian

era, at the epoch when education was first

made compulsory, is full of sentiments of this

kind. That dream has gone, but we can

replace it by a larger hope : the school is no

longer to be a special preserve for morals,
with its teachers cut off from their kind as a

lay clergy dispensing a special cult, but we

may witness it increasing its hold on the

affections of the community when it frankly
stands side by side with the market-place and
the factory, sharing with them a code and
an ideal which will inform every region of

conduct and every rank of society.

We can agree, then, with those who hold

that the work of the school must be placed on
an ethical basis, but are conscious of no

derogation from the loftiness of the teacher's

office when we bid him accept what I have
elsewhere described as the Ethics ofthe Period.

He does not create this ideal, but his school

activities should express it with all intensity
and sincerity. In engaging its teachers the

State can expect no more from them than it
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dwres from alii good caucus ; true, maay of

them have dedicated their lives to the service

of humanity from elevated altruistic motives,

thinking more of the ideal purpose than of

the rate of pay : happy are the children who
come under the influence of such teachers:

but that is not in the band. Nor are such

saints to be found among teachers and clergy
alone: the life of consecration is pursued
often in the strangest company, for

"
the wind

bloweth where it listeth."

Finally, we defend this limitation of the

aims of schooling from another point of view,

from the standpoint, namely, of the psycho-

logist ; for there is a subtle danger to the

healthy development of children in the

common attitude which brings either religious

practice or ethical reflection too much into

the focus of the child's attention. Here

again the writer has no desire to disparage
the solicitude which the Churches and the

moralists display en behalf ofthe young. But
their error (at least until recent years) has

been found in the neglect to study the child's

nature ; he is very open to suggestion, and,

responds readily to emotional appeals, but

if the subject-matter of these appeals lies

beyond his range, his interest readily evapor-
ates and his emotional response becomes a

mere convention. Those who exercise the
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Wealthiest influence over chaditav those, that
who are most respected and beloved,

whether teachers or parents, often hold them-
selves in reserve ; they refrain from probing
too intimately into the recesses of the childish

heart, they abstain from exhortation and

rely upon suggestion rather than formal
instruction. If high standards are to be the

; outcome of school experience, these must
; grow in the storm and sunshine of each day's
events, not as a separate and specific product
which can be exposed to view, but as sap
within the trunk. Here, the intuitions of

wise pastors and teachers correspond to the

dictates of genetic psychology, which applies
to the growth of moral ideas and sentiments

those laws of development which will engage
our attention in the following chapter. The

moving of these deep currents of "moral

thoughtfulness
" should be looked for, not in

the stage of childhood, but as the finest pro-
duct of education during adolescence.

8. We thus bring into relief what now

appears as the peculiar function of the profes-
sional teacher : to be the student of a growing

organism. The institution which he conducts

is not merely a place for imparting instruction,

but distinctly a place where all the resources

of culture are brought to bear upon the prob-
lems of growth and change. This view of his
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calling becomes all the more impressive in

modern days because the sphere of schooling
is so greatly enlarged ; the progress of man-
kind may be imperilled by false conceptions
of education, just as this progress may be

ensured by ideals in harmony with those vast

designs which mould the destinies of creation.

And if at every epoch these considerations

were of weight, they impress us, above all, in

these modern days because the spread of

schooling and of culture accelerate at unex-

ampled speed the spirit of change ; a decade

now serves to familiarize the world with

novelties which, in earlier epochs, would have

sufficed for a century. In such an epoch the

school has to fulfil the function of a balance

wheel, steadying the restless energy with

which society enters upon novel adventures,

giving time for childhood and youth to grow
at easier pace to the mastery of a new age.

Among these newer conceptions there is

one which has of recent years successfully
asserted its claim to be included within the

functions of the school, and we may conclude

this chapter with a brief allusion to it.

Hitherto we have discussed the child's experi-
ence and needs as concerned solely with his

mind and character, and in earlier days the

school had little concern with his physical

equipment ; it was only in the boarding
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institution public endowed school at one end
of the social scale or truant school at the

opposite end that matters of health, food

and clothing were deemed worthy of attention.

But all this is now changed : science has

taught us the intimate relation between

physiology and psychology ; the physician
has become indispensable as adviser and

inspector of all types of school, and watches

the condition both of teacher and of scholar.

Twenty years ago the opinion was universally
held that while children might freely receive

the higher gifts of spiritual and mental nur-

ture, the school must abstain from affording
the physical basis of a "

free
"

breakfast, for

fear of undermining parental responsibility ;

but to-day, in all countries where children are

starving or sick, it is acknowledged that the

function of the public school must include,

with or without the aid of parents, due tend-

ance for the physical frame ; and that the

teacher, if need arise, must minister as a nurse

as well as an instructor. 1

1
Space forbids any adequate discussion of the

experiments with clinics and nursery schools con-

ducted in London since 1908. The pioneer, the

late Miss Margaret McMillan, who combined a rare

insight into child nature with the fervour of an

apostle, has convinced many administrators that

the school clinic is not only a logical sequence of the

Medical Inspection Act, but that it can be main*
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It is not surprising that this extension of

our duty to children has led to much searching
of heart ; it now appears more plainly than

before how fatally the young are trained if

if we lead them to expect all to be provided
for them, without any return on their part ;

in former days, when The Family was the

source not only of physical nurture, but of

much intellectual nurture also, the child was

required to share in the domestic burdens of

the household : to-day conditions are pro-

foundly altered ; not only among the depend-
ent classes who hover on the verge of starva-

tion, but in all ranks of society the child has

far less opportunity in his home environ-

ment of realizing the need for personal service.

Thus a generation has grown up which tends

in its subconscious attitude towards life and

duty to be dependent on the State, or on other

tained by public authorities at comparatively small

cost. Nor should this plan be regarded as suitable

only for schools in slum neighbourhoods, although,
no doubt, for such children the need is most urgent
and the profit most obvious. Since this book was
first written (1911), the hygienic control of pupils
in secondary schools and of students in universities

has been more and more accepted as essential to a

complete discharge of the function of the school.

The fact is that the collection of scholars day by
day provides everywhere the opportunity for success-
ful diagnosis and oversight such as can never be
rivalled by the isolated efforts of family practice.
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powerful agencies which can, if they will,

provide for its wants. It is not without

significance that, during these same years, a
school of thought has gained some influence

in Europe which teaches men to look to the

State for the complete regulation and main-

tenance of the community ; no doubt, in the

desperate condition of the abject poor in the

great cities of Europe, it is not surprising that

such a theory should strike root, apart from
the influence of schooling. But if we recog-
nize that men are moulded more by the

indirect suggestion of their environment than

by the open expression of opinion, then great

weight should be attached to the subconscious

effect on children of the elaborate provision
made for them since the State has seriously
undertaken to provide universal education.

During some ten years of his life, the child

witnesses the school with its apparatus, its

teachers, its comforts provided for him with

ever greater and greater care, solicitous more
and more to please and interest him, solicitous

not only for his mind, which is a remote affair,

but for his stomach and his body replacing

more and more the guardianship of home.

Can we be surprised that here as elsewhere the

child is father of the man, and that the out-

come of a philanthropic system which ignores
child nature while bestowing ungrudging gifts,
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is to create a type of adult nature

tinues to clamour for support ? The remedf
will certainly not be found by putting back
the clock : it can only be sought by a deeper

study of the laws of growth ; by discovering,
that is to say, such modes of conducting the

pursuits of school as shall enable the child,

not only of the indigent but of the prosperous

family, to practise while under tutelage such

habits of service as lie within his range, so

that when he reaches years of discretion he

will be truly
"
free," not only as a voter, but

as a worker in his community. Thus it

appears that the enlargement of the function

of school to include hygiene and physical
sustenance will compel those who control it

to revise their conception of its curriculum

and daily life ; and in a later chapter we shall

offer hints as to how this may be effected.

But we must first deal in more detail with

those stages of growth which have already
claimed our notice, and which demand con-

sideration before we can with any success

determine how to occupy young people during
the years of school.

Reference. The Annual Reports of Sir George
Newman, Chief Medical Officer of the Board of

Education, have powerfully contributed for many
years past to shape public opinion on the topics
discussed in the last paragraphs.
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CHAPTER V

STAGES OF GROWTH (OR DEVELOPMENT)

" Now, growing double o'er the Stagirite,

At least I soil no page with bread and milk,
Nor crumple, dog's-ear, and deface boys' way."

Browning: Development.

IT may seem out of place to quote poetry
in support of the researches of psychology,
but when the poet is Browning an exception

may be allowed. In Rabbi ben Ezra and in

Development we find aid to our contemplation
not only of childhood and of youth, but of

those later stages which lie beyond the

province of these chapters :

" Youth shows

but half!"

1. The most convenient dividing line at

which to begin the study of growth in a human

being is that which marks the onset of adoles-

cence. For not only are there decisive

physical changes which mark the fuller ex-

pression of sex both in its primary and

secondary characters, but the associated new
mode of mental life is equally important as
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a turning-point in development. Stanley
Hall, one of the earliest investigators in this

field, wrote :

"
Adolescence is a term now

applied to a pretty well-marked stage, begin-

ning at about thirteen with girls and a year
later with boys, and lasting about ten years,
to the period of complete sexual maturity.
It is subdivided into pubescence, the first two

years ; youth proper, from sixteen to twenty
in boys and perhaps fifteen to nineteen in

girls ; and a finishing stage through the early
twenties. The first stage is marked by a

great increase in the rate of growth in both

height and weight. It is a period of greater

susceptibility to sickness for both sexes ; but
this vulnerability is due to the great changes,
and the death-rate is lower in the early teens

than at any other age. It is the time when
there is the most rapid development of the

heart and all the feelings and emotions. Fear,

anger, love, pity, jealously, emulation, am-
bition and sympathy are either now born or

springing into their most intense life. Now
young people are interested in adults, and one

of their strong passions is to be treated as if

they were mature. They desire to know, do,

and be all that becomes a man or woman.
Childhood is ending, and plans for future

vocations now spring into existence, and

slowly grow definite and controlling."
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The important feature of the situation is

that the adolescent looks upon his world with
new eyes : and this world includes his own
life to an extent that was impossible at earlier

stages. As a child he was fond of exercising
his motor powers, of watching the actions of

other people and trying out these in his own

experience ; fond of repeating such an action

and proud of attaining skill. But now as a

youth (we may adopt the term youth as more
convenient than adolescence to cover this

entire period) he finds human behaviour to be
of absorbing interest ; and since the field of

exploration is so vast, since also it extends to

the intimacies of his own behaviour, it is no
wonder that time is required for adjustment :

no wonder that a youth is often wayward and

fanciful, appearing
"

difficult
" to those who

have him in charge. For he feels himself

already a man, sharing our ideals, with

impulses and emotions reaching far beyond
the possibilities of attainment.

On account of their outstanding importance
for mankind two realms of experience, viz.

religious experience and the relations of the

sexes, have been commonly regarded as

claiming special attention in adolescence, for

the one marks the spiritual progress of the

race, while on the other depends its survival.

Hence the guardians of youth, in all types of
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civilization, have taken these as their distinc-

tive province. Indeed to many people the

whole life of youth is regarded as one pro-

longed and anxious crisis, marked by insta-

bility and danger. There is some truth in

this view, especially as regards the earlier

years, which Arnold of Rugby used to describe

as " the dangerous period
"

through which
the lad must be " hastened "

in order the

more firmly to settle his outlook towards life

on a foundation of " moral thoughtfillness
"

such as guides the actions of the grown man.
There is truth also in this presentation when
we contrast humanity in these years with the

earlier stage from, say, eight to twelve which
will receive our notice presently.
But there is a grave risk in thus exagger-

ating the outlines of the picture. To the

youth himself the new life is not a period of

storm and stress, unless his environment
arouses the storm. He is new to the situa-

tion, and therefore at first lies open to sug-

gestion from every quarter ; inexperienced in

the new country and eager for experience, he
answers readily to every call. But the stir

of moral and religious impulses and of the sex

instincts is only one manifestation of the new
life : the intellectual life also appeals to him
on every side, just so far as his capacities and
his opportunities permit. As Mr. Irving King
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said :
" Wherever suggestion is strong enough

we find many instances of sudden awakenings
in other spheres than the religious. The
reason for their being relatively so abundant
in the religious sphere is because ... a pres-
sure is usually brought upon all within reach

of such influences. . . . We find evidences

of sudden awakenings in various directions.

Many boys and girls first become conscious

of the meanings of various studies. After long

periods of grinding in mathematics, language,
literature, music, etc., the subjects suddenly
clear up. We have instances of rapid changes
from a pessimistic to an optimistic attitude,

clearly attributable to a simple social sug-

gestion."
2. While this new life is a definitely new

mode of experience for all human beings, it is

significant also as a parting of the ways
between individuals or groups whose differ-

ences in capacity have hitherto been con-

cealed. Thus in America, in schools where
white and coloured children are taught to-

gether, it is often found that the&ffS&reS ritcfe

will compete with success

twelve, but thereafter the

would appear as if the q
man from remote ancestry,

group, serve the child

dawn of adolescence ;
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inheritance then comes into play, and a man
of good stock forges ahead, rejoicing in the

freedom of his new powers, impatient of

restraint ; while the mass of mankind remain
content with the conventional experience
which sufficed for their ancestors.

Hence we find that nations, or rather groups
within nations, which care for good breeding
and have mastered a machinery of culture,

seek to assist nature by fostering systems of

schooling especially adapted to this period,
while laying less stress upon the years of

childhood. Greek education was the most

conspicuous example in ancient times, as is

the higher European education in modern
times. For, if we may revert for a moment
to an earlier chapter, it is in youth that the

man or woman learns to fix standards of

value ; "all the kingdoms of the world and
the glory of them "

are spread before him, and
he makes his choice. At first there is incon-

sistency ; every month displays a new affec-

tion ; suggestions pour in from every quarter ;

but as the years of youth pass by the steady

pressure of a system of culture asserts its

sway and fixes the style, the standards, the

ideals for a lifetime. The strongest intellects,

the fiercest emotions, resist the pressure more
or less, and hence we witness so often the

victory of rebellious youth. Revolt, here as
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elsewhere, is justified by success : the man or

woman who has the gifts, the inborn capacity
to assert his own supremacy, can spurn the

strongest pressure of social or academic cul-

ture. From such situations emerge the poets,
the thinkers, the innovators : youth among all

these is indeed a period of storm and stress.

It is natural that these exceptional char-

acters should have claimed special attention

from observers and biographers, and to this

cause one attributes the exaggerated views of

men like Stanley Hall in their description of

the normal course of development. The adult

always tends to exaggerate the importance of

adult (i.e. of his own) life, and to estimate the

earlier stages merely from his point of view,
i.e. as preparatory exercises for the achieve-

ments of maturity. Hence his desire to

capture the youth, while still plastic, on behalf

of those values which seem to him of most

importance ; hence his alarm when bio-

graphies of great men reveal the excesses of

the adolescent in rebellion, or when devoted

educators such as Arnold of Rugby and

Stanley Hall sound a note of warning. But
to the youth himself the present life affords

a sufficiently varied scene : the period is not

merely a preparation, but is itself a life ; and
if it ends there, it has issued not only in

promise but in fulfilment.
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Hence a deeper sympathy with youth
would caution teachers and parents to restrain

their hand : not indeed from the cynical

point of view which approves of sowing wild

oats, but from a larger trust in human nature,
and a sounder confidence in the wisdom of the

coming race.
"
It is questionable, therefore,

whether in early adolescence strong social

pressure should ever be brought to bear upon
the youth in any one direction. The most
normal development will be attained by letting
him live in the midst of a society occupied
with its customary functions

"
(Irving King).

3. The later years of adolescence, from
about eighteen to twenty-three, are merely

distinguished from the earlier* by the extent

to which habits and ideals have become fixed ;

statistics of physical development, such as

height and weight, have been adequately
secured, but these can scarcely be correlated

with progress in mental development, for this

last is partly conditioned by environment and

opportunity. No common standard can be

laid down to describe the mental growth of a

labouring man who from the age of fourteen

has spent his best energies in making bricks,

along with that of a college student whose
interests have been divided between the foot-

ball field and the laboratory. Nor again can
either of these be discussed along with the
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scope for initiative provided for a youth of

capacity who is placed in responsible charge
of affairs before he is twenty years of age. As
we have seen, the advancement of culture has

brought with it an extension of the duration

of schooling far beyond the legal age of adult-

hood : and while this is a wise provision for

those who are fit for it, all our knowledge of

youth's capacity warns us that the academic

life, affording, as it does, small outlet fox

achievement except in sports or in debating
clubs, scarcely corresponds to the requirement
of the period during these closing years. The
Black Prince won his spurs at Crecy before he

was seventeen ; William Pitt and Fox were
in Parliament before they were twenty-two.
These were, of course, exceptional natures,
trained precociously for public affairs, spring-

ing, too, from a stock that fostered their

capacities ; but they may serve to show the

trend of adolescent development, and to mark
the difference between the earlier and later

stages. Young men, and women too, want

scope for energy ; not, indeed, that they are

always fit to embark upon their final career

in life, but they are anxious to
"
try their

hand "
; and the healthiest system of culture

is surely one which gives scope during these
"
years of wandering

"
for some independence

in achievement.
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If, by way of summary, one had to give
advice to those who are to take the charge of

youth, we might urge, first, that normal sub-

mission to custom and environment should be

enforced, but that variation and even eccen-

tricity should not be too harshly judged ;

secondly, that variety of outlook and experi-

ence, both of men and of things, should be

afforded ; above all, that the best of these,

both the personal influence of sympathetic
and generous teachers and the guidance of the

best in literature, science and the arts should

be presented. Much will be rejected, but

what is retained will be retained for life, and
the gratitude of youth to those who provide
it with discipline and sympathy is boundless.

4. Turning now to the earlier life of child-

hood, we are embarrassed by the variety of

lines of demarcation drawn by different in-

vestigators. We can all recognize the advance
in experience made by the infant when he

learns to walk and to speak, but if at later

stages we are too positive in correlating age
with capacity our conclusion^ may be ques-
tioned. There is, however, one well-marked

point of departure : at about the age of eight
the brain has grown to its full weight, and
this achievement must be admitted as having
decisive bearing upon the mental life as well.

Hence we may mark off the years eight or nine
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to twelve or thirteen from that of childhood

proper, which reaches from infancy to the age
of eight. Here, again, it is necessary to urge
that each span'of years in itself is a complete

stage, with its own mood of reaction to experi-

ence, its own standards of satisfaction even
as the caterpillar stage is a life distinct from
that of the moth.

On emerging from infancy the little child

sets out to master the world, i.e. to make in

succession a series of differentiations breaking

up the unity into a finer and still finer range
of discriminations. To the baby in the cradle

a coloured ball is not a separate object, but

just a stimulus which evokes an immediate

response : he has not differentiated between
himself and the object, or between the object
and the activity which it calls forth. For the

grown man the same stimulus, if it secures his

attention at all, calls up an inconceivably

complex response : and for every adult the

response will be different. The task of the

psychologist is to describe the order of this

process of differentiation ; to interpret, that

is, the relation of overt acts to the whole field

of consciousness and not merely to some
mental power, such as imagination or fear

finding meaning and consequence in the child's

behaviour as observed in its setting here and
now. For some eighty years past, beginning
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with Preyer's First Three Years of Childhood,

many investigators have recorded with wealth

of detail the items of infant behaviour, but,

unfortunately, much of the work is discounted

by the attempt to interpret the phenomena
in terms of adult functioning, whereas the very

purpose of the inquiry is to discover how the

simple resources of the child, functioning in

his child world, enable him to grow to the

wholly different being with a mind which
functions as adult man. "

Preyer, the founder

of the scientific psychology of childhood, fre-

quently uses pre-existing classifications of

psychology upon which evolutionary and

genetic ideas have taken no effect. He em-

ployed them as Procrustean beds by which to

measure the facts dealt with. The data were

genetic, but not the method of treating them
nor the conclusions finally reached." Suffi-

cient material has, however, been accumu-
lated to enable genetic psychology to outline

the course of development, in terms such as

the chief authorities at the present day are

agreed in accepting.
The period of two and a half to six or seven

is usually described as the playtime of life,

and the language is accurate if by play we
understand not the idleness that the adult

demands as a means of recreation after toil,

but an entire attitude towards experience.
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To play is to image an activity and act out the

image, instead of merely displaying immediate

impulse in response to stimulus. Everything
is material for play-acting, and obviously what
is near and oft-repeated stimulates the player
more rapidly than what is occasional and
remote. It must be borne in mind that the

child is not, at the beginning of this period,
conscious of the disparity between the object
and his mode of expressing it ; he does not

regard himself as playing a part but as living
a life. This explains why myth and fairy-tale

are taken so much as a matter of course ; to

him they are not fantastic, because he has not

yet discerned the dividing line between the

real and the imagined. All his actions are

directed to the learning of facts, to a better

estimate of values, and play is the process by
which he attempts to relate these to himself.

By such efforts he combines and re-combines

his images until he gets the better mastery of

them : he constructs a little world of his own,
and if his innate capacities are great, or if

his tutors feed him with fairy-story, he will

often overflow with fancy, exactly as his

savage ancestors used to do in their efforts to

master their world.

It is, then, a mistake to regard the love of

fairy-story or myth as something isolated from
the rest of experience : rather it is a mode of
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life, which governs the whole, just so far as

this life is unfettered. For other instincts are

at work besides this of play ; by play no doubt
the child reaches out to the new world ; but

instincts of self-preservation in the present
world also controls his actions ; he accepts

control, and reacts to the behests of his elders ;

he does as he is told, not from a sense of duty,
for he has no such sense, but as a matter of

course : and equally as a matter of course he

expects compulsion when he rebels. And
much even of his free activity can scarcely be

described as play : for in play his intelligence
is to the fore, testing and selecting ; but his

little body still enjoys the simple reactions

which he displayed in earlier years as a baby,
and enjoys them all the more because he has

now full mastery of his limbs ; hence he spends
much time in mere gambol, aimless running,

hitting and shouting.
Now as this period draws to its close, the

experience begins to have its inevitable effect

in disillusion. It is this change that Words-
worth describes with such rare feeling, but
with a false note of sympathy, in his Ode on
Intimations ofImmortalityfrom Recollections of

Early Childhood. There is no loss at least

there need not be in the discovery that the

play and the reality are disparate. For a

time, no doubt, uneasiness is felt, and we
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witness one of those transition periods which
the psychologists mark off as intervening
between the more decisive stages in human

growth. Thus, as the life of playtime closes,

a year or two about the age of seven or eight
is noticed when the child is dissatisfied with

mere activity and yet cannot discover any
remoter purpose in his performance. In some

cases, especially where children are left much
alone, fancy runs riot, and a child or a group
of children will even adopt a second person-

ality.

5. And so a second stage of existence

emerges, which, omitting subdivisions, may
be taken to cover the years from eight to

twelve, until another shorter period of tran-

sition ensues, often called the pre-adolescent

period, leading on to the larger life of youth
that has been already sketched.
" At eight or nine there begins a new period

which, for nearly four years, to the dawn of

puberty, constitutes a unique stage of life,

marked off by many important differences

from the period which precedes and that

which follows it. During these years there

is a decreased rate of growth, so that the body
relatively rests ; but there is a striking
increase of vitality, activity, and power to

resist disease. Fatigue, too, is now best

resisted, and it is amazing to see how much
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can be endured. The average child now

plays more games and has more daily activity,

in proportion to size and weight, than at any
other stage. It would seem, as I have pro-

posed elsewhere, with ground for the theory,
as though these four years represented, on the

recapitulation theory, a long period in some
remote age, well above the simian, but mainly
before the historic, period, when our early for-

bears were well adjusted to their environ-

ment. Before a higher and much more
modern storey was added to human nature,
the young in warm climates, where most
human traits were evolved, became independ-
ent of their parents, and broke away to sub-

sist for themselves at an early age."
We may hesitate to follow Stanley Hall,

from whom we here quote, in this excursion

into anthropology, but his description of this

stage of life sets off some of the leading char-

acteristics. It is often called the Period of

Stability, in contrast to the lack of equipoise
which marks the onset of adolescence. And,
indeed, the young boy or girl from nine to

twelve is quite a practical and effective person.
When we speak of the employment of child-

labour it is with reference to these years ; such

practices, whether in farm and garden or in

Lancashire cotton mills, are a survival of

customs which until the modern era were
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universal, and found a partial justification in

the need, felt by normal children in the later

years of childhood, to test themselves against
the objective world by seeking to achieve a

result. Formerly, in the earlier stage, the

mind was absorbed wholly in the image, and

any kind of reproduction would serve the

purpose of expression : but the disillusion

experienced since those days has led the child

to a clearer apprehension of relations between
means and ends ; the world, both the social

world in which he now perceives himself and
others as workers, and the world of things
which he and others manipulate, is now re-

vealed as a field for work. Here again we
must define our terms : work to the child has

little Connection with wages that relation-

ship is the outcome of a riper civilization ;

economic values are as yet but slightly appre-
ciated. No doubt the adult environment
more or less vaguely intrudes such considera-

tions upon his field of consciousness, but the

sharp intelligence about pence which we wit-

ness, e.g. in street arabs, is not in the line of

normal development.
The difference between the "

play
"
activity

of young children and the " work "
activity

of older children lies in the motive. With the

little ones effort was put forth merely to define

an image : these older children realize that
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action can produce results, and hence they are

only satisfied when a product (some object
created apart from the child himself) is the

outcome of stimulus. Hence, in contrast to

the play attitude of his earlier life, our young
workman now appears to be serious and indus-

trious. This seriousness is, of course, only a

seeming, for the infant at play was living out

his life just as soberly and effectively as older

folk, but we welcome the evidence of industry
in the Period of Stability because we find the

youngster beginning to grow up in our image ;

he poses as a little man, and the posture

gratifies us ;
we think we are being imitated,

although in reality the youngster is not con-

cerned to imitate us, but merely to gain a foot-

hold in the novel world of product. This

stage is thus properly described by the term

stability, since, within their range, the boy and

girl can now make steady progress in equip-
ment. Now is the time for drill, i.e. for

regular exercise in all acquisitions which

possess meaning.
" The period just pre-

ceding adolescence is, by reason of its stability

of adjustment, more suitable than any other

stage for methods of a drill character ; that

is to say, the old-time methods of the school-

master result in less harm between the ages
of nine and twelve than at other times ; but

with the beginningof adolescence drill methods
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become wholly unsuitable and only engender
boredom and dislike of a subject

"
(Slaughter :

The Adolescent).
How keen boys are at this age to learn games

and to learn also to be useful, to do real work
in companionship with mother and father, if

the parents are still close enough to nature to

bear a hand in domestic duties. It is here

that the luxurious classes in modern times

yield to decadent tendencies. In newer

countries, such as Australia and America, even

wealthy families retain some recollection of

pioneer habits and are willing to let boys and

girls
" do chores," but in Europe false theories

of culture, allied to contempt for manual toil,

have tended ever since medieval days to cut,

off the child from his natural bent towards

practical social activity. City life has intensi-

fied the evil, and middle-class families often

imitate their betters until at last we have to

look to the school to repair the neglect and to

initiate reforms which will engage our atten-

tion when we seek below to apply the fruits of

child-study to the problem of the curriculum.

6. We must forbear from lack of space to

enter upon other phases of the mental life at

this stage. Extensive studies have been made

mainly in Germany and America, ofthe child's

reactions towards literature, towards art, to-

wards society, towards religion. It is now
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eighty years since the collection of such data

was first proposed. The inquiries made in

Berlin on the Content of Children's Minds on

Entering School I set in train a host of investi-

gations. Many of these, it must be confessed,

are worthless, for the requisite skill has been

lacking, but the work of Stanley Hall, of Earl

Barnes, of Kerchensteiner, to mention only
three outstanding names, served to rescue

child-study from the ridicule which had be-

fallen it in some quarters. Those who have

constantly to deal with children at this stage
often find the most perplexing problems to

arise from their attitude towards morals : at

times they appear affectionate and social,

helpful and altruistic ; but, again, they pre-
sent a self-centred front, absolutely proof

against appeals to which an older person
would at once respond. Explanation can

only be found by reverting to the interpreta-
tion of mind in terms of function. Morals are

a growth, and the child can have no moral

code except that which ranges within his own

activity. Adult values of behaviour, like

adult society in all its phases, are too com-

plex, and however readily an adaptive child

may simulate the outward forms, he simply
cannot share the higher life as personal

1 Described in Stanley Hall: Aspects of Child

Life.
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experience. He is, on the whole, selfish, not

because he consciously aims, as adults are

tempted to do, to succeed at the expense of

his fellows, but because in these years he

learns to function as an individual : only by
this process of testing himself against the

objective world standing up, so to say, for

himself can he learn to preserve that per-
sonal integrity which must precede any effec-

tive display of altruism during adolescence.

This must suffice as an indication of the

method by which the genetic psychologist is

to-day seeking to sift out and co-ordinate the

mass of material which records the variations

in children's activities. What is now needed

is not so much the massing of further data

about individual traits or interests of groups
of children, but rather to secure the complete
and continuous record of a few lives, noted by
skilled observers who understand both how to

select the relevant facts and how to interpret
these in terms of their meaning for develop-
ment.

7. The need for such detailed records will

be more readily recognized if we consider the

difficulties encountered in the treatment of

exceptional children. Throughout this chap-
ter the reader, especially if he moves in acade-

mic circles, will have probably thought of

children of his acquaintance who, apparently,
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correspond not at all to the stages above out-

lined ; they are precocious, or, if we prefer a

more technical term, supranormal. At the

other extreme are subnormal children ranging
all the way from the merely backward to the

hopeless imbecile. Of the latter nothing can

here be said except to affirm the value of the

efforts now being expended on their behalf.

Not that, as a rule, defective children can

really be so trained as to mix on equal terms

with other adults, since important benefits

accrue from their segregation : the rest of the

community, in schools and elsewhere, can

receive better attention when relieved of the

presence of these unfortunates. The skill and
research expended on their behalf result in

contributions to science which promote the

welfare of mankind at large ; here as else-

where pathology comes to the aid of hygiene.

Last, but not least, these unfortunates them*

selves lead happier lives when segregated.
As regards supranormal children, science

has yet little to say, for while in some systems
of schooling exceptional capacity has been

selected and fostered with great care, it is only
now that attention to this field of inquiry is

beginning to attract attention from psycho-

ogists.

We have spoken above of precocity and of

supranormality as if the terms were identical,
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but an obvious distinction should be noted.

Precocity, strictly defined,has reference merely
to time ; the precocious child matures earlier

than the average in one or other phase of

development, whereas supranormal capacity
denotes a more fundamental and permanent
range of power which the subject may not dis-

play at all in his earlier years. For example,
the precocious musician will be paraded as a
virtuoso before the public at the age of eight ;

a slower child may conceivably reach the same

pitch of excellence ten years later. By itself,

of course, precocity has no value ; it is no
benefit either to the performer or to the

audience for a child of eight to replace a man
of thirty-eight as an interpreter of music.

The phenomenon is worth studying for scien-

tific purposes, but before the performance is

over, humane feeling would wish to put the

child to bed ; and those who appreciate music

for its own sake will prefer not to have their

impressions disturbed by such anxieties. The
case of the supranormal, or, if we may adopt a

popular term, the gifted child, is different.

He may develop slowly ; indeed, his powers
as an adult may depend for their full bloom

upon respite from pressure during the earlier

years. While, again, the endowment may
manifest itself in some special form of ability

(it certainly is bound in adult life to narrow
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of what constitutes a normal mind in succes-

sive stages, although still inadequate, affords

a sound basis for the further study of school

practice ; it would therefore appear to be

incumbent on those who organize educational

systems to give due regard to this factor in

their systems of schooling.



CHAPTER VI

THE ORGANIZATION OF EDUCATION

1. IN our preliminary sketch of the rise of

School as an institution we noted the early

history of a conflict between elements which
have contended, and will always contend, to

secure the control of the young. Having now

inquired more fully as to what is possible for

the School to achieve on their behalf, we can
resume the story and consider principles on
which these contending forces can seek re-

conciliation, and review the duties which
those who organize the schools have to

fulfil.

We have already seen that the State, i.e.

the entire body politic which controls the

individual in his public relations, has now
definitely assumed responsibility for all types
of schooling, and it is only by consent of

the State machinery that Family, Church or

Vocation can hope to maintain a share of

influence. There are, however, many ways
by which a nation can express its will in
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the control of schools; in Great Britain a

method of control has gradually been evolved

as part and parcel of our general custom and

attitude in domestic government, i.e. the

central authority in all our departments of

State is expected to influence the community
in co-operation with local authorities, in-

specting their work, adding to their funds,

regulating their machinery, but never super-

seding them, and often leaving to them the

initiative. It is difficult for foreigners to

understand our mode of disputing about
education in this country, because they find

it hard to realize this distinctively English

plan of aiding and abetting rather than taking
the lead. When aid to the elementary schools

began (about 1882) it took the character of

a financial contract : the State farmed out

its obligations, paying cash in return for

"results." Seventy years elapsed before

England accepted to the full the modern

position that the Government must act on
behalf of the people at large in securing the

permanence and efficiency of the instruments

of culture in all its varied forms. It would
take us beyond our limits to discuss the

political basis of this theory; the decisive

step was taken by the Act of 1902, and since

this date the prestige of Government in educa-

tional affairs, both at Whitehall and in
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borough and county offices, has been enorm-

ously enhanced. It is, of course, still possible
for non-state institutions, aided either by
private endowments, by contributions from

churches, or by fees from parents, to maintain
their independence, and this open door should

be stoutly defended, since, as we have seen,

progress in all matters of higher intellectual

and spiritual life depends upon "freedom,

variety and elasticity." But, while some in-

stitutions can continue this life, it is a grave
misfortune if they are compelled to cut them-
selves adrift from the public system and

segregate a portion of the community from

the general stream of national life. The only
means by which they can retain a share in

control are of an indirect kind, by influencing

general opinion, thus securing that the State

machinery actually does operate in the in-

terests not merely of the official system, but

of those wide and deep needs expressed

through the family life, the religious life, and

the vocational life.

2. As regards the religious life some further

discussion is in place, for the relation between

Church and School is always before us, not

only in England but throughout Europe and,

if at the moment it gives little concern in

certain parts of America and of the British

Empire, this is only because, at the present
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moment, the population in those regions is of

a homogeneous character.

Indeed, the first point for the student of

this problem to observe is that conflict only
arises when a community ceases to be homo-

geneous in its general attitude towards

religious belief and practice. It is precisely
because a portion of the community desires

to be **
free," i.e. to break away from the

uniformity of a traditional faith, that the

difficulties arise. Thus, in many parts of

Ireland and of Quebec, as well as in portions
of southern Europe, the Family and the

School are in harmonious sympathy with

Catholicism ;
in other parts of Canada and

in the United States there is an equal homo-

geneity of sentiment where the bulk of the

population is Presbyterian, Methodist or

Baptist, and where, equally by common
consent, the Church refrains from any direct

interference with the School. But the re-

lationship is none the less present ; for the

teachers and Boards that control the schools

train the children steadily in sympathy with

the
" view of life

" which characterizes the

neighbourhood : it is obvious that they cannot

do otherwise.

It is essential to note that what we call the

view of life touches not only religious observ-

ance, but morals and social customs of every
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degree. This is a feature of the situation

which is often overlooked or disguised by
those who discuss this theme. The dissenter

is as often as not a reformer in matters other

than religion : he and his kind tend to be
"
free

"
in many other matters besides those

which "the Church" specifically defends;
social groups tend to appear, influenced often

by occupations in life, and tend to break

up the homogeneity of a community quite as

much as differences of dogma. The gulf
between the parson and the labourer in many
an English village is not so much a quarrel
about religion as an alienation in culture, in

speech, and in the entire outlook towards

experience. Hence it is evident that the

defenders of the old faiths have at stake

something more than religious instruction to

children. When the Jew in Manchester, or

the Lutheran in Michigan, U.S.A., maintains

a separate school, he does sp because the

school is a community whose life expresses
not only the creed but the manners and

customs, the taste and tradition of the elders.

Now it is vain to expect that homogeneous
communities, such as we have noted above,

will subsist unchanged in any large area of

the modern world : essential as it is to

humanity to maintain the continuity of

tradition, the spirit of intellectual freedom (as
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we have seen in Chapter IX) again and again
breaks up the harmony, and the rising genera*
tions set out on new adventures. Hence, as

soon as the State undertakes to organize a

complete system of education, the statesman

has to feel his way through a conflict which

penetrates to the deepest issues on which men

engage. Here, as in the classical instance of

the gospel propaganda, there must be "not

peace but a sword ... a man's foes shall

be those of his own household." Statecraft

may choose to seek its ends by an indifference

to the great things of life, treating the School

as merely a dispensing shop for so-called

secular lessons ; by a despotic contempt for

freedom which will attempt to force uniform-

ity of practice upon all : or by manifesting a

spirit of sympathy and tolerance which,

through compromise, will sacrifice much of

detail in the hope of achieving a deeper

spiritual unity. As we survey the various

battlefields in which the conflict has been

waged, the principles under which such com-

promise is being worked out can be discerned,

and it must suffice to indicate these in sum-

mary form.

(a) Where a separate group in a neighbour-
hood exists holding views of religion and life

quite distinct from those of the majority, and
numerous enough to provide children for a
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school, it is an act of tyranny for the State

to enforce an alien culture on the children.

In any event, the pressure of the majority
outside the school will exercise some influence

over the young, and the State has no right
1

to stamp out the individuality of dissent, either

of a dissent which adheres to old creeds or a
dissent which proclaims a new evangel.
The test of the claim which such a minority

makes is its willingness to make sacrifices for

that which it holds dear. If the patrons of

such institutions are willing to
"
put their

hands in their pockets," if the teachers are

willing to sacrifice some part of their emolu-

ment, or if the parents are willing to forgo
some advantages in secular instruction for

the sake of those greater things in creed and

conduct which they cherish, under such con-

ditions it is the clear duty of a statesman

not to crush but to lend a generous hand

in maintenance. So long as the separatist

school conforms honestly to the minimum

requirements of a code, so long, that is to say,

as a schooling is afforded which enables the

child to keep step in tolerable fashion with the

public standards of culture, the demands ofthe

State are satisfied. For it must be borne in

mind that the cultivation of the religious life

1 Since 1919 the new map of Europe has created

"many acute problems of this nature.
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is a matter which the State is simply incom-

petent to control. It acts through politicians

and officials who, whatever may be their

individual views, are bound by official

attitudes. The very spirit of freedom which
has erected democratic government demands
that families shall be free to practise old

faiths and to cherish these through the

schooling which the child receives.

(b) But while we recognize the rights of

dissent, and the duty of the State to aid the

separatist school, some principle is needed
to indicate the measure of this rule. The

only principle that can be applied is to limit

the support to the minimum needs of the

situation. The Church exists not merely to

maintain its foothold, but to extend its power,
to gain new adherents ; and with such pur-

poses the State can have no concern. As a

propagandist agency the Church must rely

upon its own resources. If, as some allege,

the aid afforded to non-provided schools by
the Act of 1902 is such as to relieve them from
their fair share of the burden, then an in-

justice is being done, since the State is in-

directly assisting in the promotion of special

types of faith and custom. It is difficult,

however, to come to any decision on such a

point even if it were within the province
of this volume for the financial data are not
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put before the public in a form which makes
it easy to arrive at a fair judgment. It is

for the Churches which have benefited by that

Act to offer the necessary proof, since not a
few of their fellow-citizens are offended by the

employment of public funds to disseminate

private opinion.

(c) While defending the "right of the

parent," as it is often called, to maintain the

unity of the Family in opposition to the State,

we must allow scope for the opposite principle.

Children are not solely the property of their

parents : they belong to the State ; their

culture, as well as their vocation, is a matter

of public concern. By residing in a com*

munity which fosters progress, the Family
shares the benefits of an advanced civilization,

and, in return, must be content to forgo
some of the authority over its children which

it claimed in more primitive times. Formerly
the Churches, as the sole fount of culture and

science, controlled the freedom of the Family
as regards its children : ifthey now exaggerate

parental claims in opposition to the State they
raise the further question as to the extent to

which either State, Family or Church is

justified in its zeal to "
capture

" the rising

generation.

(d) For our study of child nature in the

last chapter has exposed the limitations to
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distinctive possession of one Church, but as

expressing the sentiments of all.

Such exercises, of course, are of little value

where they become merely an official form,
but their value to the School society is great,

simply because they may help the child to

bridge the gulf between morals and religion,

between Church and home, between secular

and divine, between weekday and Sabbath-

day. The grown man can, of his own motion,

bridge this gulf. As we have seen already,
he plays many parts ; he can understand, for

example, that the obligations of ethics apply
to the counting-house as much as the house of

prayer ; that the voice of God speaks at times

on the mountain-top when it has forsaken the

cathedral, that faith and works are often found

in separate company. But the child cannot

make these distinctions, and if the politician,

pushing his unhappy quarrel with the ecclesi-

astic to the extreme, can accept no com-

promise between freedom and superstition,
the danger is imminent of leaving the child-

mind empty both of aspiration, of hope, of

awe and of love. True, there are many
men who find that they have " no use for

religion," and a few who honestly avow that

they have been deprived of this experience ;

but it is not for them to use the arm of the

State in order to deprive the coming race of
no
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such experience. What most men desire is

not less religion, but more not that religion
should be banished from the school, but that

it should invade the warehouse, the factory
and the forum. And it will achieve this

conquest just so far as its universal elements

are exposed to children's attention with that

simplicity and reverence which most men feel

when they unite in submission to the Unseen
and the Eternal.

(/) We have here, I think, outlined at its

best, the argument that has supported what
is called

"
Cowper-Temple religion

"
since the

famous School Board Act of 1870, a measure

which has probably done more to reconcile

the warring sects of Protestantism in England
than any direct efforts of the Churches to

achieve that end.

But once again we must admit that just so

far as the majority in Protestant commun-
ities have welcomed this State policy of

comprehension, just so far has it disquieted
those whether Anglican or Roman Catholic,

Jew or agnostic who cannot share in that

communion. To them the very extension of

an undenominational system is the denial of

the first principles of faith. Hence, therefore,

in addition to a tolerant support of separatist

schools the demand for
"
right of entry

"
into

the public school seems justified, where the
ill
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size of a distinctive population, may warrant

such a plan. No doubt it is injurious to

the harmony of the school community for the

children to be severed week by week into

separate groups for worship and instruction ;

but the severance is already there, and the

child's affection for Family, Church and
School will not be lessened if he finds agree-
ment to differ replacing a spirit of antagonism.
But if a suggestion may here be attempted,
I would urge that in place of

"
right of entry,"

the parent should demand a right of sub-

stitution. For the proper venue for religious

instruction is not the public school, with the

Anglican teaching one group in Room X, and
the Catholic another group in Room Y ;

the church building, the house of God itself,

is the fit place of assembly for teaching the

distinctive doctrines which the Church holds

dear. And the clergyman himself is the fittest

teacher, not the public school teacher, who
in these unhappy controversies finds his

allegiance divided between Church and State,

It would surely not be difficult for the law to

recognize "attendance,"once or more during
the school week, in church buildings. Already
school children are sent to swimming baths

and to playfields under public auspices; it

would be almost as easy to organize a plan for

attendance at the ministrations of the clergy
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when parents made a request to that effect.

And I, for one, should not hesitate to vote

public money to facilitate such arrangements
so long as they were conducted with efficiency ;

such influences are at least as much a part
of education as instruction in swimming or

cookery. The fate of The School Attendance
Bill (1930) has once more called public atten-

tion to the strength of various religious

communities which can exert a "pull"
within political parties. Many people, in-

cluding the officials and politicians who

promoted that measure, were all too ready
to assume that clerical influence had ceased

to count at the polling booth. These quarrels
between " the parsons

" did much to wreck

the efforts of Sir Charles Trevelyan, but now
that the fight is over (1931), may it not

be well for the Churches to reconsider their

position ? There can be no doubt that a

very large proportion of voters are Gallios,

who "
care for none of these things

"
; they

regard the recent controversy as a mean

fight between rival ecclesiastics, each con-

cerned to secure all he can from the public

purse to promote his private propaganda

among children. Now however mistaken

this view may be, it has to be reckoned

with, for it is not in the interest either of

"true religion
" or of "sound learning"
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that great Churches should play the part of

defeatists.

8. Without pursuing further these conflicts,

which are indeed as much a matter of politics

as of education, it will be more profitable,

assuming the overlordship of the State, to

review the functions which it discharges and
see how far rational principles can be discerned

which will assist rather than retard the

achievement of those aims which we discussed

in Chapter IV.

We have hitherto spoken in general terms

of
" The State," and it should be noted that

we cannot find any precise dividing line

which will indicate where a central authority
should control or where a subordinate local

authority shall assert its independence. In

this, as in all departments of State, the de-

cision has to be made not on a priori grounds,
but by taking account of racial customs and
inherited attitudes towards government. The

only guiding rule seems to be to approve

any division of function which works. All

that can be definitely stated is that the

central authority should deal with what is

the common concern of all, while the local

rulers can with better effect apply the general
to the particular ; that the central authority
should be especially concerned, with its

ampler resources, to secure the best experience,
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and to place the results of its investigations
at the disposal of the localities. We can

say further that it is a prime duty of the

legislature, when distributing duties between
central and local authorities, to prevent over-

lapping and rivalry, so as to eliminate waste

and enable the schools to do their real work
with the smoothest and simplest mechanism.
The hindrances to efficiency created by the

multiplication of administrators has led

many people to urge the abolition of local

jurisdiction and to devise a simpler form of

control, handling the schools like the post
and telegraph service, with the teachers as

departmental clerks and H.M. Inspectors as

school managers. The objection to such a

system arises not from any belief in the

superior wisdom of local authorities, but

from the distinctive nature of the educative

process. School, as we have seen, is an

institution, a permanent society, and, except
in the case of boarding schools, its life is

closely in touch with the locality where it is

established.

For social life cannot be maintained worthily
with a machinery which suits the needs of tele-

graphy or sanitation. Any permanent institu-

tion tends to take shape as a "
personality,"

l

1 Compare Introduction to Sociology by the

present writer.
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with idiosyncrasies of tone and sympathy.
Hence, in my view, every type of school, from
the university down to the humblest infant

school,needsfor itsbest developmentsome form
of local management by a small group ofpeople
whose interests lie in that community. Such

management differs, on the one hand, from
the official internal control by the principal
and staff of teachers, and, on the other hand,
from the control of a local board which in

England, as in America, takes oversight of a

large number of institutions. Our English
school law still assumes that a body of

managers is in existence for each institution,

and in the case of non-provided elementary
schools, and of endowed secondary schools,

they not only exist, but wield a control

which in the opinion of many is too extensive.

I share this opinion, but at the same time it

is a grave misfortune that the rivalries between
Church and State have led to the practical
abolition of managing committees in

"
pro-

vided "
schools. In other parts of Europe

similar conditions have produced a like effect :

the elementary school originally fostered by
the local clergy, Protestant or Catholic, gains
so much from the material and intellectual

resources of a central authority that the

assistance of a local committee is often held

to be superfluous. It is only in America
where in all departments of government local
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autonomy is jealously guarded, that a different

situation exists. Bryce, in The American

Commonwealth, pointed out that "to-day in

the south as previously in the north and west,

the school is becoming the nucleus of local

self-government." But even here the centre

of interest is not the individual school, but

the unit area of local authority, within which,

as population grows, more schools than one

are required. So that in the large cities of

America we have the same situation as in

Europe, i.e. a system of schools managed
from a central bureau, with little or no auto-

nomy for the single school community.
I venture to dwell upon this point because

it has received very slight attention from the

exponents of political science, for these

writers have seldom come into close contact

with the affairs of schools. Teachers fight

shy of it because they are already encompassed
with too many masters ; and public officials

are equally disposed to be impatient at what

they regard as petty and superfluous inter-

ference. 1
Only when, as in London, the

physical condition and vocational outlook of

a mass of children have become well-nigh

hopeless, it becomes clear to every one that

the scholastic machinery of instruction sub-

1 This theme is fully treated in Foundations of*

Education, Vol. I, Chap. VI.
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stitutes stones for bread. Anyone who
visits, for example, the School Settlement, so

devotedly founded and conducted by the

head teacher of the Fern Street Infant School

in a London slum, readily appreciates the

value of school managers, or of a small body
of persons serving the same purpose, i.e. as

guides, and, if need be, overseers of the

institution.

Now the principle here exposed is of

universal application. If it is serviceable

where the children need free meals and

medicine, it applies equally to the higher needs

of the community ; and although to the

present generation of teachers and officials

this argument is unacceptable, I adhere to it

as an article of faith based on personal ex-

perience as well as on investigation. Just so

far as the School is realized as a community,
with its fringe of neighbouring families linked

to it by the precious ties which childhood and

youth create, just so far will this principle

gain acceptance. In the present materialistic

age we are content to place the organization
of schools on a cash basis :

" He who pays
the piper," we say,

"
calls the tune," hence

the agents of the taxpayers, at Whitehall,

and the agents of the ratepayers, at the town-

hall, claim sole authority ; but in due time it

will be admitted that those who contribute
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their own children to the School have a right
to some voice in its affairs : children are a
more precious contribution than gold. In-

deed, the administrators themselves will be

compelled in due time to foster and welcome
such community interest, for ratepayers and

taxpayers are always distrustful of expend-
iture which shows so little

"
result." The

burden of education rates increases enorm-

ously with each decade, and it will only be

borne with equanimity when the people at

large who receive the benefit are closely allied

with the machinery of control.

Limits of space again forbid discussion

of the manifold Ways in which this element

can be maintained in an educational system;
we can merely formulate the principle, viz.

that in every grade of education, the unit of

government should not be a geographical

area, but the school community itself. In

the highest grade of institution college or

university the same principle is at work,

although it takes a different form. Here it is

not the parents, but the " Old Boys,'* the

body of former students whose sentiments of

regard for Alma Mater maintain the con-

tinuous life of the society, and serve to

uphold its prestige among an entire people.
The extraordinary development of State

universities in the middle states of America
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affords a capital example. The earliest of

these foundations, that of Ann Arbor, supply-

ing the needs of the great State of Michigan,
has relied for many long years upon its

association of alumni, 40,000 in number, to

renew among the people at large the sense

of obligation to this instrument of State

advancement. No wonder that in such com-
munities pecuniary aid is afforded with a

goodwill of which we in Europe have little

conception.
4. A brief review must suffice to mark off

the functions which authorities, of one type
or another, have to fulfil in every educational

system. At the outset the various grades of

institution have to be classified and grouped.
The classification should embrace not only
those within the public system; but those of

every rank which contribute to the national

welfare, including all forms of private enter-

prise, not neglecting even home tuition,

which has its part to play even where public

provision is most elaborate and efficient. The

English law is sometimes interpreted as if

parents are breaking the law when, under

proper safeguards, they personally undertake

the instruction of their offspring.

Now while it is the plain duty of the State

to see to it that fit opportunities for schooling
are open to every one, it is by no means its
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duty, either as central or local authority, to

grasp the entire control and management.
As regards central authorities, at Whitehall

or elsewhere, the opposite rule is much the

safer. It is a fortunate situation in England
that only one or two institutions are now

actually administered by the Board of Educa-

tion, and it is at least worth while to consider

whether local authorities should not follow the

same policy, i.e. to co-ordinate, to inspect
and to support, but to refrain wherever

possible from actually managing the details

of an institution. Tlie larger the population
under the control of an authority, the less

efficient is it likely to be in such management.
When a local authority pursues the opposite

policy, and attempts from its own resources

to provide all types of school within its

area, the mischief is twofold : it ceases to

take a comprehensive and sympathetic over-

sight of non-official enterprises, and it pre-
sents its own institutions in rivalry to these.

The hardest lesson which public authorities,

both national and provincial, have to learn is

to recognize varied efforts put forth in the

educational field by voluntary and non-official

enthusiasm.

So much for the spirit in which public
authorities should undertake to review the

needs of a community. The principles oil
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which the different types of school are dis-

tinguished requires separate treatment and is

reserved for Chapter VII. When a school

is defined* and established, the next step in

organization is to procure the teacher. We
postpone this topic also, since the status and

qualifications of the teaching body are of

capital importance ; the efficiency of an
educational system can indeed be quite well

estimated from the appreciation which the

community shows of those whom it engages
in the service of the schools.

5. The oversight of the State does not cease

with the appointment of the teacher.

(a) Attendance. While refraining from in-

terference in the technique of the teacher's

craft, the State is bound to see that in general
terms the aims proposed are achieved. Thus
the scholars must be present ; in the element-

ary school their attendance must, if need be,

be enforced ; in the secondary school and

college, the opposite rule should prevail and
the State should see to it that the idle and
indifferent are excluded. We have already

noticed, in discussing the origins of school,

that the temptations to idleness which an
extended schooling affords cannot be resisted

by all boys and girls. The recent expansion
of secondary schooling in Great Britain, in

spite of its undoubted benefit, has no doubt
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brought this evil in its train, and it is for

the State to assist the teachers to cope with
it.

(6) The British Examination System. The
exit of the scholar from the school society
is no less a matter requring expert control in

the public interest. In this field the German
states have set an example to the world at

large ; the far-seeing statesmen who, early in

the nineteenth century, re-cast the education

of their people, foresaw that the best incentive

to industry at school would be to train the

people to appreciate a Leaving Certificate

(Abiturienten-Zeugniss) which would attest

that the scholar had lived the school life year

by year and passed out of the society with

the
"
course

"
complete. Much as the Anglo-

Saxon race, with its keen sense of personal

freedom, may distrust the Germanic system
of culture, here at any rate we can learn from
them ; there is no more striking example of

the difference between efficiency and clumsy
failure than to contrast what is called the

English examination system with that of

Germany. No doubt, under the primitive
conditions which prevailed eighty years ago,
the College of Preceptors and the Universities

of Oxford and Cambridge with their Local

Examinations, and the University of London
With its degree system, rendered a real service
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in founding their machinery for distributing

printed papers and marking the answers ;

the plan undoubtedly incited teachers and
scholars to work; it helped to standardize

the schools and gave opportunities for schol-

astic ambition which, in the absence of a better

system, were welcome ; and in times when
the credit of teachers was low, and their own
sense of responsibility defective, it was
essential that some trustworthy and impartial

judge should be called in to give a testimony
which the public could trust. The system
owed its success to the development of transit

facilities through the railways, which had

recently been invented ; it seemed a great

thing to be able to examine at the same
moment John Smith in Surrey and Mary
Sykes in Northumberland, and within a few

weeks to produce a reliable percentage as

assessment of their efficiency. This machin-

ery was powerfully aided by the rapid cheapen-

ing of books and paper, enabling scholars to

prepare for these examinations on the exact

lines required; and the result is an all-

embracing method of assessment which is

applied, with the precision which any such

machine can display, to every field where

the public requires evidence of scholastic

attainments. It has " reformed " the Civil

Service ; it has certificated millions of young
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people for commerce, for hygiene, for art,

and it supplies the chief test by which students

are admitted to our universities. And since

1902 many local authorities, including London,
have applied the machine, often in the

crudest fashion, to select children of capacity,

by thousands and tens of thousands, giving
them scholarships and maintenance for further

education. Nor is its influence confined to

Great Britain ; several of the United States

follow a similar plan, notably the State of

New York, and, in Canada, the great province
of Ontario. A system so powerfully en-

trenched, creating such large vested interests,

has been able to defy criticism, for it is trusted

by the general public, which is glad to secure

a rough-and-ready method where favouritism

can have no place.
But efforts have not been wanting to

modify, if not to overturn, the operation of

the machine. The system of inspection in-

stituted by the Board of Education has at least

established an alternative mode for assessing
the efficiency of grant-earning schools ; the

Regents of New York State and the Board
constituted for Wales under the Intermediate

Education Act made gallant efforts to min-

imize the evils of wholesale examination:

in recent years the Universities and the

school teachers have organized under the
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aegis of The Board of Education a special
Council which hopes to conduct the whole

procedure of Leaving Certificates on wiser

principles. Nor are the elementary schools

left out of the reckoning. Some zealous

Directors of Education have sought to impose
a similar examination on all elementary
schools within their range, but this extension

of the system has been stoutly resisted. 1

What, then, is the criticism which leads us

to deplore the continuance of this primitive
machine ? It is found to be injurious in two

points, each of them involving matters which

are essential to efficiency in the educational

product. First, as a test of attainment it is

incompetent, for it is one-sided, lending itself

readily to mathematics, but most imperfectly
to practical work : it can test a writer to the

disadvantage of a thinker or speaker ; it

encourages memory and discourages deliber-

ate reflection. It has delayed for years in

countless schools the introduction of improved
methods of teaching, simply because its

awkward machinery could not adapt itself to

new requirements. Thus when in the 'eighties

chemistry first began to be taught in secondary

1 See recent Reports : (a) Examinations in Public

Elementary Schools (conducted by a Joint Ad-

visory Committee, 1980) ; (6) Report of The Con-
sultative Committee on Primary Schools.
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schools the present writer recollects the little

packets of white compound that were sent to

his school along with many others, in order to

serve as a test of attainments in chemistry ;

most people, at least the chemists, knew
that this device would cripple the teaching,
but it was the best that Oxford and Cambridge
could do under the system. In course of time

improvements were made, but the root of the

trouble has remained ; good teachers of

science can secure results and distinctions

for their pupils, but they continue to lament

the sacrifice that is involved. Literature and
Modern Languages are hindered even more

seriously, for in these the ear and the tongue
are in request rather than pen or paper. The
defenders of the system sometimes reply that

the art of absorbing and then disgorging the

contents of a text-book is valuable and should

be encouraged ; but the reply is not germane
to the issue.

The injury extends beyond the curriculum.

A certificate, to be of value, should certify

not only to the attainments of a scholar at

one critical moment, but it should testify

that he has lived the school life, and should

by its comprehensive character take account

of the entire school record. When a German

inspector, acting as school examiner, inquires

into the attainments of the older scholars,
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and, along with the teachers, awards a Leaving
Certificate, he is not a mere marking machine,
but a free intelligence, coming into personal
contact with both the candidates and their

instructors ; his long experience gives him
an adequate acquaintance with the public

standard, but he supplements his own judg-
ment by the opinion of the staff of the school,

who are trusted by public opinion in Germany
with a confidence which at present is withheld

in Great Britain.

This leads to the second and more funda-

mental indictment of the system, viz. that

it cripples the initiative of the teacher. As
we pointed out, this criticism has little

relevance to primitive days, when no re-

sponsible teaching body existed ; but the

time is long past in England when teachers

should be content to follow a uniform syl-

labus, and to copy the devices which are

entailed by the distribution of simultaneous

examination papers. In every school where

the teaching staff are keen to improve their

methods, where lively intellectual discipline

prevails, where artistic values in literature,

music, and the crafts are respected, the

steam-roller control by eminent outsiders,

assessing scholastic results by marking tons

of written paper is more and more resented.

The best teachers suffer most : it is not that
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their pupils fail when confronted with such
tests : on the contrary, since they are com-

pelled to enter for them, they accept the

challenge and carry off the highest prizes.
The present writer records this testimony
after a long experience, extending over nearly

sixty years, as a prize-winning boy at school,

as a teacher, as examiner, inspector and
member of Examining Bodies : some progress
has no doubt been made, but it still remains

broadly true that what is called the British

Examination System with all the vested

interests that encircle it abides as a major
obstacle to the progress of higher education.

Some of the universities exercise a stricter

control than others ; they not only prescribe
set books, but publish and sell approved
editions, and so relieve the teacher of responsi-

bility for the comment as well as for the text.

It will be seen that the issue is fundamental

simply because the freedom of the teacher

within his own province is as vital to progress
as his submission to authority outside his

province. And in this profession above all,

where theory is as yet so scanty, the hope of

progress depends largely upon fostering a

spirit of independent activity. The progress
so far attained in England has been made in

spite of the system, and the time is ripe for

radical amendment.
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It is important to press home the importance
of this difficult problem, for the layman does

not yet recognize the far-reaching benefits

which a sound system of Leaving Certificates,

extended from the primary school upwards,
can exert upon the education of a nation.

Such certificates are not only of value as

affecting the progress of a scholar from one

type of school to another. Their chief value

is to the laity, to the employer who, on the

Continent, looks to the school record as

reliable evidence of capacity. If supervised
and endorsed by State authority, combined

with a system of inspection, these certificates

would shortly lead to such an appreciation of

the school programme as would encourage
scholars not merely to pass an examination,
but to complete from beginning to end the

course of education for which each type of

school is specifically designed.
6. We have now indicated the chief prob-

lems which should engage the attention of

organizing authorities : when these are recog-
nized there still remains the provision of ways
and means ; the receipt and expenditure of

moneys ; the acquisition of land ; the erection

and maintenance of buildings ; the supply of

apparatus. In some countries, including

England, great attention is also paid to pro*
vision for the payment of successful scholars
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tures, of asbestos or wood, serve the needs

of children as well as a palace, so long as

plenty of air is available. Instead of putting
the money into stone and bricks, to say

nothing of architectural ornament, if the first

thought were given to securing ample space
in land, the expenditure would be well

repaid. For children, old and young, need

space and air : if you once get the land, you
can put anything on it and remove anything
from it. The movements now on foot, espe-

cially in great cities, for open-air lessons, for

gardening employment, and for field games
will undoubtedly increase the demand for

land, and is already leading to a closer co-

operation between those who provide parks
for adults and those who provide closed

buildings for children. The earlier policy
was to plant schools in the centre of popula-

tion, crowding up still more the congested
area : the new policy of town planning has

led to the acquirement of large areas which

may serve the locality not only during the

hours of school but during all the hours of

jiaylight.

The Cambridge County Education Com-
mittee is pioneering in yet another direction.

The school building and grounds serve
"
as a

.social centre" for "the people" who meet
there for recreation and for culture instead
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in order to enable them to pursue a further

course of schooling ; and, still more recently,
the provision of food or clothing to children

whose forlorn condition is brought sharply
into notice by the very fact of their attend-

ance. A few notes must suffice on some of

the topics here presented.
The Education Budget. As regards the

general expenditure on education, public or

private, no limit can be assigned, and it is

useless to exclaim that the budget of national

or local expenditure
"
increases by leaps and

bounds." The amount that a family or a

nation will expend upon its children is just
as much as it can afford : the coming race

demands no less and can expect no more.

The outlay, for example, on administration

has immensely increased in Great Britain

and Ireland during the last decade, but few

will be inclined to cavil at the effective ser-

vices rendered by the multiplied officials and

inspectors who guide the policy of the schools.

Salaries have increased, not beyond the

current increase in the cost of living, but they

may with justice increase still more. The
nation at large will have no jealousy on this

score, if they find that the nation's children

are being educated by people who devote

their lives to the public service.

The expenditure on land and buildings has
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progressed at a rate which some deem to be

extravagant : yet it has only kept pace with

the improvement in domestic hygiene and
architecture which is a characteristic of the

present generation. A word of caution may,
however, be here ventured. Lay authorities

are, as a rule, willing to expend upon build-

ings and equipment, because they appear to

be getting something for their money ; tax-

payers can see a fine building and point to it

with pride. When one undertakes an educa-

tional tour it is commonly this external

provision that one is invited to observe : one's

hosts are apt to be disappointed if the visitor

turns away from these structures and spends
his time in examining the real thing. Hence
it is worth while for public authorities to

inquire whether a fixed proportion should

not be measured between the various items

of expenditure, for fear lest the gorgeous

temple should house unworthy service. Cer-

tain it is that some of the finest fruits of

teaching have been garnered, both in these

and in earlier days, from school buildings
which the most indulgent of inspectors would
condemn.
Good sometimes come out of evil : the

economies forced on us by the Great War
compelled us to a more modest scale of

building. It is found that bungalow struc-
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of the door being closed to both children and
adults when lessons are over. In this way
the maximum of benefit to a locality can be

secured from the heavy expenditure which a
modern school building entails.

The Educational Ladder. The generous

expenditure in this country on maintenance

scholarships always excites the surprise of

foreigners who visit our schools, and they are

right in attributing it, especially in its modern
form as dispensed by local authorities, to

the general democratic tendency. While

England shares with other European nations

the maintenance of traditional class dis-

tinctions, it is distinguished by constant

efforts to enable the individual of capacity
to advance from one class to another: the

scholarship system is one mode of making
this advance easy. True enough the argu-
ment is not openly stated in these terms, for

our legislature recognizes no distinction of

class ; the principle, in logical form, is that

of equality of opportunity unhampered by
poverty or family exigencies. But this prin-

ciple is also supported by another distinctively

English trait the determination to select

the best talent and foster it, even at the

expense of those of mediocre gifts. (We shall

see this same tendency in operation in the

following chapter when we consider the
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principles under which types of school are

differentiated.) These two tendencies in com-
bination account for the excessive attention

which has been paid, right through the

present century, by our local authorities to

the provision of scholarships. Directors and
secretaries of committees, impelled by popular

pressure, have spent their best energies in

devising such schemes when they might have
been better employed on other parts of their

duty such as we have discussed above. For
it is evident from the practice of other demo-

cracies, notably Switzerland and America,
that the educational ladder can be adequately
constructed on other principles. When once

the fees charged for higher education have
been reduced to a nominal level, the American
educator thinks he has done enough, and
considers that ambitious boys, if they lack

the funds to maintain themselves while at

high school or college, will be best educated

by being required to earn what is needed.

Hence in every type of educational institution

above the primary school (and here Canada

may be reckoned with the United States),

scholars will be found engaged in employ-
ments from domestic and hotel service to

typewriting, teaching, lecturing in order to

find the wherewithal to equip themselves

for a professional career. As a method of
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climbing the ladder, this plan is as much

systematized and officially recognized by
universities and colleges as is our scholarship

system in Great Britain ; and while the pro-
found differences, both economic and social,

between old and new countries forbid us to

imitate in detail, we must at least admit that

self-reliance is fostered by this American

plan. A man who has paid his way is more

likely to appreciate what he has paid for

with personal sacrifice. And while, no doubt,
advancement to the highest standards of

learning is hindered or delayed by serving
as waiter or office clerk, these occupy no more
time than the distractions found necessary

by our leisured classes to relieve the tedium
of learning, while they afford the student

an insight into many practical conditions of

the work-a-day world which may contribute

somewhat to redress the balance between the

culture of the academy and the rough-and-
tumble of the market-place.

While, therefore, it would be a mistake to

depreciate the motives which have led us in

England to erect our special shape of educa-

tional ladder, it would seem that the methods

employed are open to revision. Natural selec-

tion might be left to operate more freely;
the educational exchequer would devote itself

more resolutely to equipping the institutions
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of education to the highest point of effi-

ciency ; it would sustain the standards of

achievement by pupils and teachers, it would
reduce to a minimum the fees for all types
of education, and would then leave the pecu-

niary needs of
" maintenace "

to be met
from unofficial resources, or from any surplus
that remains after the essential things in

schooling have been adequately sustained.
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CHAPTER VII

TYPES OF SCHOOL WITH SOME REFERENCE
TO UNIVERSITIES

1. WHEN it is sought to interest the " man
in the street

"
in the study of education, he

is always baffled by our attempts to explain
the difference between one type of school and
another. He can understand the pressure
of a school rate ;

he can understand the claim

of the clergy to influence education policy ;

he sympathizes with the ambition of a poor

boy to win a scholarship, but he stumbles

when set to explain, let us say, the differ-

ence between secondary and technical edu-

cation. Indeed, the wisest of men tread with

caution in this labyrinth. The famous Bryce
Commission of 1895, whose labours mark an

epoch in the history of English education,

published many chapters on the subject of

their inquiry before they grappled with the

initial difficulty of their task; finally, in

answer to the formal question What is
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Secondary Education? they subscribed to a
dissertation which added to the perplexity.
The difficulty arises from the nature of

things from the variety of human needs,
and the novel means devised by schools to

meet these needs as they assume new shapes.
We shall therefore not attempt to expose a
co-ordinated scheme of institutions, but to

indicate some of the forces which, as a matter
of fact, determine the forms in which the

schools are moulded. We may picture these

forces in a connected line of thought some-

what as follows : looking at the needs of

the scholar as really if not ostensibly deciding
the type of institution organized for his

reception, we can distinguish the Present,

the Past, and the Future : by the Present

we mean the scholar's powers as indicated

by the stage of growth which he has reached ;

his Past is the stock of culture and experience
which he brings with him from inheritance

and social environment ; his Future takes

into account the part he has to play in life

when school has done with him. We will

take these three points of view in succession.

2. We have already noted, in Chapter IV,

a series of epochs in personal development
from infancy to adult life, and these afford us a

succession of schools kindergarten, primary,

secondary, college each covering one stage,
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with a community life and atmosphere, with

a type of teacher and equipment adapted to

the needs of the subject infant, child, pupil,

student, in due order. This is the logical

scheme of things, and its simplicity commends
itself to the organizer. He can plan a curri-

culum for stage A which will open on to stage

B, and then to C and D, and the ease with

which curricula can be devised and conducted

on this basis makes the classification fatally

mischievous when accepted as an exclusive

principle of administration. For it tacitly
assumes that the completion of all the stages
should be the accepted goal for all scholars :

that schooling right through to the com-

pletion of a university course should be the

ambition of every human being, and that

State policy in the differentiation of types
should be governed on this principle alone.

We have already combated this view in

the introductory chapters and need not re-

capitulate the argument. The study of the

stages of growth should not lead us to erect

a ladder which is of value only to the few who
reach the top, but rather urge us to afford

for each stage of development its appropriate

institution, with a curriculum and corporate
life culminating in its own achievement,
without regard to the entrance requirements
of the ensuing stages. Thus before the
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stages of adolescence there are the two periods,
of the infant school extending to six or seven

years, and the primary school from eight to

twelve, which appear to be well defined;
and each of these should be treated as a

separate "institution" whether or no they
are conducted in distinct buildings. When
we turn to the years of adolescence, greater

difficulty is encountered, partly because with

increasing years individual differences are

more pronounced, partly because these differ-

ences are increased as between different

nations and between social groups within the

same nation. Thus a boy of fourteen on an
Australian farm is often more adult in many
respects than a German student of twenty,

although in powers of abstract thought the

latter will be far ahead of the former. But
in general terms we can say that the ages
from thirteen to seventeen constitute a period
of life which is self-contained, and that the

period from seventeen to twenty-two can be

adequately distinguished from it. The first

of these we have called youth (see p. 75) ; in

the second the young man, the young woman,
stands on his own feet. Those who develop
fast had better leave the secondary school

and go to work or to
"
college

"
at seventeen,

but it will often repay the educator to keep
those who mature more slowly within the
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bounds of school discipline until eighteen or

over. The administrator has to bear in mind
that both secondary school and college are

institutions where the mental outlook of the

scholars shapes itself consciously towards adult

life and independence. While still at school

the youth is ready to accept strong and

despotic control : the college regime should

imply a relaxation in the outward form of

control while still retaining for the tutor a
sense of responsibility and a personal interest

in his charges. It is only after the age of

twenty-one, in the years of advanced study
at universities, that the relation between
teacher and taught can be accepted on both
sides as one of mutual independence. (Comp.
p. 81 above.)
Some such series of types of school based on

the stages of growth underlies, with variation

in details, the system adopted in all civilized

countries, but by itself it tends to a mechanical

rigidity which leads to grave evils. It assumes

that the average scholar will proceed steadily

through each grade of instruction, promoted
session by session to a higher grade along with
those of like standing, until the "

course
"

of the institution is completed. In fact, it

implicitly ignores variations of native capacity,
or differences arising from interruptions to

normal progress. The public system has to
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provide a course of study adapted to the

average powers of large numbers; this is

offered objectively to each individual and he
is assumed to go through it, whether he be

exceptionally gifted and therefore able to

progress more rapidly, or be hindered in

the race and thus perpetually fall behind.

Speaking generally, it may be said that all

national systems where huge numbers are

congregated in classrooms suffer from this

evil and that it shows itself most in grades

beyond the primary, since the older the scholar

the more pronounced are the individual

differences. As regards nationalities England
has the merit of having paid most regard to

the needs of the more gifted pupils : with us

emphatically the doctrine has held that
" to

him that hath shall be given."
Other countries, especially Germany and

the United States of America, have followed

our example. In Germany distinctions be-

tween pupils were made far too much on a
class basis. The wealthy and the professional

classes were educated in schools and universi-

ties wholly cut off from the working classes :

but since the Revolution these boundaries

have been thrown down and many devices

are adopted to enable children of talent, dis-

playing a high intelligence quota along with

industrious habits, to climb the educational
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ladder, however humble their origin may be*

In the United States, which woke up to the

importance of this issue some thirty years

ago, any attempt to foster individual talent

was at first denounced as
"
undemocratic/'

but opinion has changed : it is now admitted

that "
supranormal

"
(pp. 93 and 94 above)

children will waste much time and may
readily fall into idle habits if they are not

allowed to forge ahead. Alternatively, if

they find little in the classroom pursuits
offered by their teacher to engage their

powers, they will readily quit schooling and

push ahead in business life.

As regards the subnormal or backward

child, our legislatures have now for a long
time admitted the need for segregation, and
have established schools of a separate type for

defectives. In some communities it has also

been discovered that it is a wise economy to

arrange separate teaching for those who fall

behind the average in certain lines of response,
without displaying such deficiency as demands
their being classed as

"
defective." In all

large schools it will be found that parallel
classes are arranged : an " A "

class is made

up exclusively of precocious youngsters, a
" B "

class will contain average specimens,
while a parallel "C" class, although engaged
on the same syllabus, will not be expected to
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reach anything like the same level. In
countries where schools are closed during the

hot months, a special session can be arranged
for pupils retarded by backwardness or idle-

ness. Sometimes, also, parents are brought
in to sustain the teachers' efforts in seeking
to stimulate these pupils : it can readily be

imagined that such zeal often misses the

mark when the victim lacks intelligence or

grit to arouse himself.

There is an obvious danger in all such

schemes about which parents on their

children's behalf are more apt to be sensitive

than teachers. If the backward scholar is too

openly segregated to an inferior rank, he loses

his self-respect and responds unwillingly to

the efforts made on his behalf : it is the first

duty of those who establish separate classes

to make clear that these distinctions are made
not from contempt for stupidity, but from

real sympathy with differences. The scholar

who at present is of slow capacity, or is held

back by circumstances, may forge ahead of

his contemporaries if helped by wise organiza-
tion ; in any event it should be made clear

that scholastic merit is only one standard by
which men's qualities are to be measured.

8. Thus by considering merely the scholar

per se9 at his present stage of growth and
with his native endowment, we can fore-
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shadow the outline of a scheme of schools

arranged in systematic relations, but we have
now to notice that children, especially in an
old-established community, are distinguished

by their Past, i.e. by varieties of culture

which they have inherited. It would be easy
for the present writer to omit reference to

this point, for it is notoriously a theme
which arouses resentment in many minds,
but our task is to indicate the fact, viz. the

forces that are at work in people's minds in

the differentiation of types of school. The
fact here is that many families, either by the

acquirement of wealth or by the devotion to

ideals, attain a standard of culture by which

they set great store, let it be the merest social

veneer or the more solid attributes of sound

taste, whether associated with a " smart set,"

with a genteel suburb, or an historic religious

society. Now every such family, as a stock,

prizes these elements as a valuable part of

education, and is solicitous that schooling
shall promote their continuance, or at the

least shall not destroy them. There are, for

example, thousands of English families, from
the humble homes where the "

Non-provided
"

is preferred as more select than the Council

school, up to those of historic stock whose
sons attend the great

"
Public Schools," where

this force is seen at work; although, as we
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have already noticed, the legislature cannot
assist the organization of schools on this

basis, it is folly to attempt to rule out the

impulse as inimical to progress. For this

force it was which first led parents to commit
their offspring to the charge of tutors : a good
stock, conscious of its worth, seeks to preserve
its identity and perpetuate its qualities not

only by breeding, but by nutrition; and
school provides one mode of environment

through which manners and ways of life are

enabled to persist. The working of this force

in creating diverse types of schools could be

illustrated at length from all countries of

Europe ; and in the New World, as soon as

a pioneer district loses the homogeneity of

social conditions by reason of an influx of

wealth and culture, all sorts of private or

endowed schools are created (often by religious

communities) which declare the failure of the

public system to meet a complex situation.

It is a most delicate task for the adminis-

trator to regulate the operation of this force

so as to ensure that minimum of supervision
which the common interest of the State de-

mands, and to extend in return just so much
aid as will encourage the operation of this

force in its ideal form while preventing it

from increasing the alienation of class from
class. For, on the one hand, he knows
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that the progress of mankind depends not

upon the perpetuation of exclusive stocks,

contending for power and privilege, but upon
mutual acquaintance and sympathy ; and, as

he comes to understand the subtle influences

of association among the young at school, he

realizes the permanent effects upon habits of

life induced during the plastic years of child-

hood and youth. On the other hand, he fore-

sees that the very success of a sound educa-

tional system tends towards selection ; those

who profit most by a cultural environment

tend to establish a family with distinctive

interests and tastes, which in a new generation
will be unwilling to throw its youngsters into

the melting-pot of the public system.
The real injury is done when this worthy

desire for retaining family culture is crossed

with the opportunities and ambition created

by wealth. It is here that the crux of the

situation is presented. The State can well

afford to countenance the school which is

selective, if the selection is based either on
the native capacity of the scholar, or on the

cultural habits which he brings as a part of

his family endowment ; but when, on a

society so constituted, scholars are intruded

on the sole ground that they can pay for

entrance, when money is used to exploit a

machinery devised for higher ends, then indeed
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the democratic sense is affronted and the

State may rightly be charged with maintain-

ing one law for the rich and another for the

poor. Yet while these sentiments are easy
to put on paper, their application is far from

easy. The class of
"
Get-rich-quicklies

" can
indeed only be commended for desiring to

acquire quickly a culture which in its genuine
form takes time for proper growth.
The opposition of sentiment as here outlined

accounts for the permanent difficulties en-

countered in the control of English secondary
schools : we have the schools fostered by
religious bodies, the old-endowed grammar
schools supported partly by families of good
stock, and jealous of the intrusion of children

of inferior breeding ; boarding-schools compet-

ing keenly with all the rest, and dependent
more on the wealth of parents than on the

gifts of the State ; also, since 1902, municipal

secondary schools appealing to a new civic

spirit, and, finally, privately-controlled schools

of all grades of efficiency and of inefficiency.

We have said little to reconcile these rivalries,

but a point is gained when their competition
is reviewed in the light of larger motives

such as we have here reviewed.

4. In addition to the family culture which

lies behind the scholar, we have, finally, to

consider his Future. True enough, a school
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which cherishes the culture of the past while

training the scholar on his present level of

development is doing much to equip him for

the future ; the phrase "liberal education "

was indeed adopted to describe a curriculum

which ignores a man's vocation for the sake

of larger and deeper needs. Yet we saw, in

Chapter III, how in very early days types of

school were established with the direct inten-

tion of serving the purpose of professions and
trades ; if in modern times a sharp antithesis

has been discovered between liberal and
technical education it is only because men
have failed to see how intimate is the alliance

between the two ; the ends both of vocation

and of leisure need to be pursued in unison,

if not always in conjunction. Undoubtedly
the

"
old education," maintained in England

up to say 1860, neglected the realities of life,

and often boasted of its neglect. Even to-day
there exists in certain coteries a contempt
more or less veiled for "bread-and-butter

studies," meaning thereby such pursuits as

do not provide bread-and-butter for the critic.

Confined in the cloister of his scholastic

pursuits, absorbed, as he needs must be if

faithful to duty, in the present life of his

scholars, there is little incentive to the

teacher for observation of the after-effect of

schooling ; and it is little wonder that teachers
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breed their own kind, and are seen at their

best in creating more teachers. Indeed this

criticism is especially apt as regards some
institutions expressly designed for technical

instruction, as, for example, those offering
courses in commercial and in domestic
sciences : most of these have had small

influence upon commerce or domestic life,

although they have trained a multitude of

teachers certified as able to impart such

instruction.

It is precisely here that we need to seek

for further light ; we can find little satisfac-

tion in discussing vocation as concerned

solely with the separate subjects of a curri-

culum. The more a single study is treated in

isolation from a larger scheme of education,

the less value can it possess either for leisure

or for vocation ; the more closely it is inter-

woven with other experience and viewed in

the light of larger issues, the more does the

pursuit become worth while. And this sug-

gests one principle which may guide the

administrator when asked to found a separate
institution to meet vocational needs. If

such an institution is fo

definitely and organically
the vocation ; those

as teachers or

hand experience in
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scholars should be avowedly embarked on

that calling. The technical and mono-techni-

cal schools now encouraged in England, the

Gewerbe Schule in Germany, the industrial

school in America, are likely to achieve their

end because this principle is being thoroughly

accepted : the vocation is not thereby re-

duced to a lower level, but its prestige is

enhanced, simply because the process of

interpreting the craft involves resort to those

branches of culture which stand in vital

relation to it : the craftsman when he teaches

his craft is compelled in due course to become
a liberal educator also.

The complementary principle needs equal

emphasis, viz. that an institution for general
education should abstain from the pretension
to qualify its scholar for the detailed tasks

which every vocation imposes upon craftsmen

and professional men. It should rely with

confidence upon its ability to foster the larger
and more comprehensive talents which shall

aid them, when the time arrives for leaving
school or college, for rapidly engaging on the

narrower field which the vocation defines.

In other words, there is no room for the older

type of technical school which sacrificed

liberal aims without coming into vital contact

with the world's business ; which pursued
the older traditions of scholastic method,
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table. This is not to say that there is no room
for variety in the curricula which the schools

provide : there may well be a choice of

studies afforded between which a scholar

may
"
elect

"
so far as the resources of the

institution extend; but it places the em-

phasis not on the relation of this or that

study to the future career, but on its relation

here and now to the general scheme of culture

and of school life in which the scholar is

absorbed.

By way of illustration : our large secondary
schools usually offer a choice, at any rate in

the higher classes, between a curriculum

mainly classical, mainly scientific and mathe-

matical, or mainly modern and English (a

similar variety is provided, in my opinion not

so wisely, in Germany, by the creation of

separate types of school ; thus the Realschulen

offer no Latin; the Gymnasien both Latin

and Greek). The motive of the organizer in

affording this choice of curricula is to help

the scholar towards his future vocation;

thus a lad destined for engineering will pay

special attention to mathematics. But at

this stage of his career such considerations

ought not to have too much weight: the

influence which his schooling will exert upon
his vocation will not come mainly from this
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special preparatory attention to mathematics,
but from his free general growth in an

atmosphere, intellectual and social, which
suits his nature. We must admit that there

are many inefficient schools which profess
to foster such generous growth, and fail

to make good their promise ; but such cases

will be remedied by improving not merely
the instruction in mathematics, but the

entire work of the school. To put this in

new terms, we hold that for boys and girls

whose capacity and character are of the

right stamp, a prolonged experience of general
liberal culture at school and college is the

soundest introduction to the specialized duties

of adult life.

In all schemes of this kind we have to admit

that vocational training is essentially the

application of
"
brains

" to practical employ-
ment : its quality and range depend abso-

lutely upon the quality of mind which

approaches its problems ; they can only be

rightly appreciated in their proper setting, as

parts of a wider experience. Here, again, to

him that hath is given ; we find, for example,
that able boys in London who have had a

good schooling are offered a shorter period of

apprenticeship in certain trades, for such an

apprentice not only gets over the ground in

shorter time, but with greater efficiency.
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5. With each stage of development the con-

flicting claims of culture and vocation be-

come more acute ; hence we should now turn

our attention to the situation as it is presented
in colleges and universities. A most striking

example of the worth of a prolonged liberal

curriculum (and of other points discussed

in this chapter) is afforded by the practice of

English universities, and especially the two
older Universities, Oxford and Cambridge,
where old traditions find the best sustenance.

Undoubtedly there is much of failure -in

these as in all academies : much that is anti-

social in its tendency, much that needs reform ;

but our concern is to indicate the ideal of

those who have worked out a theory into

successful practice.
Now Oxford is pre-eminently English in its

conception of education, because it fosters

in its own life the competitive spirit : each

college stands or falls in rivalry with its neigh-
bours. English also in its belief in the selec-

tive principle : it seeks to educate only those

who can stand the test of its life of leisure ;

and in its preference for those whose family
culture points them out as likely to profit by
the special influences of the place. Provided

with such material, college tutors endeavour

by personal teaching and oversight to pro-
duce a definite effect on the individual :
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lectures are less important than essays ;

examinations are very important, not only
because of the stimulus, but because, when

skilfully handled, they form a means of

gauging ability. This tutorial method can

be applied to any type of curriculum, for it is

the training that counts rather than the

details of knowledge ; but, naturally, the

older humanistic studies, which for centuries

have been perfected as a pedagogic instru-

ment, answer more easily to the ideal. It

will be recognized that this conception of a

university career differs from that current in

most parts of the world where the
"
Depart-

ment " with its professors and lecturers, its

laboratory and its research apparatus, has

emerged in modern times as a distinct type of

institution playing an indispensable part in

the organization not only of modern industry,
but of the entire realm of intellectual progress.
The modern university, in fact, seeks to fulfil

two disparate functions, and combines in one

organization two institutions, whose purpose
should never be confused. As a "

college
"

it

finds its chief duty in the charge of youth
between the ages of eighteen and twenty-two,
who still require, and respond to, the guidance
of a professional teacher ; its function is much
like that of the secondary school ; although
it specializes (and, with scholars of this age,
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we must allow ample variety), it subordinates

the acquirement of mere knowledge to a
more liberal ideal. But as a congeries of

departments constituting a university it has

a different aim : for the science which the
"
department

"
professes is now the principal

interest, and tutorial relationships are of less

account : the professor and staff are not so

much teachers as senior colleagues, guiding
the independent research of younger men.

Credit is gained not so much by producing all-

round efficiency in the individual, but by
exhibiting the results of investigation, and
the funds are expended with this end in view ;

ample resources are required for equipment,
and the staff are prized not for their tutorial

powers as directors of youth, but for evidence

of original powers in research.

Our universities in all countries are at

present pulled in these two directions, and

attempt as best they may to combine both

functions. Where the resources are ample,
as at Oxford and Cambridge or in the larger
universities of the Continent and of America,
the double duty can be discharged, but it is

of capital importance for administrators to

allow for the fundamental distinction and to

devise plans so that whatever aim is accepted
shall be achieved, even though this involves

dispensing with some fields of study and
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research which the title of "
University

"

might properly include.

Thus the discussion of the functions of a

university is seen to bear close relations to

the entire problem of vocational training. As
a place of research, the university department
is in close touch with professional and indus-

trial life, for in all Departments, except those

concerned with pure learning, it finds its

problem for investigation in the difficulties

which the practitioner encounters. Econom-

ics, politics, chemistry, medicine, each depends
for its stimulus upon questions raised in the

world outside. As an institute for education,
the university may either aim at a general
culture such as our older universities profess,

or it may organize definite vocational schools,

such as schools of medicine, or of law : in the

latter case it has to see to it, as it best may,
that a maximum of liberal culture is secured

by the spirit in which the professional studies

are pursued : here, as in the case of the

technical school above noted, the risk of

failure is greatest. And, again, such a college
should hold no quarter with a curriculum

which sacrifices the aims of liberal culture

to the pretence of preparing for a craft or

profession while holding the student aloof

from real contact with practice.
I have dwelt upon this theme not only
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because it is in place in any discussion of types
of school, but because evidence is to hand
from many quarters, in the British Empire
as elsewhere, that university corporations are

being recognized as indispensable factors in

national progress : students flock to them ;

millionaires, cities, states support them : it

is seen that much will result, of evil or good,
from the skill with which their policy is

directed. We have to go back to the Europe
of medieval times to find a parallel to this

situation.

Nor can we see the working of these forces

in their proper light if we confine our attention

solely to the body of students and instructors

gathered on the university
"
campus." The

idea of university
" extension

" has long been

familiar, and this took shape many years ago
in England under the impulse of the Workers'

EducationalAssociation and is now conquering
new fields under the title of Adult Education.

That veteran reformer, Dr. Albert Mansbridge,
is here crowning the efforts which began so

modestly in the nineteenth century. The

auspices under which these chapters were

written as part of a "Home University

Library
"

illustrate the working of the same

tendency. In the Middle Ages the difficulties

of travel and of communication, combined
with the scarcity of books, confined the
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organized machinery of culture for adults to

selected spots where an institution could be
created with all the symbols and the authority

appropriate to the worship of Minerva. But
the modern world, with its democratic temper
which holds in small esteem the traditions of

a learned caste, and its facilities for rapid
communication and diffusion, realizes that

the society of a university may embrace

many groups within the State who possess

capacity and energy for the serious pursuit
of knowledge, even though they are not con-

cerned to complete the Courses prescribed for

Degrees. It thus becomes an organ for ex-

tending the resources of science beyond the

limits of the school as defined in this volume ;

but it becomes " an instrument of the people,"

placing its resources at the disposal of all

members of the State who need its aid. Nc
doubt this ideal is easier to describe than tc

fulfil: the duty is not fulfilled by merelj

distributing lecturers or books to miscel

laneous audiences ; still less by offerinj

instruction of an elementary grade, such a
the schools should provide ; nor is the idea

attained by ministering only to one class c

the community, artisan or other, which ca:

make its voice heard. The university of th

future will place at the disposal of all classe

for the common benefit, both the methods <
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study and the result of research which give to

it its special character ; and it will discover

manifold means by which such a purpose
can be achieved. The more it opens out

in this new field, the more readily will the

claims of universities for material aid be

acknowledged.
6. At this point we can see more clearly

the value of institutions which may be distin-

guished from all that we have hitherto dis-

cussed by offering partial education,
1

i.e. they

engage only a part of the scholar's daily

activity, the other part being already allotted

to a vocation. Of this the clerk working in

his spare time at commercial geography, the

engineer attending evening classes in mathe-

matics are examples. There is an infinite

variety of such institutions, from the instruc-

tion given through the post in correspondence

classes, to the courses sanctioned by some
universities for instruction towards profes-
sional degrees. Their merit lies in the close

relationship which should always be empha-
sized between the course of study and the

vocation ; for the motive which leads the

student to attend such a course is always most

x Lack of space forbids introducing here the

important service to liberal education rendered by
the Sunday-school, by Y.M.C. Associations, etc.,

conducted by non-professional teachers.
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powerful when he finds that an immediate

goal can be proposed for his endeavours.

It is true that some so-called continuation

classes are still maintained in this country
which offer instructions of a miscellaneous

type, extending even to handwriting, but the

Technological Branch of the Board of Educa-
tion has interdicted such waste of energy.
The only justification, for including such

studies in a scheme of partial education has

been found by deploring the deficiency of

regular school education imparted in earlier

years. This is a bad plea to advance, and
could only serve the administrator as a tem-

porary expedient : his duty clearly lay in

improving the work of the elementary school,

so that there would be no necessity to offer a

repetition of its curriculum to young men and
women. It is not surprising that efforts to

restore the elements of culture to the forlorn

derelicts who made nothing of the **
stand-

ards
"

in their childhood have largely proved
abortive.

For youths, engaged in the lowest branches

of toil, revert most unwillingly to the school

desk : they are now adolescents, and we find

them spending their leisure in the social oppor-
tunities of the city streets. The Fisher Act

of 1918 proposed to win them back to their

studies by applying compulsion ; now while
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the State could achieve much in this direction,

if it could enforce its will on employers of

labour, such a system of partial education

will only succeed if it recognizes the status

of the adolescent, by giving some scope for his

social impulses and for his precocious sense of

independence. Valuable experience was

gained many years ago (p. 239 below) : the

lads' clubs and girls' clubs of Manchester, and
similar institutions in London, pointed out

the road to success : these institutions are not

mere classrooms, nor mere recreation-rooms,
but they are corporate societies, and as such,
in good hands, they achieve for their members

many of the aims of liberal training which in

another rank of society are entrusted to the

secondary school and the college. For it is

plain that among a group of young people
who are economically independent, but receive

no stimulus to culture either from their home
or their employment, the motive for self*

improvement can best be reached through
social organization adapted to their stage of

growth. One greatly regrets that the policy
of the Fisher Act was not made effective at

the moment (1918) when everything was in

favour of compulsion : if British employers
had once become accustomed to the machinery
of part-time attendance these organizations
would have combined instruction and club
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life with a success beyond anything which has

been achieved in Germany, where schemes of

part-time education up to 18 have been the

law for many years.
7. One further question remains. Con-

sidering solely the quality and character of

the scholar, can we determine in any indi-

vidual case at what point attendance at a

school for the entire day should cease and
make way for absorption in a vocation along
with its appropriate vocational training ?

The answer to this inquiry is not difficult if

we admit to the full those individual differ-

ences in taste and capacity on which we have

already dwelt. For every scholar displays
sooner or later, what may be called vocational

impulse, stimulated or retarded more or less

by the environment of home or school ; and
the signs can be clearly discerned by those

who know him. Young people under normal
conditions want to play some part in the

world ; in spite of the comradeship of school,

its artificial programme palls on many as the

years go by : the indefinite extension of

schooling (i.e. of general liberal schooling) is

by no means a benefit to all. It is best to

release some even as early as twelve years and
to give them the benefit of a Trades School

type of experience ; others may well remain

till fourteen, when they are ready for an
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apprenticeship combined with instruction;
others show powers which make a Secondary
school life congenial to them ; and there still

remain some to whom, as we saw in Chapter II,

a longer withdrawal from vocation can safely
be permitted. In all countries where a fair

supply of public instruction is to hand these

individual differences operate effectively in the

middle ranks of society, but at the two
extremes there is maladjustment. At the one

end, lack of means sometimes turns away
from school a gifted child whose powers would
benefit by a higher education ; at the other,

extreme wealth often purchases for youths of

both sexes an extended time of leisure at

school when the vocational instinct should cut

it short. In other words, a great many boys
and girls would make more of life if they went
" to work "

for at least part of the day, even
when their parents can afford to pay hand-

somely for their schooling.

Note. The reader may be surprised at finding
no reference in this chapter to differentiation of

schools on the basis of sex, especially as in England
separate colleges and "

High Schools " for girls

have played so prominent a part. But the omission

is deliberate. A scientific treatment of the relation

of the sexes in education would require us to con-

sider the psychology of sex differentiation in

Chapter V, and to pursue the theme to the closing

chapter on Corporate Life. Or, rather, one should
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go back to the foundations, and survey the status

of girls and women by the aid of anthropology,

history, and ethics before attempting a dispassionate
review of the contemporary situation. For such a

study these pages cannot afford space ; while to

treat so grave a problem superficially would not

accord with the serious purpose of this Library.
We tacitly assume that men and women should be

partners, equally esteemed in every type of educa-

tional effort. (For fuller discussion of this theme
see The Foundations of Education, Vol. II, Chap.
VI.)
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CHAPTER VIII

THE TEACHER

1. THERE is a wide gulf between the lofty
ideals assumed for the profession of school-

teacher and the popular estimate of his value.

Our English fiction, from Thackeray and
Dickens onwards, usually portrays the school-

*

master in an unamiable light. And the

people at large are of the same mind. " A
teacher, are you ?

"
said a colliery manager

to me once when we were introduced ;

" ah
well ! I was a pupil-teacher myself for a year
or two, but I soon found a better job." He
expressed the popular mind : it is not so

much because teaching is ill paid, but that

it is regarded as not quite a worthy employ-
ment for a man of capacity. There is sup-

posed to be something effeminate or enfeebling
about it; and indeed it is more and more

coming to be regarded as an occupation for

women rather than men. Not that children

are the worse for being taken in hand by
women ; the contrary is the case. But it is
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a capital misfortune when, as has already

happened in America, men cease to teach the

young, instead of becoming partners with

women.

Formerly, as we have seen, school teaching
maintained its prestige as a branch of the

clerical calling ; now that respect for learning
and science has been enhanced, it seeks to

recover status by identifying itself with the

pursuits of the academy and laboratory.

Fifty years ago the ambitions of teachers who
started at the lowest grade were crowned by
gaining the right to prefix Rev. to their names :

now the struggle, equally intense, is to secure

the letters B.A. as a suffix. Thus within the

profession itself there is often a lack of enthusi-

asm : rarely does a man advise his sons to

follow the father's example, as is the case in

other callings.

The reasons for this depreciation are not far

to seek : they are traced to the underlying

contempt that the adult community has for

the child community. When the pessimist of

the Old Testament declared that
" childhood

and youth are vanity
" he was echoing the

general opinion handed down through the

ages ; and the New Testament, declaring that
44
of such is the kingdom of heaven," was

anticipating a point of view which is only now

coming to be realized as nearer the truth. It
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is true that parents often display affection in

abundance, but the intensely individualistic

attitude of the parent who loves his children

as the most valuable part of his property is far

removed from that respect for children as a
whole which is needed if the teacher's calling
is to be treated seriously. The crude concep-
tion of childhood still flourishes which regards
the child at any stage as little more than an

imperfect specimen of man or woman, to be

despised because he cannot yet do the things
that " we " can do, living an inferior life

which must be superseded as soon as may be.

Thus to the teacher, and to the public who
share this view, the calling often appears some-

what abject.
" Men of the world "

are always

pitting their wits against their equals, but the

teacher is shut up with a crowd of his inferiors ;

if he asserts himself he takes the likeness of a

petty tyrant ; if he allows his mind to sink to

their level he tends to lose his manhood.

This, in plain terms, is what is always being
felt both within the teaching body and in the

world beyond the school walls. Even in the

universities, which stand aloof from school

teaching, the same disability is seen : Cecil

Rhodes, while devising by his will a scheme
for the mutual benefit of Oxford and of the

Empire, placed on record his distrust of the

don.
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2. Clearly this fundamental attitude affects

the efficiency of teaching ; for it not only dis-

courages the best ability from adopting the

career, and leads many who have adopted it

as a stop-gap to forsake it on the first occa-

sion, but it prevents progress, hindering the

efforts of those who would restore the self-

esteem of the teacher by widening the area of

professional responsibility. There are few

callings in which the workers have been per-
mitted by public opinion to have less control

over their professional procedure, although a

few teachers' societies, especially in the prim-

ary grades, have strenuously endeavoured to

increase their independence. We have seen

that, from the nature of the case, the school

as an institution must be externally controlled

by public authorities, but such a situation

should be compatible with an abundant

measure of internal freedom and self-govern-

ment by the teaching body, if that were

desired by public opinion. In a few institu-

tions, such as the old-established " Public

Schools
" and some of the universities, where

public opinion can be disregarded, such free-

dom is asserted ; not, however, on behalf of

teachers as a whole, but solely as the privilege
of those who tutor the children of the leisured

class. Elsewhere it is tacitly accepted that

the State, both in its central and local organs
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of authority, must constantly check the

teacher's activity, since the teaching body are

not of a character to be entrusted as such with

privilege and power. The movement, in fact,

proceeds in a vicious circle : served by many
members who are only birds of passage, depre-
ciated by public opinion, cramped within the

petty regime of the classroom, the profession
tends to lose in efficiency : it thus appears to

the State as unworthy to be exalted and is

kept bound in leading-strings which per-

petuate these evils.

The remedy is not far to seek : respect from
the State and from public opinion only ensues

upon the creation of self-respect, i.e. by dis-

covering new standards of value in the calling
itself. If the arguments of earlier chapters
have been followed these are being discovered

more and more on those basic principles

derived from the nature of childhood. Thus
the teacher is no longer a clergyman, or a

clerical assistant ; but he remains an idealist,

for he studies the child in society as growing

up in due course to occupy the place of his

fathers and advance the spiritual progress of

the race. While he cherishes his rank among
scholars and men of science he has discovered

his own special field of scholarship and

research, allied to but independent of theirs :

his peculiar study is Child Study, i.e. the
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investigation of all that concerns the growth
from stage to stage in children's life and

experience; and herewith, of course, the

measures and methods by which this growth
can be most prudently directed. He is no

longer a dispenser at secondhand of scholastic

wares ; he declines to retail the crumbs of

knowledge that he has submissively received

in the academies ; but he tends to be a thinker

on his own account, judging of cause and

effect, revising and, if need be, re-shaping that

machinery of schools in which the community
engages his activities. Thus a demand arose

long ago and has grown in force for a formal

recognition of the teacher's office, in agitation
on behalf of a Teachers' Council, as a profes-

sional body with powers bestowed by the legis-

lature, dealing especiallywith the qualifications

of the teacher and with allied matters which

affect his status. The strength of this agita-
tion and the co-operative effort made by all

ranks of teachers is evidence that a professional

consciousness now exists which canclaim recog-
nition. In earlier days little could be said on
behalf of freedon for the teacher when, as in

Prussia of the eighteenth century, the pen-
sioned drill sergeant was selected to teach the

children ; or, as in America of later days, a

charming girl of Irish descent could usually
secure a teaching appointment by the good
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office of a city alderman ; or, as in England,
3ven now it is possible for persons to be em-

ployed as
"
supplementary teachers

"
if they

are vaccinated and have reached the age of

eighteen ;
a under such conditions the State

is compelled to assume autocratic powers and

rely entirely upon its own authority. But,

unfortunately, a bureaucracy when once

established finds it hard to surrender a part of

its power in compliance with new conditions.

8. Such appears to be the situation at pre-
sent disclosed in England, and it can no doubt
be paralleled in other states both of the Old
and of the New World. In England we have

witnessed of late years an unexampled display
of energy at Whitehall, re-shaping the entire

field of public education, and the ability with

which this reconstruction has been carried out

will surely be remembered with gratitude by
succeeding generations. But it is evidently
hard for those who have thus re-shaped a

system to recognize that the very success of

their endeavours demands a changeof attitude,
and it seems to be generally held in England
that the time has come for the central

authority to surrender some of its powers.
This criticism applies, however, still more

to some of the local authorities, which, with

1 It is Tight to add that this grade of teacher is

disappearing and will have no successors.
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less warrant in expert knowledge and re-

sources, tend to assume an authority alien

to the spirit of democratic freedom. An
almost chronic ill-will appears to exist in some

parts of England between those who admin-

ister the schools (whether officials or laymen)
and those who teach ; it often slumbers, but

it occasionally breaks out, as recently, in un-

happy agitation, which attracts the attention

of the entire country. It is the children who
suffer most from such disturbances, and it

would appear to be the first duty of those who
lead the country in matters of education to

induce a finer spirit to prevail. I venture to

give voice to this criticism in a chapter dealing
with the Teacher, because conditions of this

kind (whose operations are only dimly dis-

cerned by the public) tend to deprive the

schools of the services of the best kind of

teachers. If taxpayers and parents who
follow other callings would look at the busi-

ness of schooling from the teacher's stand-

point, they would readily see that any benefit

which can accrue to children from attendance

at school will be enormously enhanced if the

teacher is satisfied honourably satisfied

with the conditions of service : not only with

the emolument, but with those relationships
which maintain his self-respect and his pro-
fessional freedom.
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4. When, however, we come to consider

positive measures for recognizing the teaching
force, many difficulties are presented. In the

Act of 1902 the experiment was tried of

inviting teachers' representatives to a small

share in the local administration by giving
them seats on education committees, but it

has become increasingly clear that this course

has tended rather to alienate local sympathy
than to assist the autonomy of the teaching

body. Here and there, no doubt, the services

of distinguished individuals, especially among
women, have been secured by this system of

co-optation, but the principle is at bottom

unsound, for it tends to confuse the relation

of employer and employee. What the teach-

ing profession rather desires is that its voice

should be heard and respected; that its

opinion should be heard not merely through

self-appointed societies maintained by the

zeal of enthusiasm, but should be sought and

expressed through a recognized procedure
based upon legislation. An example of this

kind is already afforded in the Consultative

Committee created by the Act of 1899, but it

is a misfortune that this body is merely the

creation of government nominees and stands

in no official relation with the general body
of teachers. But the acknowledged benefit

secured through its deliberations is evidence
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enough that the principle is right, and that it

may be applied in county and city areas as

well as at Whitehall. Example might here be
taken from some of the cantons of Switzer-

land, where the teaching profession stands

high in public regard, and, as a consequence,
is admitted to a voice, not in the final decisions

of authority, but in the preliminary delibera-

tions. Under such a system grievances have
no place : regulations are not issued first and
then complained of afterwards, but the pro-
fessional council chosen by the teaching body
has the opportunity, not by favour but by
right, of considering and declaring its opinion
before the decisive change is made. If such

a policy and attitude could now be adopted

by those in authority, it would probably do
more to promote the inner efficiency of our

schools than many enactments of the legis-

lature. 1

1 A friend has reminded me of another hindrance

to the teacher's efficiency the increasing burden
of office work, beginning, as in many elementary
schools, with the collection of pence on Monday.
Administrators ought to have some sympathy here,
for they should know the deadening effect of office

routine, but in England they are at present merciless

in adding to the burden of Forms and Returns. Our

English schools will never display the freshness of

vigour which should surround a society of young
people until the teacher's load is lightened
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There is, of course, another side to this

picture. In all professions the evolution of

the trained expert, with his trade secrets, his

guild privileges, his certified authority, is

watched by outsiders with jealousy. And as

regards the teacher this jealousy will always
be felt, since his work touches other fields of

activity at so many points. We may illus-

trate from the agitation already alluded to on
behalf of a Registration Council.1 By the Act
of 1899 and amending Acts, Parliament sanc-

tioned this mode of creating a teaching pro-

fession, but when the Board of Education,
entrusted with initiating the formation of the

Council, set about the task, it declared the

situation to be impossible, because of the exist-

enceofthousands of persons, musicians, artists,

craftsmen, and the like, who claimed to rank

along with the professional teachers whose

interests, presumably, were contemplated by
the legislature. The obvious fact is that any

1 When these words were first written, the Govern-
mentwas contemplating the creation ofthe Teachers9

Registration Council, which has since come into

existence, and the fact that nearly 100,000 teachers

drawn from every type of school and college are

entered on its books displays a large measure of

corporate ambition in the teaching body. The
Council, however, has no legal powers ; it can only
influence policy so far as its wisdom and its prestige

carry weight with public opinion.
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one, from a nursemaid to a senator, can teach

something, for the young are always learning
from all sorts of people ; the administrator's

task is not easy when he seeks to devise regu-
lations which shall differentiate the school-

teacher who pursues his calling as a distinct

profession from the varied list of persons

(including the scientist and the physician as

well as the musician and the painter) who take

a subsidiary interest in the instruction of the

young.
The difficulty is heightened as regards school-

teachers by the unwillingness of the State to

allow freedom to any of its servants : registra-
tion and professional recognition have been

secured with comparative ease for many call-

ings, not only because the public demand

expert service, but because the service is paid
for by individual fees. Anyone, for example,
can give medical advice to his neighbour, but

if a fee is attached to the advice the registra-
tion law steps in and protects the trained and

recognized practitioner. At an earlier day,
when the practice of the private schoolmaster

was more in evidence than it is now, attempts
were made to organize the teaching profession
on a fee-paying basis, but with the vast

increase in the public support and control of

schools, the uselessness of such Teachers9

Registration Acts has become obvious : it is
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the State which, on the whole, employs
teachers and determines their rank, and the

State, for its own good, must be led to see the

importance of giving to the teacher a measure
of initiative and self-government such as is

admitted to be wholesome and effective for

other callings. If the argument employed in

an earlier chapter on behalf of freedom for

children be also admitted, then the case for

the teacher is strengthened, for he who is free

to develop himself will be the more ready to

allow the same freedom to the children whom
he directs. At present the great bulk of

teachers, in England and other countries, are

classified, trained, and certificated by State

enactment : whatever influence they exercise

is commonly secured through agitation, or

through the courtesy of State officials when
these see the wisdom of consulting teachers

before legislating for them. In the nature of

things there seems no reason why this work
should not be done with at least equal effici-

ency if the State handed over the details to

organs largely chosen by the teaching body
thus making this profession, like others, the

guardian of its own standards and the effective

promoter of its own improvement.
The objection usually taken to such pro-

posals arises from the method by which the

State affords financial aid to the training of
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teachers : by awarding grants per capita to

students in elementary training colleges it

places the teacher in an eleemosynary (?)

relation to the State different from that which

prevails in other professions. The State says,
in effect,

" he that pays the piper calls the

tune : since we, officials of the State, support
the intending teacher, we must regulate min-

utely his affairs and keep him in tutelage."
But if it can be shown that the time for tute-

lage is past, it would be an easy matter so to

rearrange the grants-in-aid as to safeguard
the public interest, while relieving the State

officials of a task which cannot but be un-

congenial to men of liberal culture.

5. Underlying the whole situation, how-

ever, there exist further complications. We
have described the teaching body as if it were

one, and it is true enough that the spirit of

co-operation between antagonistic groups has

been a feature of the last decade ; but it is

still true that the distinctions between types
of school which we noted in the last chapter,
due to the influence of deep-seated traditions

and habits, extend to the teachers also, and
influences at every turn the current of policy.
We cannot enter into the details of these

embarrassments, but the broad principle is

surely clear enough everything which tends

to co-operation and unity, which helps one
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group of teachers to exchange their special

powers and talents with their brethren, is to

the good ; and everything which perpetuates
barriers, which accentuates differences, is to

the bad, and should be discountenanced by the

State. Although much should be conceded as

to differences in types of school, we can only

publicly admit differences in the qualification

and status of teachers so far as the needs of

children differ at the stages of growth. There

are infants, children, youths, students the

needs of each of these differ so greatly as to

require different experience and qualities in

the teacher, and we can distinguish kinder-

garten, primary, secondary and college

teachers quite justly and naturally on this

basis. Such distinctions are based on the

nature of the employment, just as those

between surgeons and physicians in the

medical profession, and they can be recog-
nized without any depreciation of one group
at the expense of another.

It would take us beyond the scope of this

volume to inquire into the studies, academic

or professional, which should engage the atten-

tion of those who are designed for the teacher's

calling. All the four groups of teachers need

to be equipped as broadly as possible with

knowledge and capacity in every branch of

study, for children at all ages are ready to
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learn. In this sense it may be said ofteaching
Wore than of other callings that the training
is nevefr complete ; the equipment in art and

scholarship gained at college merely provides
a foundation for methods of investigation
which should occupy the teacher all his life.

He travels, attends summer schools, joins

scientific societies, pursues hobbies, not only
as other men do for the cultivation of personal

taste, but because his worth in his profession

depends largely on the width of his intellectual

and social sympathies. We have here a justi-

fication for the long periods of vacation per-
mitted to the teacher in comparison with those

engaged in other employments. These are

intended not only as relief from the nervous

fatigue and strain of active work in the class-

room, but as means for positive improvement
by the enlargement of experience. Thus one

of the chief hindrances to success with children

is overcome : the schoolroom tends always
to be a place for narrow specialist interest in

contrast to that shallow but universal interest

in human activities which distinguishes the

young : the teacher needs to be a jack-of-all-

trades, as well as master of one ; in other

words, while his native capacities will lead

him, like all adults, to specialize, i.e. to care

especially for one select field of study, his

calling will tend to make him catholic in his
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taste, to care somewhat for music, for art, for

literature, for science, for handicrafts, for out-

door life, for society, since to be a guide in the

school community all these pursuits have their

part to play.
6. Clearly, too, when we seek to classify

groups of teachers a difference will appear in

the emphasis laid upon the pursuits engaging
the special interest of one or of another. We
have noticed a sharp difference between the

stages of youth and the pre-adolescent stages
as regards the general field of interest : young
children are predominantly concerned in

practical output with material they are

craftsmen ; whereas the youth has advanced
to a larger vision in his social and moral

interests. Hence, if distinctions are to be

made between primary and secondary teachers

we should say that the ideal primary teacher

is one who, above all, is an artist and crafts-

man, 1 while the ideal secondary teacher is

more in accord with the scholarly type which
has been the tradition for all grades in the pro-
fession. At present the chief tendency among
those who seek to improve the status of

primary teachers is to induce them to pursue
scholastic studies of the standard university

type, and the most coveted posts are reserved

for those who achieve academic distinction.

1 Compare pp. 89 and 204.
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But if our interpretation of child develop-
ment be correct, a new conception of this

status is urgently demanded. Many teachers,

it is true, pay some attention to fine art and

handicraft, and there is due recognition at

the present day of
" manual training

"
as an

element of value in a teacher's equipment,
but these pursuits are not brought into

relation with the ideal elements which attach

to the pursuit of literature. They are re-

garded as part and parcel of the vulgar life of

the workshop and the labour yard, and their

advancement in professional esteem will

depend upon a more honest recognition, in

the spirit of Carlyle and Ruskin, of the nobility
of

" work." * Much would be gained if

William Morris rather than Bell and Lan-

caster could be set before the primary teacher

as an example. His task would be not to

produce a new generation of mere factory
hands or of cheerless diggers of the soil, but

of youths ready to find in these crafts a better

interpretation of literature and of life than

the school has hitherto been able to provide.
7. Such a reform will only be welcomed

by those who have accepted modern views as

to stages of growth, and since these views

depend upon the scientific study of children,

it is clear that the broad culture in scholarship
1 Compare pp. 89 and 206.
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or the crafts which we expect from teachers

will only bear its finest fruit when it is sup-

ported by a distinctive interest in the final
"
subject

"
of his calling, viz. the growing

child. Thus it is coming to be more clearly
realized with every decade that this field of

science, called by many names and pursued

by many methods, will presently constitute

the acknowledged and necessary basis for the

teacher's equipment, serving the same pur-

poses as natural science performs for the

physician, or mathematics for the engineer.
At an earlier day it was vaguely supposed that

since the teacher dealt with the human mind,
a knowledge of psychology should help him

along, but so long as the psychology itself

dealt only with the adult mind, little head-

way could be expected. But from the days
of Herbart progress has been slowly made
towards that genetic treatment of mental life

which alone can afford real guidance to the

teacher. First of all a series of records, such

as those of Preyer, were made of the first years
of infancy ; thereupon a whole host of in-

vestigators, among whom Stanley Hall, Earl

Barnes and Kerchensteiner are pre-eminent,
have investigated the content of children's

minds during school years, collecting data

from every field of human interest. Finally
the methods of the laboratory, applied first of
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all by Fechner and Wundt to general psycho-

logy, are being applied to child development :

the Binet and Terman Tests, revised in various

directions by Professors Thomson, Cyril Hurt,
and others, are laying a new basis for all the

operations of schooling The claims made on
behalf of Intelligence Tests are at times

extravagant ; some indulgence may be
extended to the enthusiasm of men of science

when they first discover a new tool ; but in

branches of teaching where results can be

subjected to rigorous time-tests, and where

apparatus can be devised which isolates some

special feature of mental activity, one can

look with great hope to the laboratory to

throw light upon the learning process.
One might extend this account by reference

to the share in these investigations now taken

by the medical profession. A child physiology
has been put together side by side with a child

psychology, and these taken together, and

applied to the conditions under which teachers

and scholars meet in the school, provide a body
of technical professional inquiry which, if

time is allotted for its mastery, equips the

teacher with a reasoned foundation for his

professional activities. Unfortunately, we are

far as yet from allowing the time needed for

such studies. The mastery of these is at least

as difficult as the task imposed upon the
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medical student, and yet no one at the present

day is bold enough to propose such an expendi-
ture on the training of the teacher as is

demanded for the physician. Much, however,
will be gained if at the present day the founda-

tions of pedagogic science are firmly laid in

the scientific treatment of genetic psychology :

a later generation will reap the benefit in a

race of teachers more conscious than their

predecessors have been of the strength that

is imparted to a profession when its work is

governed by the methods of scientific research.

8. Nor can the professional equipment of a

teacher be regarded as limited by that range
of studies usually covered by the term experi-
mental science. It is indeed one purpose of

this volume to show how closely the function

of the school is related to the evolution of

society which is witnessed outside the school

walls. When the teacher comes to view the

details of his day's work in relation to the

whole school community, and this in turn as

part of a larger movement in the neighbour-

hood, the city, the state, a deeper meaning
and purpose is infused into his time-table, and
his interests are bound to be quickened.
Hence some attention is fairly demanded to

politics, or, if the terms be preferred, to ethics

and sociology, and to the growth of mankind
as a matter of historical development.
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But here, as in the study of genetic psycho-

logy, it is only possible for a foundation to be

laid during the years allotted to professional

training ; in this as in so many other callings

the practitioner only really appreciates the

meaning of his studies when he has come face

to face with the realities of practice. It used

to be supposed that the technical
"
theory

"

of a trade or profession could be acquired at

one period of life while the practice could be

pursued at a subsequent period, the latter in

some sense being superimposed on the other.1

But it is now coming to be recognized, especi-

ally, perhaps, among engineers, that the candi-

date or apprentice often fails to lay hold of the

values of
"
theory

"
until he has tried his

'prentice hand at the practical job. Motive

seems to be wanting, a perception of values is

wanting. It would seem better, therefore,

that all who propose to teach should, as soon

as they arrive at years of discretion, secure

experience, undertaking any employment in

schools for which they are fitted ; they are

thereafter able to see the abstract problem^of
the lecture-room in right proportion, and when
student days are over the teacher is likely to

carry with him for his lifetime that habit of

associating theory with practice, of seeing the

whole in the details, which is the foundation
1 Compare p. 151.
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for rational progress not only in teaching, but

in every trade and profession.
9. The present writer, therefore, while

desiring on behalf of candidates for the

teaching profession a sufficient period of

training, is not anxious to press for an exten-

sion of this period as a compulsory rule for

all teachers. But it is urgent that those who
are especially alive to their opportunities and
are prepared to sacrifice much to the improve-
ment of education should be specifically and

generously encouraged. It is just here that

the greatest failure has so far been witnessed

in England. Neither the Government nor

private benefactors who advance research

seem to have recognized that abundant re-

sources are needed as a topstone to the edifice

if real advance is to be made among the rank

and file. Training colleges are provided,

receiving many thousands of students, but

no provision is made so that those who teach

in these training colleges can receive advanced
instruction and pursue their own investi-

gations in pedagogic science so as to be able

with confidence to lead forward a new gener-
ation of teachers. If at this moment the

United States appears to be making rapid

improvement in the organization of its schools

and in the daily work of its teachers, this result

is due partly at least to the forethought with
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which Dr. Murray Butler and others many
years ago laid the foundations for institutions,

such as the Columbia University inNew York,
where post-graduate study in all branches of

education are afforded to men and women of

ripe experience, who thereafter raise to a

higher level the equipment ofteachers in every

quarter of that vast country.
So far as the State regards itself as the

foster-parent of the higher science and culture,

the duty of promoting research at the higher
levels applies to all branches of study alike,

and it seems almost incredible that a wealthy

government like that of Great Britain should

find it impossible to spend more than a trifle

on its higher institutions of learning. But the

duty is more direct, and the neglect of it more

patent, as regards the advanced study of

education, since the State controls so abso-

lutely the training college machinery. The
Government has, indeed, recognized in its

official documents the importance of research

in education and has exhorted educators to

pursue such research, but has hitherto ab-

stained from practical encouragement. At
one time there seemed to be the promise of

useful work of this kind in the Department
of Inquiries and Reports established at the in-

stance of Arthur Acland (1895). This bureau
was designed by him for the exclusive use of
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the Minister of Education and his officials,

but a large amount of useful investigation has

been conducted which has been placed at the

disposal of all citizens who care to read about
education. Indirectly, too, the stimulus to

research among inspectors and other officials

has been valuable quite apart from anything

produced by the Inquiries Department.
All our great departments of State can, in

fact, if their managers are so disposed, offer

invaluable service as instruments of instruc-

tion, simply by putting freely at the disposal
of the people the results of investigations
conducted in the first instance for the benefit

of government servants. The statistical

material, the historical material which reviews

development in the home country and the

course of events abroad, need the co-operation
ofthe State for their investigation. As regards

Education, one would like to see the Educa-
tion Library established at Whitehall, with the

rest of its expert service, formally organized as

a research institute for the study of public

education, putting its resources at the dis-

posal, let us say, of the neighbouring Uni-

versity of London.

Those who administer popular government
have still much to learn as to the benefits

which the State can confer on the people by
employing the intellectual resources accumu-
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lated at headquarters for the benefit of the

nation at large. The attitude of the State

official who regarded himself as only remotely
related to the daily needs of the people, pur-

suing a cult which they could not share, has

been directly opposed to democratic require-
ments. For, in the last resort, it is only by
the education of the people that a State

system can survive : every official who serves

in a government office should be regarded by
enlightened rulers as an instructor, ready at

all times to distribute information, so that an

intelligent support may be accorded to State

policy in place of a docile acceptance of party

leadership. If this be true of all departments
of State it is pre-eminently an obligation on
Education Boards, whether at headquarters
or in counties and cities. In an earlier chapter
we have deprecated the direct and complete

management of schools and institutions by
such authorities ; but every such authority
is itself in a deeper sense an educational insti-

tution ; if State officials are conscious of their
"
mission "

they can, merely by the wise use

of the printing-press, do much to advance the

bounds of knowledge not only among teachers,

but among the people at large. When educa-

tionists in England complain that the public
is indifferent to education, the answer should

be made that little is done, apart from
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sectarian and political disputes, to arouse their

interest : as soon as secretaries and directors

realize their dependence upon the people, they
will readily find means to secure popular

appreciation and sympathy, and thus educate

their constituency to a renewal of faith in

those resources of culture which they are

charged to dispense.
10. Summary. It may be worth while to

put into a few sentences the suggestions above
made for the improvement of schooling, which
should make the teaching profession more
fitted to its task, and thus take the most
direct means to improve the quality of the

School.

(a) Legislative provision for Teachers*

Councils, acting as advisers both to the

central and to local authorities, would do much
to give the rank and file a status which they
lack, as well as to secure the benefit to public
education of the reasoned conclusions of its

teaching body.

(b) While accepting the obligations of

"civil" or public service, the teacher can

fairly claim a substantial voice, denied to him
at present, in determining the conditions and

qualifications for service in his profession.

(c) Distinctions of rank or grade among
public teachers can only properly be based

upon the differing nature of children at suc-
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cessive periods of growth. Here a sharp con-

trast appears between the primary teacher

whose ideal equipment should be that of the

craftsman and artist, and the secondary
teacher who as regards his field of scholar-

ship rightly devotes himself to humanistic

studies. At the same time every teacher

should, so far as his leisure allows, expand
his tastes to all branches of human activity
in those elementary stages attainable by his

scholars.

(d) The study of education, both of genetic

psychology and of the social and administra-

tive aspects of education has now made suffici-

ent progress as to be of definite service to the

teaching body. Hence the time has arrived

not only to organize more fully the pro-
fessional training of teachers, but to provide

adequately for advanced study and for

research. Public authorities could greatly

promote such studies by placing fully at the

public disposal the results of their own in-

vestigation; aiming of set purpose to win
the support of the people by displaying

fully the policy which guides their ministra-

tioris. Thus the offices of State can them-

selves serve a valuable purpose as educational

institutions.
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CHAPTER IX

THE PURSUITS OF SCHOOL

1. THE initial difficulty in dealing with
the school curriculum is that every one who
takes an interest in the matter has already
made up his mind as to the "

subject
" which

he regards as most important. The adult

has already made his choice ; his conception
of values, of what is worth while in life,

is already determined : and he thereupon
assumes that these valuable things must be

supplied as nutriment for the young. Unless

he has pursued the study of education with

considerable detachment of mind, he is un-

willing to conceive of the curriculum as

cyclical development, as a process in which
various modes of experience may find an

appropriate place at this or that stage,

although proving of little service if supplied
at another period.

This is, however, the only method by which
the choice of studies can be discussed with

any prospect of success. We have our group
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of immature beings, actively engaged, even

when their teacher leaves them alone, in

mastering their environment ; all he has to

do is to examine those activities and interpret
their meaning in relation to the future life,

the larger adult experience to which they
lead.

44 The fundamental factors in the educative

process are an immature, undeveloped being,
and certain social aims, meanings, values,

incarnate in the matured experience of the

adult. The educative process is the due
interaction of these forces. Such a conception
of each in relation to the other as facilitates

completest and freest interaction is the

essence of educational theory
"
(Prof. Dewey).

Hence our task is to follow the develop-
ment already outlined in Chapter V, sketch-

ing for each stage the nature of the employ-
ment that seems most adapted to the needs

of the organism. We need have no anxiety
that a curriculum so framed will neglect to

prepare the scholar for adult life, whether
that life be regarded as leisure or as vocation ;

for the child himself is by no means an in-

different spectator of the moving scene : his

own nature impels him to grasp at adult

activities as year by year his vision of reality
clears and expands.

2. In England children are permitted,
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although not often encouraged, to go to school

at three years of age ; in Germany the sixth

birthday is the appointed date at which to

begin school life, for on that date the State

assumes that the time for the childish play
has passed, and the time for book-learning

may begin. Now although his native land

has never given due recognition to Froebel,

foreign lands have accepted his view as regards
the little child : we agree in England and
America that if

"
school

" be viewed as a

garden, where children grow through play,
then it is right to afford them the opportunity
for it. While solitude and quiet are good,

society is also good for little children ; and
even at this stage, as soon as children can

walk and talk, mothers should admit that

their offspring need to cut loose a little from
the apron-strings. Of course in many families

this necessary social experience can be found

apart from the public organization of a school.

A group of friendly families in a neighbour-
hood readily supplies opportunities to the little

ones for corporate play, such as is seen better,

perhaps, on a summer's day at the seaside than

elsewhere in England. But the conditions of

city life in most sections of society tend to

isolate little children too much, unless special

provision is made, and the State is justified

in offering room in Infant or Nursery Schools
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for any children whose homes cannot provide
either appropriate oversight or appropriate

society for children under six years of age.

While, however, in congested areas where

the mother has to go out to work, the Kinder-

garten or Nursery School is indispensable as

a refuge, it is wholly contrary, both to the

teaching of Froebel and to common sense,

to set up such institutions for all classes of

society as rivals to the function discharged

by a good home. The average child up to

six years of age learns best by simply living
and playing around with parents, brothers

and sisters, taking in at first hand those

fundamental conceptions of the daily round

of life which underlie all later experience. It

is for this reason that a child is unfortunate

who is either so well born as to be relegated

mainly to the expensive care of nurses, or so

ill born as to be deprived of a homely domestic

circle. For attendance at a Nursery School

or Kindergarten is only in place if it is treated

as supplementary to the unorganized but

essential experiences gained in and out of the

house.

Neither at home nor at school should

there be as yet any question of a formal cur-

riculum : the main concerns alike of teacher

as of parent should be with exercise, sleep,

fresh air, diet, and personal habit : there can
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be little formal procedure in instruction

because there is as yet little power of con-

tinuous attention, nor is the world yet appre-
hended as reality. It may be said with
confidence that, if we omit precocious infants

from the reckoning, no benefit accrues from

introducing either language
* or arithmetic

to the child's notice before the age of six. If

any individual children show desire to play
with boxes of letters, or to notice the suc-

cession of objects by counting, they should

certainly not be debarred from such enjoy-
ment ; but when an infant teacher takes

charge of a class of such children, the pro-

gramme by which she occupies their time

should be adapted to the average : whatever
codes and regulations may say, the psychol-

ogists have now sufficient evidence to warrant

us in discarding formal instruction before six

years of age. In Infant Schools where this

rule is stoutly maintained no difficulty is

found in keeping the little ones busy all

they require is simple material, the simpler
1 This is not said in depreciation of the excellent

apparatus designed by Froebel, Montessori or others

to help the little ones in their earliest approaches to

discrimination (Anschauung). But infant teachers

need to study such systems for themselves and
should by no means consent to be the victims of

fashionable nostrums thrust on the attention of

Education Committees by strenuous salesmen.
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the better, which they can employ to give
substance to their wealth of fancy. They
co-operate with their teacher in dance and

song : then they disperse into smaller groups,

occupying themselves freely with chalk and

blackboard, with bricks, with any kind of

tangible stuff; and all the teacher need do
is to help the society to live its own life

without distress or undue disorder. Un-

fortunately the disciples of Froebel often

out-do their master in elaborating machinery,
with symbolic gifts and occupations, tending
ofttimes to arrest the progress of more

vigorous minds while perplexing the simpler
souls. It is important also that this type of

school-life should not be too prolonged:
some of the reformers are prone to assert that

the methods of Froebel and Montessori should

be carried over to the later years, but in so

saying they contradict all the results of

research, which emphasize the great changes
which are witnessed with the passing of

infancy.
8. The years seven and eight are usually

a time of transition ; the child has come to

see meaning in the life about him, but a

year or two passes before he can emerge
upon the plane of sensible activity. So in

these two years a mixed curriculum seems to

be demanded play, in the form of dramatic
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activities, is found to be congenial; but a

beginning can be made with serious attention

to language and number, if (and there is

much virtue in this if) the teacher can so

direct these pursuits as to keep them in touch
with felt needs. Here at the outset of our

plans for a time-table we must give due place
to this cardinal principle, which is slowly

being admitted as a governing factor both

in the choice of school pursuits and in the

method of conducting them : children differ

in many features from adults, but they are

at one with them in the desire to find motive

and purpose in their occupations : the motive

may be trivial or transient, but to be most
effective it must be felt at the time to be im-

portant. Further, if we desire our children

to grow rational, i.e. to see the relations of

cause and effect in daily life, then we shall

always be seeking to base our scholars'

activities on the most direct motives which

lie within their grasp. Thus in the present
instance : why should a class of seven-year-
olds learn to read books ? They may be

urged to do so because it will please their

parents, or because the school says that they

ought to learn their letters quickly ; such

motives no doubt have weight, but they will

learn with better success if they have come
to realize that this acquirement will really be
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of service to themselves, as an avenue to new

experience : the "
psychological moment "

for beginning this task occurs when the

teacher finds that the little people have
become curious as to the use of books and
anxious to share in the acquirement. We
decide on the age of seven as the right period
for the average child, because this motive is

then discerned to be in operation, and a
method of instruction can therefore be devised

which will bring symbol and reality into close

connection. The material chosen for reading
and writing will be such as is organically
related to other pursuits which engage the

children, either those selected for story and

song at school, or those suggested from
domestic activities. This principle is often

spoken of by the name correlation, but much
more is implied than is covered by that

term : to correlate one school pursuit with

another often means nothing more than to

find some cross reference between the one

and the other. But mental satisfaction de-

mands more than this : if the young mind is

to go forward to new pursuits with full energy,
then the symbol, the abstract science, the

alien information must be introduced as an

interpretation of practical interests and con-

scious deficiencies. As is stated in another

volume of this Library,
"
while the services
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of each science to practical life are constantly
insisted on, and in no danger of being over*

looked, we far more often and readily forget
the rise of each science from practical life." *

This dictum is as true in the evolution of

the individual as of the race, and it is of

capital importance to every teacher and

parent when proposing to engage children

upon formal exercises either in book know-

ledge or in useful arts. At every turn we
have to seek for the starting-point, for some

driving force of interest which will call forth

the best attention and energy of the learner.

And, as was said above, this postulate is

asserted not only on behalf of seven-year-

olds, but for scholars at all ages, as much
as for ourselves in the pursuit of our adult

activities.

4. Where, then, can we seek for these

motives ? They are displayed abundantly in

the healthy, normal interests which the boy
and girl already manifest. Throughout the

years from seven and eight until the approach
of adolescence at thirteen, we can observe a
succession of fields of activity from the house

indoors to the garden and woodlands out

of doors. Thereupon, as the child gets

acquainted with the possibilities and limita-

1 Evolution, in "Home University Library,"

p. 222.
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tions of material, ensues an interest in instru-

ments and tools which we may summarize
as the craftsman's interest in the workshop or

craft-room : finally, in imitation of his elders,

he finds, or may find ifwe give right encourage-

ment, that lively interest in letters and books

which gives a proper place to the classroom

and the library. Under these terms, house,

garden, craft-room, library, we specify large

regions of interest which have succeeded each

other in the anthropological story, from the

time when men first found a home in caves to

the dawn of culture when the Word became
the symbol of progress and the Book an object
ofreverence. It would be pedantic to attempt
to follow in detail the parallel between race

development and individual development, for

though the child repeats the past history of

mankind, he is environed also by the present.
In this

"
present

"
environment, however,

he can apprehend only what is simple and

direct, and as we saw, when reviewing the

period of Stability in Chapter V, he masters

this environment by practical rather than

reflective activity. Thus the house (school
house and home dwelling), with its walls, its

decoration, its furniture and equipment ;

garden and forest, with animals and plants,
with seedtime and harvest ; workshop, with

tools which man first devised to subdue the
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savage world of Nature ; finally, the library,

embodying that higher stage of culture which
first led man to send children to school : in

each of these directions we should endeavour
to absorb our scholars' powers, not with
fanciful exercises, but with practical necessary
duties which the school and home between
them require to be done. For we have
insisted that these children are, above all,

practical and pragmatical, ready to " work "

quite as much as to
"
play."

At the same time we do not overlook the

worth of those play tendencies which absorb

the infant years. Play now becomes a
resource available at all subsequent periods
of life (if one has developed sensibly) both

for sheer delight and for the practical enrich-

ment of experience. The infant has now

progressed until he realizes himself and his

kind as part of a community expanding far

beyond the confines of home and school.

The circle first reaches to the neighbourhood
about the child and takes form as Heimats-

kunde (local history and geography), so

excellently pursued in Swiss schools ; but

quite as readily he adventures to distant

parts of the globe. He realizes the past,

hearing with eagerness the story of days

gone by, and he pictures the stretch of space,

for to roam beyond the limits of the horizon
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is as attractive to boys and girls to-day as it

was to their ancestors in the days of Ulysses.
Thus history and geography take their rise,

not as learned studies, but as part of an

expanding circle whose images can be stamped
upon the mind by active impression. Legend
and literature are thus "

expressed
"

in

recitation and drama. These years, say
from ten or eleven, are also the time to start

with a foreign language, since the child is

plastic, ready to imitate, ready to share the

behaviour of the friends in distant parts.
5. These illustrations are sufficient to show

that students of child-nature are looking for

substantial changes in the plans at present

pursued for the schooling of young children.

These plans will demand that the principal
furniture of the primary school will be

benches and tools, some to be used indoors

and some out of doors : that while the desk

of our present classroom will be needed for

a portion of the day, during which the scholars

are engaged with pen and books, such furn-

iture will be subordinate to the needs of the

community for space and material in which
to pursue the arts and crafts. And, as we
saw in the last chapter, the distinctive gifts

of the teacher will be those of the craftsman

rather than the scholar. As regards the

daily time-table we can roughly distribute
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it under three heads : (1) in the workshop, the

needle-room, the garden, there will be serious

industrial employment day by day. Some of

the projects undertaken will be directly in-

dustrial, intended to supply obvious wants
either of the school or of the home ; others

will find their motive in the expression of

artistic needs, as, e.g. in providing drapery
and accoutrement for a dramatic performance,
or in binding and decorating a book. (2) Due
time will be allotted for those leisure employ-
ments which are comprised in the general

range of liberal culture : music, the drama,
with story both in poetry and prose leading
to history and geography these are really

a sequel to the purely ideal constructions

which were "
played

"
in the Infant School,

and now, under more serious titles, still hold

a place in the child's experience. (8) A
substantial part of each day will remain over

and above for
"

drill," i.e. for formal technical

exercises in arithmetic, reading, writing, phys-
ical exercise, drawing, and any other acquire-
ment which involves steady repetition and

drudgery. We saw in ChapterV that children

at this period are quite ready to take pains,

to strain their activities in order to acquire

skill : they have become conscious of differ-

ences in power between themselves and adults,

and between one child and another : emula-
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tion and the desire for success spur them to

achievement : the chief hindrances to a good
result arise from a lack of steady repetition
until habits of precision are formed, or the

onset of fatigue due to excess in strain, or

lack of motive. For we must once more

repeat that this third group of pursuits can
best achieve its end when the motive for drill

is discerned in the first and second group,

arising from the industries or the cultural

recreations.

Finally, the school community should be

allowed some time each day for its members
to occupy themselves pretty much as they

please. At present all schools provide short

intervals between lessons, extending some-

times to fifteen minutes, in which the scholars

are left alone ; but this is merely a breathing

space, interposed in order to enable the body
to be ready once more to help the brain and
mind in following the teacher's behests.

Some such plan has already been tried here

and there, and is at least worth considera-

tion : it is merely to allow freedom to scholars

for an hour or so at the end of each school

day to remain in the school building, and to

group themselves as they please for the further

pursuit of anything which they can under-

take jointly in the school grounds, with the

equipment which the place affords. Many
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years ago, Colin Scott, in his Social Education*
describes the remarkable effect ofsuch freedom

on the initiative and social response evoked
from boys and girls of the ages eleven to

thirteen, when they were permitted such

liberty : and when one contemplates these

young people in their native condition, apart
from our schoolroom tradition, it seems a

very natural suggestion that in any school

where the pupils are really stimulated to

varied activity, they will be quite competent
to undertake and execute projects, both

industrial and cultural, as conceived by them-

selves. While the children are so employed
all the teacher has to do is to be near at hand
to advise, and, if need be, to prevent inexper-
ience from causing disaster. 1 Critics may
indeed inquire why the scholars should use

the school building for this purpose. If, it

may be said, they are to do as they please
without definite instruction, why cannot they

pursue their avocations at home ? But the

answer is obvious enough : the school building
with its equipment and its society has already
absorbed their activity, and provided then^

with motives and projects which they will

desire to carry out in groups ; if the industrial,

the cultural and technical pursuits of class

1 Similar experiments have been made with suc-

cess in Great Britain.
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hours have borne real fruit, the scholars will

desire to carry on some of these pursuits from
their own point of view, under their own

organization : and, as a rule, the school house

and grounds and the help of the school teacher

will be welcomed.

6. The short space of one chapter forbids

our enlarging on such a scheme of pursuits.

Many teachers are ripe for it, and many
schools are partially adopting it. But we may
elucidate it a little by adding a few comments.

A. As regards .the industrial pursuits, it

is necessary to have a clear perception of the

child's attitude towards work. Hitherto the

schools have commonly assumed that the

child should
" work "

during many years at

formal studies which lie remote from his

present experience : the working classes have

approved because they believed that such

studies are not really laborious, but are

associated with a superior life of leisure ; while

the authorities who impose such work on
children do so from attachment to a scholastic

tradition which regards work at arithmetic

*or writing as something superior to work with

a rake or chisel.

Two results have followed : (i) When the

scholars show distaste for unsuitable work,
the teachers tend to believe that children

are by nature indisposed to work, and there-
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upon they either force them by discipline to

perform tasks, or yield the position and pro-
vide so-called

"
interesting

"
studies as sub-

stitutes, (ii) The scholars themselves come
to have a false attitude towards industry;
the instinctive tendency of human beings to

be seriously and usefully occupied becomes

atrophied by long attendance at school where
" work "

is identified with lessons which lead

nowhere : where holidays and recreation are

constantly eulogized at the expense of the

pursuits demanded by school. Thus an un-

natural type is created and thrown on the

industrial market, namely, the man who has

learned contempt for work, esteeming it

merely as a means to wages, believing that

only those periods of life are worth while in

which he is set free for holiday. The remedy
is surely to revert to the older tradition which

was universal before the days of schooling,

and which now abides in many sensible homes
that is, to regard the child, both at school

and home, as a fellow-labourer ; not, indeed, as

a wage-earner (although there is no reason why
he should not earn pocket-moggji^^ut as a

serious and intelligent

tasks of the industrial ,

Child labour has

and employers unde

therefore by a nati
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at present desires to exclude the child from
a share in industrial achievement ; and many
working men of the best type in trades unions

will dissent from the opinion here expressed.
But he is the worst enemy of the industrial

community who seeks to perpetuate scholastic

traditions where these alienate the rising

generation from the activities of the home
and the shop. Neither wealthy nor indigent
children can be safely trained between the

stages of infancy and of adolescence if de-

prived ofthe interests and discipline associated

with domestic and out-of-doors pursuits.
B. As regards the cultural studies, which

we have treated as a sequel to the fanciful
44

plays
" of the Infant School. We place

these second in the scheme of pursuits simply
because this broader experience, where our

minds pass beyond the practical to the

imaginative and the ideal, can never safely
be permitted to occupy the centre of our

activities, either in childhood or in age. To
devise a curriculum whose staple consists of

drama and poetry, of history and geography,
where the learner is merely a spectator, is to

create for our scholars an unreal world : they
have no climax to their activities ; they

accept stimuli, but produce no result. The

output is the type of man who spends the day
in witnessing a cricket match and the evening
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in attending the theatre. It is true enough
that as one type of experience, these studies

have their place : our culture, indeed, largely
consists in reviving for pleasure and leisure

recollections of ideal modes of life and thought
which have been depicted in the art and
literature of the past ; for example, we may
not hunt or drink, but we like to sing

" John
Peel " and " The Leather Bottel." So with

our children : it is well, it is even necessary,

they should sing and recite and act ; they
can, still better, be encouraged to construct

their own dramas and their own verse. Their

power over the world, both ideal and practical,

is increased if, as John Dewey advocated,
their simple industrial activities are associated

with the problems which confronted primitive

man; they will gladly play at being Cave

Dweller, or Hiawatha, or Robinson Crusoe ;

they turn with delight to the great classics

of that earlier day when the world was berth

young and old : the story of Joseph the

Dreamer, of Ulysses the Wanderer, should

be the dear possession of every boy and girl.

But if these experiences are gained merely
as luxuries, merely as amusing reading or

intellectual exercise, without a related back?

ground of practical activity, they tend to

distort the child's view of life. In school

practice these cultural studies, literature,
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history, geography, partake far too much
of that futile form of class exercise called

"chalk and talk," where the teacher alone

masters the pursuit and expounds it to a

docile audience : or it is treated as matter

merely to be read and learned ; in such a case

the text-book discourses and the audience is

still more docile. The reform here advocated

would not only relegate such pursuits to the

second place, but would improve the method

by calling at every turn for co-operative

activity from the scholars, while the teacher

falls into the background and acts merely as

a guide.
A word of caution may be in place as to

the field from which these cultural studies

should be garnered especially as regards the

topics of history. It is true that the child,

as the heir of our ancestors, delights in blood-

and-thunder stories and is willing to give his

attention to battles and wars ; but it is surely
unwise to whet his appetite. He is to live in

a world which is longing for peace : important
as it no doubt is, for nations as for individuals,

to be equipped for self-defence, can we justify
a scheme of history-teaching in which Caesar

or William the Conqueror occupies the stage ?

It is a matter of common knowledge in the

United States that the history-reader em-

ployed in schools did much to keep alive the
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resentment felt by Americans towards Great
Britain long after the occasion was passed :

and the same is true of France and Germany.
Where the teacher selects historical material

from social problems, some concerned with
the native land, others travelling abroad to

foreign fields, he is presenting not only a more
accurate picture of bygone days, but is

adjusting more wisely the outlook of youth
on the modern world.

C. By putting drill and technical exercises

into the third place we are not desiring to

lessen their importance, but to insist that our

modern world can no longer afford to shut

up children to pursuits which are empty of

content. Our so-called scholastic discipline

has consisted too much in setting the mind
to perform acts (as, e.g. in syntax, in stocks

and shares) on methods which the practical,

sensible world has long discarded as obsolete :

we simply cannot afford to waste our children's

time thus in an age where so much has to

be learned, where with every generation the

field of knowledge is so vastly enlarged.
These technical exercises, even including

spelling, which appears so amazing a bugbear
to many, would not prove formidable if they
were kept in their place as subordinate to

industry and culture. Children, we assert

once more, welcome repetition and drill when
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they see some use for it ; when such motives

are relied upon, a maximum of attention is

secured which enables the scholar to master

his drill with greater speed and accuracy.
After all, the essentials of arithmetic, reading,

composition, are not so vast in their extent,

even with our complicated tables of weights
and measures, and our incongruous spelling :

there is plenty of time in the years of school,

if a short space be daily allotted for daily

repetition.
7. Finally, this scheme of pursuits, covering

the years from seven or eight to twelve,

appears to afford no place for two branches

which figure largely in regular school time-

tables, namely, science and language, the

one formulating the ideas which man or boy
collects from his varied experience in industry
or culture, the other analysing and reflecting

upon that supreme art by which experience
is

**

expressed." In one sense we are not

prepared to admit the claim of either of these

to a share in the school day, for as organized
studies they belong to the next stage of

development. This is not to say that the

child is to neglect either science or language ;

on the contrary, whether the time-table

neglects them or not, his mind will be curious

and active, seeking to find, on the empirical

level, an explanation for all that happens
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about him ; and the teacher, craftsman with
tools or artist with the weapons of culture,

will always be ready to afford explanation.
He will take time, as occasion arises, from the

periods devoted to industrial or cultural

occupations, to treat separately of any topics
in natural science or in the science of language
when explanation seems required in order

to help the young mind to master a situation.

But the limit in the function of science and

language should at this stage be rigidly
observed : the child is indeed a thinker, but
not as yet a deep thinker : all the science he

needs is such as bears immediately on the

problems which are presented by his occupa-
tions. If at this stage he accumulates a rich

store of empirical knowledge, he will delight
at his next stage of development to organize
some of it into those more precise studies that

we call science and language. Again we must

protect ourselves from misunderstanding :

there are precocious children who appear ripe
for such studies long before twelve ; and
since clever scholars often become school-

masters, the opinion tends to prevail that

intellectual pursuits can be profitably pressed
to the front in childhood; but, once more

we must first provide for the average scholar t

it is easy enough to give scope for special capa-

city when it is displayed in any individual case.
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There may appear to be some inconsistency
here as regards mathematical science, for we
have already admitted arithmetic to a prom-
inent place, as one of the

"
three R's

"
to be

diligently exercised in drill. But the dis-

tinction between empirical mathematics pur-
sued in close relation to practical problems
and the more abstract treatment of number
and space is well understood : the latter finds

a welcome in many minds during adolescence,

but the former, even if elementary algebra and

practical geometry be added to the arithmetic,

is a congenial pursuit before the age of twelve

just so far as it is limited to what is mechancial

and practical.
The same is, of course, true of language,

including the use of foreign tongues. An
excellent start can be made in foreign speech
between the years nine and twelve, for by
nine or ten a child is old enough to realize

the possibilities involved in acquaintance with

a neighbouring people ; and he is still young
enough and plastic enough to mould his

organs of speech with ease, so as to acquire
the new habits necessary to correct expression.
But we have accumulated sufficient evidence,
from generations of futile failure, to warrant

us at the present day in holding no quarter
with those who would keep children at this

time of life occupied with grammar and
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translation, from either the ancient or the

modern tongues. Since the Great War
Europe has come to realize that the true aim
of language learning is the promotion of

peace and goodwill through direct inter-

course.

8. The Secondary School Curriculum.

Having dwelt at some length on the pursuits
of the primary school we can now more briefly
note what should be the characteristic features

of curricula planned for the years of adoles-

cence. Two cardinal principles seem to press
for notice : (a) After the age of twelve, more
attention is required for those individual

differences, whether due to inheritance, to

capacity, to environment, or to opportunity,
which engaged our notice in Chapter V.

Since this book was first published (1911),
44 eleven -f-

" has become the cornerstone of

administrative reform ; (b) every youth, boy
or girl, even if able to earn some wages, needs

to be retained under public control until he

has completed the first period of adolescence,

i.e. until the age of eighteen or thereabouts.

In olden days this was well understood : if

a lad was not at school he was a page at court

or an apprentice in a shop. At the present

day the increasing demand for continuation

schools, and for the extension of compulsory

schooling beyond the age of fourteen, shows
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that we are not content with our modern

laxity as regards the disciplinary control erf

youth : the hooligan and the apache are the

direct outcome of our dereliction of duty,
and there is no more pressing problem in

education at the present day than that con-

cerned with the oversight and training of

adolescents. 1

Unhappily, progress is hindered at every
turn by the cleavage between industry and
culture. It is assumed that if a lad continues

his secondary schooling, he is, and should be

on that very ground, divorced from wage-

earning or from industrial employment.
Hence our adolescent society is sharply
divided into two groups : the proletariat,

who at fourteen or earlier assume a status

of economic independence before they are

ripe for it, are cut off from these secondary
scholars who imbibe scholastic lore in an
isolated environment. Popular sentiment

would have us increase the proportion of the

latter in the belief that the indefinite extension

of schooling as enjoyed at present by the

leisured class is an unquestioned benefit.

But the study of adolescent life shows that

the great majority of boys and girls from all

ranks of society on leaving the years of child-

hood are ready to enter on some vocation, or
1 Compare pp. 162, 163.
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at any rate on employment closely allied to

a vocation ; what is now needed is that for

some years they should be only partially

employed at industrial work, and instructed

for the rest of the day in matters which throw

light upon the processes of industry.
1

The minority whose superior capacities
or environment mark them out as likely to

profit by a prolonged course of culture and
of scientific training are at present, by our

European tradition, cut off during many years
from association not only with gainful pur-
suits but even, in most cases, from the

simpler duties of the household. Apart from

prejudice there seems to be no reason why
this sharp division between the two groups
of adolescents should be maintained by those

who organize their public training in secondary
institutions. It seems clear that a regimen
which deprives our youth, boys and girls,

from any share in industrial or domestic toil

goes counter to their natural instincts of

social service and tends to unfit them for a

proper understanding of the world. As we
saw in Chapter VII, the New World here is

offering an example to the Old which may be

worthy of consideration. 2

If the force of these two principles be

admitted, the organization of secondary
1 Compare p. 161. 2 See pp. 185, 186.
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education in any area would take a different

aspect from that hitherto approved by State

authorities. Firstly, the officers of State

would exercise a certain compulsion over all

up to the age of eighteen, and would provide
for all a variety of courses of study, some of

which would be "
partial," i.e. occupying only

a portion each day, and leaving time for wage-

earning, while others would be "complete,"

giving larger scope to the more intellectual

and capable to devote their chief attention

to humanistic, scientific, or artistic pursuits.
. Secondly, as a matter of social control the

essence of this organization would lie in

regarding the whole of this youthful society
as one body of adolescent scholars, sharing a

corporate life such as we shall discuss in the

following chapter, adapted to their stage of

development, and receiving in suitable groups
whatever instruction is needed to prepare
them adequately to discharge their future

functions in life. Since these functions in-

clude not only the pursuit of a vocation, but

an intelligent participation in the life of the

community, it seems clear that while a part
of this instruction should be "

vocational,'
1

i.e. planned in direct relation to immediate

activities in trade or commerce, another part
should be just as avowedly liberal or general,
and pursued as a sequel to the general
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elementary curriculum of the period of child-

hood.

Space forbids our entering further upon
the lively controversies which would open up
if we attempted in greater detail to outline

types of secondary school curricula ; but we
can discern the general trend of opinion if we
examine the requirements made by the

universities in their matriculation examina-

tions, for these are designed to mark the close

of the secondary school period. These always
include mathematics and some form of liter-

ature and language study, while a choice is

usually permitted as between English history,
one or other of the natural sciences, and

geography. In other words the ideal seems

to be to require the pupil of the secondary
school to pay some attention both to scientific

and humanistic studies, but to be indifferent

as to whether he finds interest in the fine arts.

Now since university regulations exercise so

powerful an incentive both to parents and

teachers in secondary schools, it follows that

the schools teach what the universities ask

for, and what the university examination

omits is given but a minor place in the

secondary school programme. Thus the

secondary school largely takes the character

of a fitting school for the university, although
less than ten per cent, of the scholars continue
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their schooling in any higher institution of

learning after the age of eighteen. This

restriction of function was clearly pointed out

by the Bryce Commission on Secondary
Education, and affords a constant theme of

discussion, but no effective change can be

brought about until the entire problem
of school-leaving certificates is handled

thoroughly by reforming authorities as

suggested in Chapter VI.

Meanwhile we may venture an opinion

that, while it is unwise at eighteen to prescribe
a comprehensive examination during one

week l in a series of studies which have
covered four or six years, the curriculum of

a secondary school (when the scholars are

devoting the whole day to study) should

include not only mathematics, the mother
of natural science, and the literature and

language of the native country ; but space
should be found for an elementary acquaint-
ance with biology and with physics, since

modern life presupposes some familiarity with

natural phenomena, with the language of at

least one foreign nation (since he knows not

England who only England knows), and with

some form of artistic expression in music or

in arts of representation. But with such

proviso, we must once more claim of the
l See p. 124.
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adolescent that his success in lessons will

depend far more upon the intensity with which
he develops power in his favourite pursuits
than upon the number of "

subjects
" with

which he makes only a bowing acquaintance.
All who have taught boys and girls between
the ages of fourteen and eighteen will admit
that capacity, although it may be "

general
**

in its scope, tends always to extremes : the

enthusiasm of the adolescent leads him to

devote all his energies to one goal, sometimes

from affection for a teacher, sometimes from
a bias created purely by accidental circum-

stances. Although to outward seeming the

youth may be dull and spiritless, there is

always a vein of adventure in the inner

spirit : the spirit of achievement is awake,
and it is the lever by which the teacher, if

he will, can spur his scholars to rapid conquest
each of them following his own bent to

some extent while accepting the strong con-

trol, both intellectual and social, which is

needed to tame the vagaries of adolescent

adventure.

9. Thus the secondary curriculum gradually
takes shape. On the one hand it should

impose on every scholar a minimum of cul-

tural pursuits, of which English literature

may be taken as typical on the humanistic

side and mathematics or physics on the
225 H
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scientific ; on the other hand more and more
time should be freely granted year by year
for the indulgence of special tastes, for the

intense and vivid acquirement of pursuits

which, either by accident or from original

capacity, the youth has chosen for his own :

these last will be closely allied with the general
trend of the vocation which he has idealized

for his future career : and the more closely

the two can be identified the better the result.

It may be granted that in many cases the

vocation which a youth selects during adoles-

cence is not a final choice. Often enough both

men and women in later years change their

mind, or circumstances compel a change;
but youth is the time for trial : a vocation is

idealized and the preparation for it turns the

callow youth into the capable man.

Among such elective studies we should be

willing to grant an honourable place to the

fine arts or handicrafts at the one extreme

and to classical languages and literatures at

the other. The latter, indeed, in their finer

development are more adapted fot college

than for school, but bright young minds
should not be held back from the mastery of

learning. In helping to guide the choice of

studies for young people, parents readily
notice that the classical curriculum has

advantages, as regards at any rate the educa-
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tion of boys, over all the rest. For it has been
and is pursued by many ofthe ablest teachers :

a scholar who selects it is associated in many
schools with a fine company of comrades and
rivals ; further, the technique of its teaching
has been perfected, and the incentives offered

for success assist greatly to support the

system. Thus in many cases the choice of

Latin and Greek for bright boys in the second-

ary school is found to
" work "

best, although
the theoretical arguments sometimes set forth

by the friends of the classics are unsound.

Secondary schools, such as we here desider-

ate, planned to meet varied needs, are of

course not easy to establish or to organize :

a staff is required in which every type of

academic and artistic power is represented:
instead of the rigid uniformity of a German

Gymnasium or Realschule every scholar, at

least in the higher forms of the school, needs

his own time-table. But such difficulties are

being solved by experience ; when a body of

school teachers, encouraged by parents and

trustees, are convinced of the importance of a

wide choice of elective pursuits, machinery for

providing each youth with the necessary

instruction or guidance can be usually devised

with fair success. Illustrations might be

quoted from many Secondary Schools large

or small in all parts of Great Britain.
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Among the minimum of compulsory studies

which we desire to exact from all secondary
scholars there is one for which a special place
is demanded, if indeed it may not be regarded
as a central theme from which literature and
other humanistic studies should be drawn.

We refer to what is often called moral instruc-

tion,
1 a pursuit which, rightly understood,

implies the revelation to the adolescent of his

higher nature. It should include so much

biology (physiology) as is necessary to inter*

pret bodily functions, both in personal and
social hygiene ; and in the later years of

adolescence can well introduce the youth now

approaching manhood to problems of social

and political conduct.
1 These may be studied

through the medium of the great classics,

whether ancient writers in Holy Writ, classical

teachers of Greek and Rome, or our modern
teachers in poetry and prose. The essential

feature is the dawn of the philosophic, reflec-

tive spirit; and here, more than elsewhere,

success in teaching depends upon the sym-
pathetic idealism of the teacher, whose
delicate task it is to introduce the youth to

an inner sanctuary where the select among
mankind hold communion apart and u walk
with God." Some instruction of this kind

should be part of the initiation of the youth
1 Compare pp. 66, 67.
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before completing these earlier years of

adolescence, before obtaining emancipation
from public control, whether to enter fully

upon the freedom of an industrial career, or

to proceed to college, where, although his

freedom is more restrained, he has some
choice either to accept or to refuse the counsels

of the wise.

10. Our sketch of the relations between
the primary and the secondary curriculum

may appear uncertain at one point, for we
have not carried the primary curriculum

beyond the age of twelve, whereas under

present conditions, in most countries both of

Europe and America, the superior limit for

primary schooling is fourteen. If, however,
as proposed above, public authorities take

legal authority over all young people up to

the age of eighteen, the break at fourteen

becomes a matter of minor importance. In

the opinion of the present writer the age of

twelve is late enough for a conclusion to be

reached as to a scholar's capacity ; late enough
to decide whether he is destined for a low

grade of industrial employment, or is worth

educating for a more responsible calling. In

the former case, his last two years of complete

schooling (Standards VII and VIII) would be

partly occupied with industrial pursuits allied

to those which will engage him as a wage-
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earner after the age of fourteen. When
released by the completion of this course, he

would still belong to the school community,
receiving vocational training for a few hours

every week to interpret the meaning of his

trade, and united on the lines to be discussed

in the following chapter in the social life of

his fellows until the age of eighteen. Those,
on the other hand, who are not designed to

join the ranks of wage-earners at fourteen

would, as is already the case under our Eng-
lish system, be introduced at twelve years of

age to the curriculum of a higher school. 1

As regards both groups, the limit indicated

by birthdays is merely an indication of an

average attainment. The law should not be

content with an attainment of age, but should

always require evidence that the scholar has

gained the experience which the school pur-
suits afford. In other words, release from the

tutelage of school and acceptance for service

as a wage-earner should depend upon capacity
as registered by a certificate and not merely

upon the passage of years.

1 The present writer would prefer to describe all

schools attended by pupils of " eleven + " and

upwards as "
secondary," but Education Authorities

are not yet ready for this novel nomenclature.



CHAPTER X

THE CORPORATE LIFE OF SCHOOL

1. IN the opening chapters we laid stress

upon that aspect of school which regards
it as an institution for social experience, as

well as a place of learning, and this topic

requires further treatment. For the more

deeply one examines the personal life of

children, or their qualities and attitudes

when modified by school experience, the more
is one impressed by the decisive influence

exercised by the scholars, in every type of

school, upon each other. Even where an

adult, looking back upon his school-days, is

not able to trace this relation of cause and

effect, the effect may have been produced, for

the influences of mind upon mind largely

operate in the region of the subconscious.

It is the more important that some space
should be found for the discussion of cor*

porate life because educational theory until

recently has taken so little account of it.

Indeed, one would almost suppose, when
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consulting most of the text-books written in

the nineteenth century, that the educative

process was to be conducted for one pupil
alone ; as, indeed, was the case at an earlier

epoch when it was a favourite exercise for

tutors to discourse at length upon the Educa-
tion of a Prince. It is the more remarkable

that this individual trend should have been

maintained in English expositions of peda-

gogy, since our practice has been quite other-

wise. It is not too much to say that, apart
from a few disquisitions of a theoretic nature

such as the Essays by Herbert Spencer, the

outstanding contribution to educational pro-

gress made by English teachers has been in

this field. Foreign students of education

(from the time when Wiese visited Rugby in

the 'fifties) have always been ready to testify

to the success with which the Englishman has

thrown himself heart and soul into the social

life of his community. Thus, without pre-
tence of sociological theory as basis for his

practice, he has directed the organization of

his school community with results which are

rarely witnessed in foreign countries. This

success has been mainly achieved in our

secondary schools, for reasons which will

appear below, but the same qualities in

English teachers which have served the

secondary school so well have been at work
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And have borne fruit in some of the primary
schools. An official reminder from the Board
of Education of the value of

"
corporate life

"

has been set down in print ever since 1904,
l

but the tradition of management in the

Elementary School, and in the organized
bodies of teachers has made it difficult for

natural social impulses to find expression.
2. Thus our theory of corporate life rests

mainly upon the practice of our secondary
schools; and it is worth while to note the

circumstances which happily combined to

establish this practice on so firm a foundation.

Already, in the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries, it had become the habit in England
to send lads to boarding-schools at a tender

age. Secure from invasion by a foreign foe,

there was a freedom in England both for

country residence and for travel to which the

Continent was to be a stranger during many
generations. Hence, among other social

results, the boarding-school came to be the

fashion in England, while the city day-school
was most popular on the Continent. When,
therefore, the industrial revolution brought
about a sudden increase (especially in the

north of England) of wealthy families desirous

ofa class education for their sons, the endowed
1 See' Handbook of Suggestions (edition of 1*928),

pp. 9 and 19.
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grammar school, open to receive boarders,

was ready to hand, and the earlier part of the

nineteenth century witnessed the rapid multi-

plication not at first of new schools, but of the

numbers in attendance at those of old founda-

tion. At first these schools received little care

and attention ; and it is not surprising that

a serious writer of the day described them,
filled as they were with ill-disciplined and

savage lads, as "the seats and nurseries of

vice." Very soon, however, the conscience

of the community was stirred, and, at the

appropriate moment, Thomas Arnold came
on the scene with a genius of the special

quality required to meet the crisis. He
studied the nature of the adolescent,

1 and,
while curbing with stern authority the

instincts of licence, gave sanction to the

demand that youth makes for a measure of

freedom. Finding that the older scholars in

such a society already wielded authority over

the younger, he legalized this authority,

placing responsibility on those whose attain-

ment and character fitted them to bear it,

and approving a period of service as
**

fags
"

for those who are younger.

Recognizing, again, that
t^he large school

provides a life too complex for the best

growth of the individual, he saw the value of
1 See Chapter V, p. 76.
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the smaller community dwelling in the

boarding-house, living its own life, although

sharing the larger interests of the whole

society. Himself a man of active physical

vigour, he recognized, too, the value of hardy
exercise in games. These youths recalled to

him the barbaric temperament of early man,
and the growth in fortitude, which the bar-

barian sought through hunting and through
war, found a substitute in the contests of the

playfield. Finally, he realized that an organ-
ized system was of little worth unless con-

trolled by a succession of teachers of high
ideals devoted to its service. Hence he

sought and found men of his own stamp,

ready to share with him in sustaining that

permanent tone of
" moral thoughtfulness

* f

which he preached as the ideal quality for a

Rugby school-boy.
Arnold was conspicuous, as the genius of

this renaissance in
" Public School

" educa-

tion, but he freely acknowledged that some

among his contemporaries were as fully alive

as he to the urgency of the task ; and when,
after only fourteen years as head master, he

suddenly died in the prime of life, it was soon

evident that his work, not only for Rugby
but for all her sister schools, had been accom-

plished. His pupil Stanley provided for

succeeding generations a record of his life,
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which ranks among our great biographies, and

this, together with the more popular eulogy
in Tom Brown's School-days, helped greatly to

spread throughout England an appreciation
of the principles which underlay his reforms,

and made easy the task of his friends and

disciples who, in dozens of schools, practised
what they had learned at Rugby.
Looking back on the history of the British

Empire during the intervening years, we can

now recognize that these reforms were timely.
For the boys who learned to rule and to obey
in English schools were needed in increasing
numbers wherever the British flag was carried.

I have here condensed in briefest form a

record which, while of prime importance to
" the governing and directing classes

" whom
it immediately concerns, is equally significant

for all students of education, since it affords

overwhelming evidence of the importance of

appropriate organization for corporate ends,

more especially at the period of adolescence.

A larger volume might properly notice some

important criticisms 1 of Arnold and his

influence, but the main facts in this unique

chapter of English education are undisputed.

1 The lustre of Arnold's fame has been somewhat
dimmed by Strachey's caustic sketch in Eminent

Victorians, yet the facts as to Arnold's influence

cannot be gainsaid.
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8. Now what is ofvalue for the upper classes

should be of service also to youths in the

middle and lower classes. If for the benefit

of their own stock the wealthier families

among us maintain a system so soundly based

upon psychology, it would surely seem right
that the State, for the public benefit, should

sanction these principles in organizing second-

ary schooling of all grades for the proletariat
and the middle classes as well as for the

wealthy. Apart from State recognition much
has already been done to popularize these

ideas. Men from Rugby and other Public

Schools (John Percival, who founded Clifton,

being the pioneer) adapted the principles to

the needs of day-boys, and to-day we find

many secondary schools of all types adopting
44 House "

systems, so that the youth of our

cities may share to some degree in an active

social life and discipline which is congenial
to their nature. It is being more and more

recognized both in England and abroad that

it is dangerous to the growth of character to

unite a large group of adolescents in a school

society, if provision is only made for instruc-

tion in the classroom, if the teachers are

merely instructors, or if outlet fails to be pro-
vided inplay-fields for the disciplinethat comes

from contesting the game with one's fellows*

This reform is urgent, and it needs the
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energy of an Arnold to impress it upon the

imagination of our English people. The
"
Public Schools,** while they have rendered

eminent service to the empire, have by their

own confession done little for domestic and
civic government ; cut off in boarding-schools
from the environment of civic or county life,

the boys learn, even without instruction, to

despise the homely functions of a city coun-

cillor. One of the outstanding features of

English Education during the present century
has been a rapid growth of municipal second-

ary schools to which thousands of boys and

girls are flocking, often with the vaguest
notions at times either among teachers or

parents of the functions which the secondary
school, when infused by a noble ideal, can

discharge. Since Arnold's day our munici-

palities have become as great in their national

influence as were the medieval cities of Italy,

and their institutions of culture deserve and
must receive the best and most devoted

service. Those qualities which created the

British Empire should find a nobler expression
at home on behalf of our own people, the

democracy of Britain.

At the opposite pole of society some effort

has been made, on a philanthropic basis, to

reproduce among the rough-and-ready wage-
earners in the back streets some ofthe qualities
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of the English public-school boy. The late

Charles Russell, of Manchester, and his friends

who established Lads9

Clubs, were inspired

by the same doctrines, and their policy
*
surely

points the way to the next step in legislation,

viz. the recognition by the State of its obliga-
tions towards youth in all grades of society.
The "

nipper
"

or the corner-boy can be
trained in a corporate society and at the same
time make some progress in culture if he is

placed in a community of his own age, with

provision of land and buildings where he can

futfk elbow-room, and with teachers ready to

be companions as well as instructors. Until

the nation is prepared to spend freely for such

ends it must continue to spend even more in

the support of reformatories and gaols.

4. We have so far dwelt solely on those

aspects of corporate life where the scholars

are grouped for what may be called out-of-

school purposes, apart from the life of the

classroom. We have assumed, and the

assumption is justified, that in every society
the scholars will desire to group themselves

and carry on a social life apart from what is

prescribed for them in the successive grades
of a curriculum during lesson-hours. In his

classroom the scholar joins a new circle of

comrades each year, and even if some of these
1 Discussed in another connection on p. 168*
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remain together for successive years, the

corporate life of a class (Standard, Form or

Grade) is broken up and reconstituted each

session. Hence a school which is only divided

into class groups for the purposes of teaching
never displays so active a corporate life as

one which provides machinery analogous to

that of the
" House "

system of our English

secondary day-schools, where a scholar

remains attached in membership to the little

dub which is called a " House "
during the

whole period of his attendance.

Nevertheless, it need not be assumed that

the scholar is uninfluenced by the social

environment of the classroom. On the con-

trary, teachers who understand their busi-

ness will always admit that (unless the class

be of an unwieldy size, beyond thirty) the

process of learning is stimulated greatly by
social exchange between the members. The
secret of class management lies in recognizing
to the full the need for inner unity among all

who share in the task, when each contributes

his part towards its completion. Under such

conditions a class, sharing week by week in

the common pursuit of intellectual projects,
exhibits the marks of community life, and
where these projects, under the guidance of

a genial teacher, provoke keen enthusiasm,
the educational result may reach to deeper
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springs of behaviour than can be achieved by
out-of-school organizations connected with

games. Such a result is especially noticeable

in schools, whether secondary or primary,
which keep the scholar working for many
periods of the week with the same group in a
Form or Standard ; whereas when a time-

table is devised which breaks up the scholars

into different groups or
"

sets
"

for every
branch of study, we witness an extreme of

individualistic teaching : both the instructor

and the scholars are comparative strangers
to each other, and little advantage can be

taken of the intellectual stimulus that comes
from familiar acquaintance. These are

matters which concern the internal direction

of a school, and may possibly be regarded as

out of place in this volume ; but the point
merits the attention also of those who are

concerned in external control, for it is they
who, under the pressure of public opinion, so

often put the teacher into such a situation

that he is compelled, against his will, to break

up the unity of a class. For it is the public
which is demanding the introduction of new
studies into the school, and new studies usually

imply a re-shifting of the teaching body and
of the class organization. Hence those who

prescribe curricula for schools should never

be too positive or detailed in their demands ;
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they should recognize that the most important
feature of good teaching is witnessed in the

steady flow of interest, of class and teacher

together, maintained with increasing delight
from week to week. Even if the subject-
matter which this little community handles

is not exactly such as trustees or the public

might desire, these may rest assured that the

educational result is of a far better quality
than could be gained by breaking up class

unity, either by forcing new topics of instruc-

tion which the teacher could not so well

undertake, or by dissipating the attention of

scholars over a multitude of subjects.
These considerations will be seen to have

more weight as regards the primary school

than for later stages of growth, since the

younger scholars are less competent to work
in independence of their fellows or of the

teacher. Thus, while in the secondary school

scarcely too much weight can be attached to

a social organization devised apart from the

curriculum, in the primary school the balance

weighs on the other side ; it is the curriculum

itself, both the pursuits selected and the

method of handling these, that needs to be
"socialized." And we thus find support,
from a fresh point of view, for those changes
in the primary curriculum which occupied us

in the last chapter. For the practical employ-
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ments in art and industry which we have put
in the forefront among school pursuits find

their motive in social needs. 1 Thus the class

of a primary school re-shapes itself to our

imagination not so much as a group of indi-

viduals sitting at separate desks, each imbibing
instruction for himself from a teacher or a

book, but rather as a hive of busy workers,
broken up, it may be into smaller groups,
but uniting in a common purpose to be em-
bodied in some concrete and tangible result,

behind which the teacher alone discerns

an educational result of deeper and more

lasting value.

5. Apart from the day-school organization

many efforts have been made, especially

by various religious bodies, to meet these

1 The school at present is engaged largely upon
the futile task of Sisyphus. It is endeavouring to

form practically an intellectual habit in children for

use in a social life which is, as it would almost seem,

carefully and purposely kept away from any vital

contact with the child who is thus undergoing

training. The only way to prepare for social Me
is to engage in social life. To form habits of use*

fulness and serviceableness apart from any direct

social need and motive, and apart from any existing
social situation is, to the letter, teaching the child

to swim by going through motions outside of the

water. The most indispensable condition is left

out, and the results are correspondingly futile.

Dewey : Educational Essays, p. 35.
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social needs of the young, for the projects
undertaken can only be executed in a spirit

of co-operative effort. In the Boy Scout

organization, which has spread so rapidly
both in Great Britain and abroad, we have
a forceful example of the possibilities of

corporate life among boys when pursuits
are chosen which correspond to their stage
of development. Baden-Powell is not a

psychologist by profession, but he un-

doubtedly diagnosed with rare insight the

qualities that characterize boys between the

ages of ten and fourteen. His Patrols are

managed apart from the official machinery
of our schools, it is well to keep the two apart ;

but the teachers have no reason to stand

aloof : they will do their school work all the

better if they are willing to play the part of a

scoutmaster also.

Now while the Scout system has developed
as a distinctive product of Great Britain

another movement has gathered force in

Germany, similar in some respects, but

challenging even more thoroughly the philo-

sophy of the old-time schoolmaster. I refer

to the Jugend-Bewegung (Youth Movement)

*A fine sketch is furnished for English readers

by Alexander and Parker : The New Education in

the German Republic, Chapter II (Williams and

Norgate, 1080).
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which hascaughtholdoftherisinggenerationon
the continent and has gathered fresh strength
since the close of the War. In some respects it

contrasts sharply with the Scouts' scheme, for

the young people who spread out over the

German countryside are determined to be

independent of their elders, and as a result

there are a great number of
"
Movements,"

some connected with religious bodies, some

displaying political tendencies, but all alike

in their determination to get out into the

open air and be "
free." Music, of course,

plays a great part in their free life. Com-

munity-singing has inspired the German race

for centuries past. The most recent feature

is the foundation Jugend Herberge (Youth
Hostels) : already (1931) in England a few

Hostels are being opened on the same lines.

6. These enterprises carry us well away
from the primary or secondary school, and

yet both in Germany and in the British

Commonwealth teachers are often enlisted

as the best advisers and promoters in all

such "
out-of-school

" movements. In many
cases indeed, the teacher finds himself cramped
in the daily routine of his classroom by the

manifold restrictions of official control. He
is ready, therefore, if he cares for the society
of young people, to give of his leisure time

to the promotion of all sorts of movements,
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which elicit the boundless energies of boys
and girls, especially when the subjects of the

official time-table prove tedious and repellent.

Hence, while the reforms in school teaching
such as we have advocated in Chapter IX
hang back, our children often secure unpre-
meditated benefits from social contact with

their teachers and with their fellow-scholars.

Parents. In this connection we may con-

clude by noting one aspect of school life

which is happily finding increased recognition

year by year. As a social group both scholars

and teachers tend to be cut off from the com-

munity outside, but in the minds and hearts

of the scholars there is always a desire to

link up one field of interest with the other.

The child often communicates to the

home circle what has occupied his mind at

school; wise parents always respond to

such impulses, and are glad to be permitted
to play their part, not to interfere with the

freedom of the teacher, but as partners in a

common service. In the old days many
teachers used to resent this partnership,

regarding the parent merely as a hindrance

to the success of their endeavours. But it is

now seen that the parents in any neighbour-
hood form, as it were, a community of their

own, which may be utilized as a powerful
aid to sustain the teacher's efforts. Many
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plans are now adopted to enable parents
to understand the meaning of these efforts,

by inviting them to Parents' Evenings,
or to Open Days. By such means not only
is a union created in the children's minds
between the home circle and the school circle,

but the Family, which tends (as we saw in

the third chapter) to be selfishly individualistic

in defence of the single child, comes to an

appreciation of the needs of the entire school,

and is more willing to accept on the child's

behalf the restrictions and limitations which
the needs of the community impose on the

liberty of the individual. And this inter-

change of interest between the school com-

munity and the public which supports it

should be promoted by educational authori-

ties as much as by the teachers, for it is only
as parents and the public come to a better

understanding of school needs that they will

be prepared to furnish the means. Land and

buildings, money and materials are required
for the educaton of the young on a scale

which would have astonished our predecessors ;

these demands will be willingly conceded, and
the education rate will be willingly paid,
wherever parents are taken into confidence

and enabled to realize the blessings which

accrue to their offspring from a generous

system of schooling.
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Reverting thus to the first chapters of this

volume, we image the School as a civic institu-

tion, taking rank side by side with the Family,
the Church and the State, combining all

worthy elements in the commonwealth for the

sake of those who will maintain its life in days
to come. If such a picture still seems more
of a dream than a reality, it provides at least

a ground of faith ; faith in a social reform

which finds its surest and speediest harvest in

caring for the young; faith in the coming
race who will take up the burden of the ages
at the point where teacher and parent lay it

down.
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FROM 1833 TO 1933: THE CLOSE OP AN EPOCH

THE year 1838 is a notable date in the history
of English Education ; and indeed of Education in
all countries under the British flag, for Westminster
and Whitehall set an example followed by all our
Colonies and Dominions. In that year the Govern-
ment made its first grant in aid of schools, and;
therewith began also to exercise control over public
education. The grant was trifling, but the control
was substantial. Those who inspired these early
efforts confidently looked forward to a large exten-
sion ; they were right in their faith that the teacher
and the school would play an indispensable part in*

the shaping of what we call civilization.

Now a centenary gives occasion for celebrations :

many things will be said in thankfulness and pride,
hi eulogy of this great achievement of our forbears.

Yet such days of remembrance can also be engaged
as days of reckoning and of
schools have done much for

were shaped to fit the fashiq

They could not escape those i

beset the Victorian Epoch.
One of these infirmities

(pp. 28, 29, 164, 220-2)
belief, vix. that School

by year beyond the stage'
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questioned benefit, regardless ofany other conditions

which shape the development of the human race.

The common people have always been sceptical of
this faith, and in this connection the fate of the
recent (Trevelyan) Bill, designed to extend com-

pulsory schooling beyond 14 years of age, is signifi-

cant. While that measure was openly thwarted
in one point or another by religious bodies and by
sheer reactionaries, it is evident that the nation at

large is unwilling to take the plunge. A hundred

years ago control over children at school was set

on foot : from that day to this the nation has

supported teachers and administrators in the exten-

sion of their claims : but at last a halt has been called.

I venture to predict that this attempt at universal

compulsion beyond fourteen years of age will never
be renewed, although one can reasonably hope that
the law of the land will compel all youths to con-

tinue their schooling for what we have called

Partial Education (pp. 161, 221), and will exercise

a strict control over idle youth of all classes who are

released from " attendance " without any alternative

form of work.
These views are admittedly unpopular at least

in the scholastic circles among whom the present
writer has found colleagues and friends for more
than half a century ; he himself was only gradually
converted ; but the conversion has been thorough
and decisive. In The Children of England he sought
to trace the evolution of that scholastic, academic

regime which, in all the countries of Central and
Western Europe, captured the life of the young, and
the historical argument is powerfully reinforced by
science. The physiologists have made it clear

that the animal organism of childhood and youth
needs perpetual exercise of limbs and of all sense
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organs : our entire development in adult life is

maimed if such activities are inhibited. The
psychologist pursues the indictment : he knows
that the great mass of mankind can only enjoy a

worthy and happy life when the bulk of each day
is spent in dealing with concrete experience, whereas
the school continues to engage the child in explana-
tion, in discussion, with information through talks

and books. Even when "
subjects

" are introduced
which deal with the arts and crafts, these studies

themselves tend to be treated on the scholastic

plane, expounded in classroom fashion when they
should be enjoyed as work and play with purposes
such as men and women achieve apart from the
intellectualism of a syllabus.

If this diagnosis is sound, one can understand why
the millions of unemployed are ready to fold their

hands and accept whatever Fate provides, helpless
because during their school years everything had
been "

provided
" for them.

" The helplessness of infancy
"

(pp. 22 and 27-9)
has been fostered in the unconscious mind of child-

hood and youth ;

" the mass "
sit waiting to be

told what to do, waiting till their betters re-open the

factory doors and the warehouses. Mass instruc-

tion, mass attendance, mass amusements watching
the cinema and the team, lead to the same passive
state of mind wherein the multitude take whatever

Providence or the State dispenses. Is this a

travesty of the facts ? If it approximates hi any
degree to the truth, it stands hi sad contrast to the

buoyant optimisms of a century ago ; democrats

and liberals of those days devoutly believed that

Education would be the salvation of democracy.
We still believe this ; but we have come to admit
a wide distinction between Education and School-
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ing : we seek for radical reform in the schools, for

a New Education, because we accept the discoveries

which a hundred years of experience and research

have revealed. We can no longer consent to pour
the new wine into the old bottles.

If civilization, as the newspapers say, is in danger,
if Europe has to choose between Dictators and

Anarchists, we should be willing to re-examine the

principles on which our teachers are moulding the

democracy of to-morrow.
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